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there is an almost unanimous
opinion
that the United States will accept nothing less than the termination of the
Spanish sovereignity in Cuba and as any
kind is considered
concession of that

4
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It is the prize formula of Prof. Dizi
Crosby, M.D., LL.D., for over 30 years
at the head of Dartmouth Med. College
and

Dolz, Giberga

and

Leopoldasolza,
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Europe may possibly awake at the last
moment to the dangers of aggressive panAmericanism and recognize in Spain the
ohampion of the vital European interests
of the future. In that case the deus ex

Quality,

naturally take

machina would

Absolute Purity

the form

of collective intervention
by the great
such illusions are not inpowers, but
dulged in by praotloal statesmen nor do
these latter attribute much importance
to the

persistent

rumors

of the likelihood

the insurgents making terms with
the autonomous government in order to
avert annexation by America.
of

t

Hard Work Put In by Speaker and His Lieutenants
To This End Yesterday.

additional

An

autonomists
vertre Anclada prominent
and members of the central committee,
have
been appointed by the committee
with the same end in view. They left
this morning for Santa Cruz del Sur
where they will use their influence in
the name of the autonomist party, but
independently of the parliamentary com-

vessel

Senate—A
Aot

believed to be the American

Is the guarantee given
with every barrel of

fluence and it is clearly perceived that the
American annexationists could
easily
counteract any such tendencies to reconx>uwjucn3 can

ciijukiiujj.

x

decision of the United States Senate.
This decision has been received by the
general publio with great coolness.
The

people say
and

are

fired, the

they

are

preparedifor

waiting for the first
sooner,;the better.

a

fight

shot to be

TO TAKE SPANIARDS FROM TAMPA

auj

Washington, April 17.—The Spanish
solution acceptable
Senor Polo y Bernabe, today
minister,
Gen.
the
parties.
Woodford,
American minister, is reported to be the closed a charter for an American steammost anxious to avoid a conflict and still er of the Plant line which will carry
to he not witbont hope; but officially he the entire Spanish colony of Tampa,
sign

to

liiTte
as

Our

I

Country’s

representa-

tive in Havana have called forth
much praise from all factions
of our people.
We have the ability to fit
any one's feet i respective of
belief, and our many styles
of Ladies',
Children's and
Men's Shoes, have called forth
praises from our customers.

Just

now

drive
either

styles.

we

arc

making

a

Men’s Vici Kids,
in Black or Russett
They sell for £3.50.

on

CENTER

BcDOWELL,

539 Congress St, Brown Block.
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of
both

a

peaceful

The paremains absolutely quiescent.
tienco of the country at large is rapidly
exhausting itself, to judge by telegrams
from the provinces and more or less expansive demonstrations of the popular

CRAFT.

Is Worth Beating Eight.
HOW ?
TIME, exclusive.
AWAY, by exhaust fans.
then steamed, moths and microbes killed.
That’s the way we do at.

ONE AT A

In

making

remain at

Tampa.

April 17.—Cable despatches
At the embassies and legations reprewere received today directing all Amerisenting the six powers of Europe the uncan
diplomatic and consular officials to usual activity of the last three weeks
watch for movements of Spanish war was
noticeably relaxed as it has
oraft in British waters and to report any
now come to be accepted in these quartsuch movement to
immediLondon,

Washington

It is supposed that the other embassies and consulates have been similarly instructed.

ately.

GENDARMES CHARGED RIOTERS.

Malaga, April

17.—The

rioting

which

out yesterday was continued last
The gendarmes charged the
evening.
mob
frequently and the rioters returned
broke

their attacks
ous

A CARPET WORTH BEATING

to Havana tomorrow.

the

charter
the
minister
gave
assurances that in case of hostilities the
steamer would be cleared from Havana,
given ample protection, and allowed to
feeling are taking place in many cities.
return to an American port. The consul
FOB SPANISH
WAR and vice consul with two assistants will
LOOK OUT

Many persons

NOTICES.

Fla.,

arrests

quieter

with
were
were

volleys and

stones.
bruised and numbermade. The city
is

ers

that there will be no

none

ation

action, certainly

of a radical character toward medior intervention between
Spain and

morning.
ORDER IN MADRID.

April 17.— (8.15 p. m.)—Perorder reigns in Madrid, though the
streets are thronged with promenaders. g
Madrid.

fect

London, April IS.—A special despatch
from Madrid says there was another hostile demonstration outside the American
Forest City Dye Bouse and consulate at Malaga
Washington, April 16.—Forecast for
Sunday afternoon.
rUOlLU U stoa,n Carpet Cleansing The civic
guard dispersed the mob after Monday for New England: Unsettled
Works,
repeated charges. Three people were weather and showers; colder Monday
Se. 13 Preble St.,
opn. Preble House.
ininrerl. Most of the shODS were closed. night; winds becoming northerly.
<y!oves Cleansed Every Day.
Boston, April 17.—Local forecast for
DUST EXPLOSION IN ELEVATOR.
Boston and vicinity for Monday:
Cloudy,
ROOSEVELT WILL GO TO WAR.
probably with light local showers in the
Caused
F.re Which Followed
8000,000
"Washington, April 17.—Hon. Theodore
morning followed by fair; cooler; west
Roosevelt, probably will resign his office
Loss in Charlestown.
to northwest winds.
as Assistant secretary of the
Navy in case
of hostilities with Spain, to
Local Weather Report.
Boston, April 17.—The roof of the
accept a commission for active service in the
elevator
at the Hoosac Tunnel
Portland,
army. grain
Me., April 17.—The local
Nothing definite has yet been decided docks, Charlestown, was blown com- weather bureau office records as to the
dust explosion at 4 weather are as follows:
a
off by
upon as to what assignment he will ac- pletely
8 a. m. Barometer 29.690: Thermomcept, but it is believed that he would o’clock this morning, and the fire that
prefer to serve with the New York state followed it, not only destroyed the re- eter 48.0; Dew Point 42; Humidity 79;
wind SW; Velocity 1: weather, clear.
troops. From the beginning of the pres- maining portion of the immense struc8 p. m. Barometer 29.685; Thermomwith Spain, Mr. Roose- ture, but consumed nearly the entire conent difficulties
eter 60.8; Dew Point 42; Humidity 50;
velt
has teen prominent among those tents
of over 400,000 bushels of grain, wind
N; Velocity 6; cloudy.
trho believedtnat war is thejonly solution mostly wheat. The steamer Cambroman,
Mean daily thermometer 54; maximum
since
at
the disaster to which had just finished loading
the thermometer
of the problem and
70; minimum thermomthe Maine his advice to the President and dock, was towed out Without injury, but eters?: maximum velocity wind, 10, W;
total
precipitation .0.
the members of the cabinet
and a
has
small tenements

that the
Spaniards were responsible for
the wrack of the Maine and believes that
that act fully justifies an immediate de-

timated by the fire underwriters at nearly $000,000, making a fire loss that has
not been equalled in this city since 1898.

claration of war.

The explosion not only shook the entire
Charlestown district, but was notioeably

BARON FAVA HAS HOPES.

Rome, April

17.—The

Pungolo

Parlia-

publishes an interview with
Baron Fava,
the Italian ambassador to
the United States, who leaves for Washington next Thursday, in the course of
which he declares that he does not believe
there will be war and that he oonsiders
the possibility of action by the
powers
to Btay the decision of
Congress a3 not
mentare

excluded.

felt in the city proper and many of the
suburbs.
Of the 400,000 bushels of grain in the
elevator, the elevator officials stated tothat over half of it was wheat
day,

awaiting shipments

to Europe and owned
by Mr. J. W. Leiter of Chicago. The
balance consisted of oats, corn and other cereals, the
property of various parties
in the west.

by Speaker

Characterized

An

to

a

Some If

the

Republicans

Ho

“Assault”

Upon the PresidentSpeaker’s Rooms at the Shoreham Yesterday Were Tike
Headquarters of Commander-in-Chief of Army—Party
Fealty the Rallying Cry.
Washington,

as

April

17.—Tomorrow the prove any resolution which contained
difficult task of adjusting the differences such an invasion of his prerogative and
between the two houses of Congress on which so plainly violated every precethe Cuban question
begins. The rock dent of international law. This strong
upon which the two houses split is the intimation of a Presidential veto, which
recognition of the independence of the would involve an entirely new start and

existing repubiio which

was

Incorporat-

ed in the Senate resolutions. Wore the
clauses of the Senate resolutions eliminated nothing could have prevented immediate
concurrence
by the House, as
the great majority of the Republicans or
the lower branch of Congress are eager
for a conclusion. But the action of the
Senate declaring for
the recognition of
Cuba’s independence against the direct
and speciBo recommendation of the President has given the conservatives a rallying cry from the standpoint of party
loyalty, which proved very effective today.
One of the most prominent Republican
denominated that
leaders on the floor
portion of the Senate resolutions as a
direct “assault”
upon the President,
which no loyal Republican could endorse,
and upon this theory Speaker Reed and
his lieutenants have been proceeding to-

day in their campaign
rence

against

concur-

who view the situation dispassionately
do not believe that such expedition is

of Ohio and Payne of New York.
has seen Messrs, Joy of Missouri,
Lorimer of Illinois, Heatwole of Minne-

discuss the lines of sly compromise
short of the Senate’s actiois on this point.
Whether they would hold to this if they
should find the House equally determined
is not sure in view of the pressure for
many of the most radical
say that nnsufficient action
is better than no aotion at all. On the
ether hand there is an element in the
action.

Still

pro-Cubans

Senate of respectable proportions, whioh
favors the House resolutions over those
of the Senate and whose influence will be
constantly exerted in the Senate j against
that body’s own declaration.

There is a strong intimation
possible.
that delay is
what is desired by those
The outspoken senators who held this
opposed to war in the hope of some actview are the 21 who voted figainst the
ion by the Spanish Cortes. A
hope is exthe delays ..incident to it, had a powerful pressed that Mr.
Hitt, chairman of the resolution as amended and there are probinfluence, although in certain quarters foreign affairs committee who had been ably a dozen more who voted for the
it was asserted that a Presidential veto quite ill,
but who Is much better, will declaration as a whole,who are not heartiwould
be
The suggestion be able to bo in his
ovcr-riden.
place tomorrow. In ly favorable to it and who would not be
that the President might sign the reso- that case he will
be in charge on the greatly disappointed over finding an opthe Senate's positlution
and send * message to Congress door and he, Mr. Adams of
Pennsylvania portunity to modify
saying that the clause recognizing the and Mr. Densmoro of Arkansas, the senior ion.
Thus it is, while the sentiment in the
independence of Cuba was ultra vires— members of the minority of the commitbeyond the jurisdiction of Congress—was tee will be appointed conferees on the re- Senate is not yet sufficiently crystalized
frowned upon by the President’s friends. port of the
House. If Mr. Hitt is not to justify positive prediction there is
of opinion to present
Those who were in favor of concurrence able to be
present, Mr.'Adams and Mr. enough difference
»n
in the Senate amendment were not par- Quigg of New York will be the
interesting situation if the House
Republiticularly active today, but some of them can conferees.
Roth are thoroughly in should Tail to endorse the Senate action.
from the Cuban question, the
are showing determination.
Aside
At one time sympathy with Speaker
Heed and the
today it was said that 33 Republicans had administration.
The motion to be made Senate will probably devote itself largely
agreed to vote the'concurrence, hut this tomorrow, will be of course be antago- during the week to the appropriation
bills. The Sundry civil bill has been only
could not bo confirmed and the conserva- nized by a speoial motion to
concur.
The
the naval bill
tives are confident that not half that latter motion
would take precedence partially considered and
number will brake over the traces. They
realize, however, that the chief dauger
lies in a possible stampede. If 25 Re-

publicans join

the Democrats and

motion to non-concur and would
have to be voted; upon first, but
Speaker
Reed has already held this
session, that
a
motion to conour with an amendment
takes precedence over a motion to nonover a

Popu-

in the Senate

He

effect.

even

Man—The Senate Resolution

in

a

body.

Some
escence

concur.

It

strategic

point

is

very desirable
from a
of view that the first
vote to be taken shall be on the
proposition of the Republican leaders and therefore the strong probability is that there
will be the motion. The
debate; probably
will not be long, possibly two
hours, and
Unnecessary a speoial rule will brought
in to cut oil embarrassing amendments

of them have made their acquithe programme mapped out

in

sota and other leaders of the Republican contingent
upon the ability of the ReIf the resoparty and by other agencies has had a publicans to carry it out.
thorough canvass made of the Republican lutions are to be cononrred in, they say
side of the House. Tonight he is confi- thev cannot afford to he loft out at the
death.
IIIO
Lit!II0
They say they could not justify
iicpuuiioano ui uiio xAuuao
be marshalled ngainst yielding to the such a course with their constituents. It
Senate on tho main issue. Some of tho is said that many of the Western Republiarguments used with those who, like cans have been beseiged by their consti-

and motions.
It the resolutions should result in war
bhe revenue measure airrft#arJ

ttepublicans of the ways and means committee will
be presented at once. The
irmy
re-organization bill as modified
will also be passed as soon as
opportunity
The opposition to the modified
offers.
measure from
the national guard has

vu«u

ANOTHER DEMONSTRATION.

adjoining,
uni- many
formly been for immediate action against building used as a distillery by Chapin
the Spaniards,
with full power of the & Trull, were damaged more or less by
army and navy. He has never doubted the debris from the roof. The loss is es-

Stand

nor

this

DUST DRAWN

Stampede Feared by

resolutions. All day lists in voting for concurrence the resoluthe United States.
long the Speaker's rooms at the Shore- tions will go to the President as passed
ham have been like the headquarters of by the Senate. Should the little hand of
BRITISH CRUISER SAILS.
vote to concur
the commander-in-chief of an
army. Republicans who will
Bermuda,April 17.—The British cruiser He has consulted with his lieutenants, make the result doubtful, it is feared that
Talbot has sailed from this port. It is Messrs.
Dingley of Maine, Dalzell of many others who are held only by conrumored that her destination is Nassau.
Pennsylvania, Cannon of Illinois,Grosve- siderations of party loyalty will go over
THE WEATHER.

Veto

May

This One of the Strongest Arguments Used by Conservative
Tenders in the House Against
Concurring With the

probable that the insur- tng Triton, passed the mouth of Havana
gents were disagreeably surprised by the xiarDor anout » ooiook tmn afternoon,goterms of
President McKinley’s message ing westward. It is
suspected that she
which vetoes their independence aspira- had on hoard some commissioner who
is
tions and those who know personally the
going to inform the insurgents as to the
Calixto
influential leaders,
two most
Garcia and
Maximo Gomez, believe the
former would not be insensible to the
call of Spanish patriotism. But Gomez
isjregarded as impervious to such an in-

President

Senate Resolution If Sent to Him.

mittee.
There are great expectations as
to the remit which ie anxiously awaited.
A

That

Intimation

commission will indicato a neutral zone
and
propose conditions and a place of
Senors Juan Ramier and Sil
meeting.

It is, no doubt

*

Press.)

J"le

well-

known lawyer, designated by the autonomist government as a particular committee to approach the
insurgent leaders in
Eastern Cuba, left by rail for Batabano,
utterly incompatible with national honor, from which point they will proceed by a
war seems
inevitable, unless some un- ooast steamer to Santa Crulz del Sur to
known deus ex machina should suddenly ascertain whether the
insurgent governintervene.
ment In the province of Puerto Principe
A
few sanguine people imagine that will
accept the armistice. If raceived the

4444444444*44444444444444

Best

Speaker Reed Confident It Will
Stand by First Action.

Autonomists Start for Conference

“In official circles today there is an
with Cubans.
impression that a rupture of negotiations
may not take place quite so soon as was
expected two days ago, but it cannot'be
of a peaceful
said that the prospects
Havana, April 17.— (8.SO p. m.—)This
solution are much lmprovod. Among
morning Senors Pedra Habelloa, colonial
the leading representatives of all parties
secretary of posts and communications;

4
y

to the

D. c„ April 17.-The
situation here
foeai^ it is
very
critical
so
i’ar as tomorrow's ac110,1
01
,lle Rouse
is
concerned.
There is great
anger that a section of Republicans
may vote with
I*®mo<:r”ts £t)r concurrence in the Senate
resolutions.
I he Republican leaders
understand this, and have been
actively at work today forming the party lines to stand
by
the Rouse resolution.
The Senate resolution is considered most unwise and
fraught with troubles for the
future. Ills thought that all of the New
England congressmen will stand by the House resolutions tomorrow,
although some of the New England senators,
especially
Eodgc, Frye and Chandler voted with the “war at once”
party in the Senate last night, ft was thought that the
House resolutions were very radical when
they passed,
but every one looks to them now as
couscrs'ative and
peaceful beside the Senate’s production.
While the leaders of tlic house are
working for the
resolutions they have very little
hope that they can
thereby prevent) war. So they are preparing for the expenses of it
A revenue Util has already been drafted
by Mr. Din-,
ley’s ways and "Gleans committee, and will be ready lor
the consideration of tlic house as soon as the first
gun is
fired. It will put a duty on tea and coffee, an
tax on beer,and a tax on bank
checks,notes,and commercial paper of tl'is kind. Probably the
duty on tea and
coffee will nect ssilate laying duties on the stocks of
these
articles on hanti in this country, since if this were
not
advance
douc,
fimporiations wonld prevent the government getting atsy revenue for six month or
more, it will
make no differsnee to the consumer, as the
price will go
up for him as sOon as the duty is laid, whether the article
lias passed the custom house or not. The great
importers
will probably object strongly to applying nle tariff
to
stocks on hand as it will cut lliem off from
large profits
by hurrying ia importations before the act takes

day says:

| It Gores from Head to Foot i
♦

(Special

Washington

spurs LAST HOPE.

Will Save SpainOnly Thins Which

London, April 18.—The Madrid correof the Times telegraphing Sun-

strengthened,
the digestive
creased, appetite is made keen
and digestion made
perfect,

CENTS^^

THREE

SITUATION GRAVE.

ards from War.

cleansed and

are

EX MACHINA INVOKED.

DEUS

Through the

stomach it builds
the body anew.
The stomach is

fluids

PRICE

THE HOUSE MAY NOT YIELD.

London, April 18.— A special dispatch from Singapore says that the steamship Leo XIII from Manila, has
arrived there crowded with Spanish officials anti well to
do Spanish families, who are escaping from the rebellion which is spreading rapidly in the Thillipines. They
report that Manila is panic strikcn.
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DAILY

of Wisconsin, Mann of Illi- tuents today to vote for the Senate resoMr. Cooper
nois and Broinwell of Ohio, are disposed lutions.
The whole programme
for tomorrow
to takej the shortest cut out of the woods
and
by agreeing, end tho matter, have has not been absolutely decided upon
been such as to shako the convictions of Something will depend upon the situthes9 gentlemen. The chief
complaint ation as it appears when,the final report is

been

withdrawn.
There are contested
slection cases and other minor matters to
111 np whatever of time;remains
during
the week in the House.

who
want to concur is that made to
the Speaker in the
of those
morning.
non-concurrence means delay, oomplicar The Speaker, however, will hold that the
tions, Dossibly a re-opening of diploma- resolutions as amended do not have to
tic
negotiations and possibly farther go to the committee, but a motion to con-

STMFoUT.

WILL

concessions by Spain which will embar- cur or non-concur is in order. This will
whole question immediately
rass the United States when the time bring the
before the
House.
It has not yet been
for action arrives.
Those members who have been labored decided whether the motion shall be to

Senate Determined Not to Yield to
the House.

with separately. The arguments against non-concur with a request for a conferhave been reiterated and rein- ence or to concur with an amendment
forced in the light of the speeches in the striking out the recognition of indepenSenate.
Especially potent has been the dence and perhaps making other slight
argument advanced by Senators Allison amendments in tho other sections of the
and Morgan that if we recognize the in- Senate resolutions.

recognition

In
the latter case the position of the
dependence of the existing government,
Gen. Gomez might at any time negoti- House would be definitely outlined and
ate a peace with Spain which would leave might be more satisfactory to the radical
the United States in the lurch.
Republicans who are suspicious naturalWhen France allied herself with us in ly of conferences.
But in either event
the
revolutionary war it was for tho except in the | improbable one that the
Weather Observation.
purpose of gaining our independence, but Senate would accept the House amendThe agricultural department weather we were held to the compact by a stipu- ment without further action, the resolubureau for yesterday, April 17, taken lation that no peace with Great Britain tion would go to conference, so that it
at 8 p, m., meridian time, the observa- should be negotiated without France’s would amount to the snme thing in the
end.
There lias been considerable critiion for each section being given in the consent.
More than this, it is claimed that there cism of the verbiage of the Senate amendorder: Temperature, direction of wind,
are evidences that the Senate will yield ments today.
(Jen. (Jrosvenor said, sarstate of weather:
of independence if the castically, that resolutions which are to
Boston, 06 degrees, W, clear; New the recognition firm.
Notwithstanding bear the inspection of the world should
York, 68 degrees, SW, cloudy; Philadel- House stands
phia, 70 degrees, W, cloudy; Washington, the largo majority for the resolution,Sen- be at least“grammatical and diplomatic.”
74 degrees, S, cloudy; Albany, 60 degrees,
ator Hoar of Massachusetts today urgent- The Speaker’s
lieutenants today have
NW,cloudy; Buffalo,60degrees, N,cloudy;
tho House leaders to re- held out to their
colleagues the assurance
Detroit, 48 degrees, NE, clear; Chicago, ly counselled
f2, degrees, N, cloudy; St. Paul, 60 de- ject tenaciously the Senate’s proposition. that action should be had at every subsegrees, SE, partly cloudy; St. Vincent, He assured them that the Senate would quent stage of the
proceedings with deHuron,
Dak., 62 degrees,
missing;
hold out. But possibly the strong- spatch and that the res er .tlons would
clear;
E,
Bismarck, 72 degroes, E, not
go
partly cloudy; Jacksonville, 70 degrees, est argument brought to bear was that to the President as finally agreed upon
clear.
President
the
SE,
himself would not ap- before Wednesday morning. But those

; Washington,

April 17.—A majority of
Senate will give very little attention
to any
other subject
until the Cuban
juesiion is Anally disposed of iu Congress.
That body having acted upon the resoluDha

;ions of independence and intarvention,
;he question is not properly before
it,
out there is such intense interest that
senators will continue to give It their inlividual
attention until an agreement
with the House is secured.
Tho supporters of the senate
form of expression are

oopei'ul that public sentiment will compel tile House to accept the Senate declaration, but they know that the influential conservative element is against them
ind they realize that they may bo
disappointed in the action of the House. In
that event they are prepared to stand

i

against

surrender on the part of
tho Sonule. How long this determination
will hold good remains to bo developed,
advocates of the recognition of
but the
out

Cuban
I vinced

|

a

independence
that

recognition

refuse

to

be

con-

other course than its
any
is tenable.
They decline tp

is

on

the calendar

There are many
bills.

awaiting action.
disputed points in

both

Naval Commander

Trip

t)

Tells

of His

Europe.

Washington, April 17.—Today was exceptionally quiet in official circles and

the surface at least thore were no
new
in the Spanish situation.
The reports of
yesterday’s action by the
Senate were an
absorbing subject of discussion and the
probability of what the
House will do, was
uppermost in everyone s mind.
For tho iivst time in several
weeks, the President was ab’.6 to dovote
Sunday almost entirely to his family and
to resume his church
going which had
been interrupted by ithe
important Sunday conference* with the members of the
cabinet. In company with Mrs. McKinley and some friends, the President this
afternoon
went for a long
drive, thoon

developments

roughly enjoying the country scenery.
Assistant Secretary Hay was at the
White

Hoirse

for

a

short time in the

morning and saw the President.
Vice-President Hobart and Postmaster

General, Gary
was at

called while tho President

church.

In the war and navy
departments there
also lacking that evidence of aetivityjl.und rush which has characterized
Arrival of Two Companies of tbo Twentythem for so many Sundays
past. AdjuFifth Infantry.
tant General Corbin said there had been
COLORED TROOPS AT

KEY WEST.

Key West, Fla., April 12.—The arrival
of companies A and O of the 25th infantry
from
late last night roused Key West
tropical lethargy, and this Sunday has
been marked by a stir unwonted tere in
these exciting times.
in number,
The colored troops, 125
were obliged to remain on board the City
of Key West all night, because of lack of
accommodation at the barracks already
riven over to two batteries of artillery.
It was
eventually decided to quarter
them in Old Fort Taylor, and this morning they (formed in double file and
marched there, a body of stalwart men,
many of whom have seen war service in
and most ot whom
Indian campaigns
rank high as sharp shooters.
Some of tho local papers have been protesting against having colored troops sent
here and there had been a slight fear of
unfavorable demonstration. So far
in
From
anything of the kind happening,
-he colored troops’were greeted with only
was no moveword? of praise. There
ment of the fleet today.
The Mallory lino steamer Lampassas,
which arrived here Thursday with coal
For the fleet, has received instructions
From the main office to remain at Key
West until further orders as the governis negotiating for her purchase.
ment
But whether
purchased or not she will
tho government to transfer
be used by
troops to Cuba should the necessity arise.

QUIET

AT FORT MONROE.

Fort Monroe, Va., April 17.—Commolor
Schley had a very quiet Sunday.
There was nothing doing on the flagship,
The
Columbia or Minneapolis.
he
Texas and Massachusetts finished coaling
and in the afternoon the Massachusetts
shifted her
anchorage because she was
close to the Minneapolis. Shore leavo
the men. The Wanrnot allowed
ratuck, Lieut. jungen, who was on the
Maine, in command, and the Uncas,
Liout. F. R. Brainard,
just detached
too

was

the Brooklyn, passed up to Norfolk
and the torpedo beats
this afternoon,
Rodgers went out for a trial.
From

WAR SHIP NEAR ENGLAND.

was

[ohanges in the details for tho mobilization of the troops,announced some
days
nor any
ago,
assignments of officers.
The proposals from railroads for transporting the troops will be opened tomorrow and the expectation is that the soldiers, in many instances, will
their
r.o

journey

begin

south

the same day.
Assistant Secretary Roosevelt was at
the navy department for some time during the morning transacting matters
on

requiring

his attention. He had a visit
from Commander Willard R.
Brovtnson,
wno

nact

just, returnod from his visit
where he was yent to
purchase
munitions for the use of the United States
abroad
navy.

Commander Brownson made a number
of recommendations and reports to Secretary Long during his inspections abroad
and will submit the final one to tho Secretary tomorrow.

Ho asked to be excused
the results of bis trip
pending his report to the secretary. Commander Brownson during his visit was
able to guage tho
feelings which tho
European nations have for this country
in its issue with Spain.
Concerning the
Englishmen ho remarked that their sympathy is for us and they are with ns to a
man.
A great many Frenchmen sided
from

discussing

with Spain,
although the commander
said his observations regarding them were
based on roports only. Italy being otic of
the Latin countries there is an element
which

sympathizes with Spain, although
many of tho commercial classes realizing
that much of the trade of the Peninsular
is
with
tho United States, look upon
our contention with
favor. Commander
Brownson says that owing to tho uncertain state of affairs in Europe

growing

of the
Eastern question in which
most of tho great nations are interested,
very few really satisfactory warships are
to be found on the market,
while in six
months from now, when possibly.no ono
out

will want
to purchase any, no'doubt
somo will be available.
Unfinished ships
and those of inferior qualify were to be
obtained if desired, but the government

preferreu
kind.
Ths

not

to purchase vessels of that

commander
will leave the city
April 17.—The Spanish war- tomorrow for New York, where he is to
passed Dover at 1.551 assume command of the Yankee, to
ship Barcelona,
j'clock this morning, bound west.
1 Which he lias been asigned.
London,

RIOTS ABROAD.
XJnlted Hates Consulates

iu

Spain

How

At-

the

Resolution

16.—The United
consulate has been attacked by a
Spanish mob.
Stones were thrown and the mob tore
town
the
shield having upoti it the
arms
of th« United States and dragged
i along the streets.
The United States consul at Malaga is
Richard M. Rartleman of Boston, Mass.,
son' of a retired naval officer and formerly assistant secretary of the Massachusetts Humane society.
Malaga is one of the Important maritime provinces of Spain, having a population of over half a million.
The capital of the province is Malaga,
with a
116,888.
population in 1877 of
The city is Unely situated on the Mediterranean coast, and ranks next to Barcelona in importance as a Spanish seaport.
According to the congressional directory
the United States consul at Malaga is Mr.
K. M. Bartleman, a native of Boston, and
the vice consul is Mr. Thomas R. Geary.

debate which ended tonight.
Whili
the verdict returned was deoisive it was
not final.
Notes of
discord—almost
foreboding in their tone—were sounded,

This foreboding was^not due to anxietj
about the result of the impending conflict
It was prompted by a fear lest if thi

Mr. Bacon and

action taken by the Senate should ulti
rnately be made final, this governmen
might become involved in complication
that in future years would prove 6erious

the great speech of the day had been madi 1
by Mr. White of California, who had con

sistently opposed >ny

action
upon thi 1
Cuban question.
The speeoh was a mas
terly oratorical effort.
No less than twenty five Senators ad
dressed themselvei to
the momentou:
question under consideration, during thi 1
day and the speeches were characterize!

Havana, April 16.— La Luoha in an editorial today says: “War is the only solution to clear off the situation between
uic

luuuci

being winner even if (she loses. It is
the best ohance for Spain and will mean
the ending forever of the Caban insurreca

tion which has always been supported by
the United States. Autonomy oannot be
effective unless the United States shows

by an impassioned force and elnquenci
|
rarely heard in or out of the halls o

neutrality.”
Advices received

On the floor was every member electei
to the Senate save one, Mr. Walthall o
So deep wa
Mississippi, who was ill.
his interest in the question, however,tha

Congress.

here from Matanzas
say there was considerable alarm in the
city owing to a new tax on provisions.
The stores were all closed, and, as the

he had released

bakers were not working, there was no
bread in town. This aroused the people
and groups of the Inhabitants paraded
the streets, shouting against the tax. The

polioe eventually Interfered, charged

|

Spooner from hi: 1

night.
Mr. Hale of Maine, Mr. Gorman o
Maryland, Mr. Allison of Iowa, Mr. Aid

pf Rhode Island, Mr. Jones o
Arkansas and Mr. Hoar addressed thi
Senate with an eloquence and solemnity
bom only of the most profound feeling
for their country’s welfare.
rich

the

SIGSBEE ON DECK.
Washington, April 16.—Captain Charles

The test vote was quite
the amendment offered by

D. Sigebee, who commanded the Maine
at the time of the explosion, will leave
here tonight or tomorrow morning, for
the St. Paul.
New York, to command
He will conduot the vessel from
New
York to Cramp’s shipyard at Philadel-

naturally or
Mr.
Tnrpie

the independence
of thi
Cuban republic.
It prevailed by a
ma
jority of 14, the vote being 51 to 37.

recognizing

16.—In

routine

aocordanci

business

the

resolution

foreign relations committee
before the Senate.

SPAIN’S EIRST VICTORY.

Few Senators were on the floor at thi
time and Mr. Teller suggested the lacl
manner, and the of a quorum, saying it was due to thi
newspapers continue their characteristic Senators
who were to
speak that t
comments upon the crisis.
The Diarlo
quorum be present. After about flfteer
de la Marina this morning in an editorial minutes a
quorum appeared.
headed
“The
first
victory,”
says:
Mr. Cannon was then recognized anc
‘‘Spain has won the first viotory from spoke in favor of immediate decisivi
the United States by making them oome action and for the
recognition of the in
upon the ground desired by the Spanish. dependence of the Cuban republio.
The victoryjjis due to the aotlon at the
Mr. Allen was recognized and said hi
liberal government in showing tim world wanted to call attention to the
remark
that
Spain has tried to avoid bloodshed, able scene that had occurred at the Whiti
but th#t if provoked, she is ready to fight
House on April 7. He referred to the cal
and that all the
&?e on her side.”
of the representatives of six great power

Havana, April 16.—(10
opened in its usual quiet

a,

refits

THB NAHANT AT SEA.

had

ever

been witnessed

in

thi

Spanish and Austrian ambassadors
again attempted today to persuade Great
the powers in further rereceiving little enoourage-

Join

presentations,
meiit.
The members of the diplomatic corps
have now abandoned all hope of effectual
mediation upon the part of the powers

mands,”
Mr. Burrows supported the position as
sumed in this crisis by the President an< I
however, ding tenaciously to the deluargued against the recognition of thi
sion that they will be able to arrange at
pretent republic of Cuba.
the last
moment a compromise which
Mr. Teller of Colorado here introduce! [
will avert war.
a substitute for the pending Cuban reso
They have haunted the British foreign lntions. It
recognizes the “Republio o
office for a week past, calling daily and
Cuba as the true and lawful governmen i
occasionally more often.
They arrived of that island,
provides for iramediab
there early this morning and for a long
armed intervention if Spain does no:
time conferred with Sir Thomas B. Sanwithdraw from the island and express^
derson, the permanent secretary of the disclaims
any Intention of conquest or
foreign offioe who appears to be wearied the
part of the United States.
of their
importunities.
Mr. Platt of Conneotiout, who, in ac
Their efforts were seemingly rewarded
with little encouragement.
cordance with an agreement reached Iasi

night was acoorded a half hour’s time
devoted it to a strong and eloquent ex
pression of his hope for peace and a

RHEUMATISM CURED.
wife has used Chamberlain’s Pain
Balm for rheumatism with great
relief,
and 1 can recommend it as a splendid
for
rheumatism
and
liniment
other
household use for which we have found
it valuable.—W. J. Cutler, Red Creek,
N. Y.
Mr. Cuyler is one of the leading merchants of this village and one of the
most prominent men in this vicinity.—
W. G. Phippin, Editor Red Creek HerFor sale by 1). W. Heseltine, 387
ald.
Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107
Portland St., King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress
St., H. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Ho-

My

DEFENCE OF THE PRESIDENT.
He

upon plunging the country into war. Hi
hoped, he said, that even yet some wa;
might be found of averting war and a ;
the same time securing peace in Cuba
He held that the President and House o

Easy Food
Buy,

counselled moderation; but my opinions
were swept to the winds and I was carried along with my. people into the most
colossal war in the history of civilized
nations. Our people were a unit then.
If war is to be waged we ought to be a
unit now. But it seems whoever dares to
utter
or

a

thought

in

opposition

to

hasty

ill-oonoelved aotion subjects himself to

gibbet in the popular breast.
Caffery sent to the desk a dipping
a
Washington newspaper sharply
attacking him and charging him with
having been one of the agents of the
Louisiana lottery.
“The grotesqueness of the lie,” said
Mr. Caffery, “is the one thing that at-

without interference would be swept to
the winds, He showed much feeling because of the haste which he said had
been manifested in forcing the present
situation to a crisis. He maintained that
recognition was an executive and not a

was

called

upon

to

place

it

on

stultify

ourselves and the President would
be bound to veto those resolutions.
Mr.
Caffery speaking of the recognition of the
insurgents said: “States cannot be'made
like paper money in whioh counterfeits
must necessarily play a most important

part.”
The time for intervention had come,
but the idea of “turning loose the dogs of
war and letting them lick their chops

DRIPPING WITH HUMAN GORE
abhorrent to all civilization,” said
Mr. Caffery. He paid a glowing tribute to
the wisdom, the patience and the
high
was

patriotism of the President.
Mr. Hawley of Connecticut, who followed Mr. Caffery, pronounced judgment
upon the message of the President

as

one

Do Your Hands Chap?
W SO, USB
THE celebrated

lowe

ground, on untenable ground that wouli l
not be approved by the nations of th 3
earth.
“I deplore it; it is unpardonable,” de
dared Mr. Platt. He thought to recog
nize the present Cuban republic, whicl
4-itrfc.vi’ai Lee had testified existed only ii

uaker Oats

|

skeleton,

would be little

short

of

folly

the;united

states

otherwise

ORDERED BY CONGRESS.”

The resolution went

over

upon

an

oh-

jection of Mr. Gorman of Maryland.
Mr. Bata of Tennessee [addressed “the
Senate for fifteen minutes in a
speech
urging the recognition of tho present
Cuban government as independent.
Mr. Clark of Wyoming said that war
at hand. The diplomacy of the entire
world could not now prevent it. For the
murder of the heroes of the Maine, war
was

"Will wash without BolUnf,

No Washboard

Required.

Beware of Imitations,

mittee which provided for the recognition with which he had, in the last few days, ate resolution if this
motion were not
by the Unitea States of the “republic of witnessed the melting away of the con- entered in the Senate. Mr. Davis withCuba as the true and lawful government servative sentiment in the Senate.
Sen- drew his motion and entered a motion to
ators who had
if that inland.”
opposed the recognition of adjourn.
This was regarded as tho most import- the
The
independence of Cuba had one by
Senate
then
at 9.15 p. m., adand one and
ant amendment to be voted upon
day by day come into lino for journed until Monday at 12 o’clock.
the
that
amendthat declaration. He said he had found
when the announcement
INTERVENTION AND INDEPENDENCE'
ment had been carried by tho vote of 51 to tho reason for this in a

banquet given

17 wan made, the galleries gave great evilences of satisfaction but there was no
The vote was as follows:
ipplause.

The

Text of the Senate Resolution As It
last Wednesday night in this city to the
Hon. William J. Bryan. With great sarFinally Passed.
casm he road from an account of thespeech Joint resolution for the
recognition of the
YEAS—MESSRS. ALLEN, BACON, then made by Mr. Bryan and alleged
4 independence of the
people and reBAKER, BATE, BERRY, CANNON, that it was responsible for the sudden
public of Cuba, demanding that the
CHANDLER, CHILTON, CLAY, COCK- unanimity of sentiment upon tho Demogovernment of Spain relinquish its
RELL, DANIEL. FORAKER, GALL1N- cratic side.
authority and government in the
Many Democratic senators
3ER. HARRIS, HEITFELD, JONES manifested disapproval as Senator Hale
island of Cuba, and withdraw its land
DP AKANSAS, JONES OF NEVADA, was reading the account of the speech.
and
naval forces from Cuba and
KYLE,
LINDSEY, M’waters
KENNEY,
and
Cuban
Mr.
Gorman, of Maryland, followed
directing the
M'LAURIN,
ENEKY,
MALLORY, Mr. Hale. He counselled a temperate
President of the United States to use
MANTLE, MARTIN, MASON,' MILLS, policy, criticised the attacks made by
the land and naval forces
of the
MITCHELL, MONEY,MURPHY, NEL- senators upon the President and declared
United States to carry these resolutions
SON, PASCO, PENROSE, PERKINS, that party politics should give way to
into effect.

PETTIGREW, PETTUS, QUAY, RAWLINS, ROACH, SMITH, STEWART,
TELLER,
THURSTON, TILLMAN,
TURLEY, TURNER, VEST, WHITE

minority resolutions.
Mr. Proctor of Vermont replied to some
of the statements made by Mr. Elkins. He
it too late now to
upon us and wo ought to
united front.
Mr. Pritohard of North
gized the President and

thought

talk. War was
meet it with
Carolina eulosaid that
he

would support theJHousa resolution.
Mr. Nelson of Minnesota declared that
Congress had the authority and ought to
exorcise'|lt to accept the brave young re-

ally in the coming war.
Perkins of
California
favored
recognizing the independence of the republic

as our

Mr.

of Cuba.
Mr. Morgan of Alabama said we should
not recognize independence without a

stipulation which would prevent the possibility of Gomez making a treaty with
Spain that would leave us in the luroh.
Mr. Kenney of Delaware favored reoogni ion of indenenu

1

ce.

CLARK, CLAY, COCKRELL, DANIEL,
FAULKNER,
DAVIS,
FOKAKER,
jALLINGER, HANSBROUGH, HARRIS, HEITFELD, JONES OF ARKANSAS, JONES OF NEVADA, KENKYLE,
LINDSAY, LODGE,
SEY,
M’LAURIN, MALLORY,
M’ENERY,
MANTLE, MARTIN, MASON, MILLS,
MITCHELL, MONEY, MURPHY, NELSON, PASCO, PENROSE, PERKINS,

THE VOTING.

at 7.SO p. m., there was a great stir in
the Senate and in the galleries. The first
vote was taken upon the amentmentj of
the minority of the foreign relations comBewre

of

Ointments for Catarrh
Contain Mercury,

Mr. Wolcott were both on their feet. The
latter declared
passionately that Mr.
Hale’s statement was most important.
He said:
“I ask

the Senator whether he is authorized by the President to deolare that

contemplated action will place ns in
ieadlock with the President.”
Mr. Teller made the point of order that
it was unparliamentary for a senator to
refer to the
aotion of the other House
ir the President.
mr

The Vioe-Presidont read the rule and
isked Mr. Hale to proceed in order. The
.atter said he did not pretend to speak
oy the authority of the President or to
enow his future action.
“But^I do not
mown if the motion of the senator from
Minnesota prevails,” he continued, “it
will bring the Senate into deadlock with
iho President as shown by the message
le submitted to us.”
Mr. Teller again

CALLED MR. HALE TO ORDER
again the Vice-President read the
■ula.
Mr. Hale seemed but slightly disturbed
tnd

The debate then came to an
abrupt
close.
Senator Hale and several other Senators
who were soheduled to present their views
refrained. When the bells rang for a voto

That

a

mercury will surely destroy the sense ot
smell and completly derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous
as

Such articles should
surfaces.
never be
used except, on prescriptions from reputable
as
the
damage they will do is
physicians,
ten fold to the good you can jmssibly derive
from them, flail’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo
O
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.
In buying
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you got the
genuine. It is taken internally and is made in
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
BSP" Sold by Druggists, price 75c per bottle
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.

THE ARMY READY.

Arrangements

Maclo

for the Invasion

of

Cuba.

Washington, April 16.—Gen. Miles said
afternoon that the movements of
to the south, ordered yesterday,
not
begin until Monday morning

this

troops

will
at the earliest. There was no special occasion for haste in the matter, he said.

Although

no

definite

information

on

that point could be obtained this afternoon, it is said that the Sixth Cavalry at
For$ Myer and the Fourth artillery at
Washington barracks, will hardly start
on their journey South before Monday
evening or Tuesday morning next.
An
important conference was in proat the office of the
gress this afternoon
Secretary of War, the purpose of which
was to perfect arrangements for the U6e
of the national guards of the states and
territories in the national defense in

Whereas, the abhorrent condition which
have existed for more than three years in
the island of Cuba, so near our own borcase
it
becomes necessary to reinforce
ders, have shooked the moral sense of the
‘‘JEvery loyal Democrat,” he said, people of the United States, have been a the regular army. There were present
AND WILSON—51.
‘‘would
be found bohind tho President disgrace to Christian civilization, cul- Secretary Alger, Gen. Miles and AdjuNAYS—MESSRS. ALDRICH, ALLI- as American citizens
minating as they have in the destruction tant General Corbin, Representative Hill
the of
upholding
a United States battleship,
with two
of the House military committee and the
SON, BURROWS, CAFFERY, CAR- bands of our great commander in the hundred and
of its officers and
sixty-six
CULLOM,
TER, CLARK,
DAVIS, war now almost upon us.” He said: crew, while on a friendly visit in the liar adjutant generals of the national guard*
ELKINS,
DEBOE,
FAIRBANKS, ‘‘I pledge myself to forget that Mr. Mc- bor of Havana, and cannot longer be en- of nearly every state and territory in the
dured, as has been set forth by the PresiGOR- Kinley was elect 3d
FAULKNER, FRYE, GEAR,
by tho Republican dent of the United States in his message United States.
MAN, GRAY, HALE, HANNA, HANS- party, because
Adjutant Oeneral Corbin said in the
I know that as Presi- to Congress of April 11, l&ijS, upon which
BROUGH, HAWLEY, HOAR, LODGE, dent of a united
people he will bear his the action of Congress was invited; there- most positive terms that no call for volM‘BRIDE,
M’MILLAN,
MORGAN, country aloft and that no nation, Span- fore
unteers for military sevrice,either militiaResolved, by the Senate House of Rep- men or others, would be made unless
MORRILL, PLATT OF CONNECTI- ish nr otherwise, will receive from him
resentatives of the
of
United States
xr
CUT, PLATT OF NEW YORK, PRIT- aught else than fair, manly and brave America in Congress assembled:
aittu'uiicu uy vyujigicna
t*
Mii.-u
dicj/
CHARD, PROCTOR,SEWELL, SHOUP, treatment.
First—That the people of the island of and approved by the President. He said
Cuba are, and of right ought to be free
SPOONER, WARREN, WELLINGTON,
Mr. Allison of Idaho said that no man
that all the details of such a call rested
and inrtflllflndpnftiml t.Vint-. tliH irnrsrnWETMORE, AND WOLCOTT—37.
could doubt his loyalty to the country ment of the United States
In tbo hands of the President and so far
hereby
recogMr. Davis then offered an amondment
nizes the republic of Cuba as the true and as be knew had had yet been settled in the
iu
uuu no soriuusiy uouucea
»s an additional section as follows:
the wisdom of Congress assuming the lawful government ol that island.
matter beyond a decision to make a call
Second—That it is the duty of tho
“Fourth—That the United States here- independence of a nation in contravene
and was fully
Uoitcd States to demand and the govern- in case it became necessary
by disclaims any disposition or’intention tion of the well-known precept of inter- ment of the United States does hereby authorized by the action of Congress. It
to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction
or
demand, that tiro government of Spain a- was impossible for him to say at this
national law.
onee relinquish its authority and governcontrol over said island, except for the
time
how many men are likely to be
Mr. Aldrich of Rhode Island said he bement in tne island of Cuba and withdraw
pacification thereof, and asserts its deter- lieved that every senator approached this its land and naval forces from Cuba and called out under the first call, bnt in othmination when that is accomplished to
that the Presier quarters it was learned
question with the keenest sensibility of Cuban waters.
Third—That the President of the United dent has practically decided in the event
leave the government and cjntrol of the its
importance. While he could not vote Sta es
be, and ho hereby is, directed and of
Island to its people.”
for a
resolution embodying recognition
legislation to that end to issue a proempowered to use the entire land and
The amendment was adopted without of
independence, he believed that in some naval forces of tho United States and to clamation asking for 50,000 volunteers.
call into the actual service of tho United Gen. Corbin said that if this was done
dissenting vote.
way, somehow, a resolution would, durStates, the militia of the several states the call would be
Mr. Frye moved to strike out the first
apportioned among the
ing the next 48 hours, be presented that to such extent as
may be necessary to
section declaring that the people of the all men of a
different states and territories according
parties and beliefs could and carry these resolutions into effect.
island of Cuba “Are and of right ought would
Fourth—That the United states hereby to their population and that the orgaheartily support and that the
disclaims
:o be free and independent,”
or intention
the
words resolution would be
to nization
of the forces would be left ensatisfactory to the exercise any disposition
sovereignty, jurisdiction or con- tirely to the judgment of the government
On motion of Mr.
‘are ahd of right.
President, the Congress and the people.
trol over said island,
for the
except
Davis the motion was laid on the table 55
Mr. Jones of
Arkansas declared that pacification thereof; and asserts its de- of the several states.
to 33 as follows:
It was announced at the navy departit was the wish of a largo majority pf termination when that is accomplished
to leave the
and control of ment today that there was no intention
YEAS—MESSRS. ALLEN, BACON,
Congress and the people, that the resolu- the Island togovernment
its
people,
BAKER. BATE, BERRY, BUTLER, tion
for the assignment of naval
or necessity
adopted should recognize the Cuban
CHANDLER, CHILTON,
CANNON,
Vessels for the transportation of troops
THE HOUSE RESOLUTION.
He questioned the wisresolution and hoped that
wiser counsels would prevail.

a

higher duty.

dom

of

the

republic’s independence.

THE VOTE ON MK.DA VIS’S MOTION
to

strike out all after the resolving
clause of the House resolution and insert
the Senate
resolution as amended was,
carried by a vote of 60 to 28.
The detailed vote follows:

Whereas, The government of Spain
for three years past h-*s.>been waging war
on the Island of Cuba .against a revolution by the inhabitants thereof without
making any substantial progress toward
the suppression
cf said revolution, and
has conducted
the warfare in a manor
to
the
laws of the nations by
contrary
methods inhuman and uncivilized, causing the death by starvation of more than
two hundred thousand innooent
nonvictims being for the
combatants. the
most part helpless women and children,
inflicting intolerable injury to the commercial interests of the United States, involving the destruction of the lives and
property of many of our citizens, entailof
millions of
ing the expenditures
money in patrolling our coasts and policing the high seas in order to maintain
oyr neutra’ity; and,
Whereas, This long series of losses, inburdens for which Spain is
juries and
responsible has culminated in the destruction of
tho United States battleship Maine in the harbor of Havana and
in the death of 360 of onr seamen.
Resolved, etc., That the .President is
hereby authorized and directed to intervene at once to stop the war in Cuba to
the end and with the purpose of securing
permanent peace and order there and
establishing by the free action of the peothereof a stable and independent
ple
government of their own in the island of
Cuba; and the President is hereby authorized and empowered to use the land
and naval forces of the United States to
execute the purpose of this resolution.

YEAS—MESSRS. ALLEN, BACON,
BAKER, BATE, BERRY, BUTLER,
CANNON, CHANDLER,
tional.
He bitterly arraigned the PresiCHILTON,
dent’s senatorial advisers.
PETTIGREW, PETTUS, QUAY, RAW- CLAY, COCKRELL, CULLOM, DANMr. McEnery
of Louisiana said
he BINS. ROACH, SMITH, STEWART, IEL, DAVIS, FAULKNER,FORAKER,
would vote for the recognition of
the
TELLER,
THURSTON, TILLMAN, GALLINGER, HANSBROUGH, HARCuban republic.
TURLEY, TURNER, TURPIE, VEST, RIS, HKITFELD, JONES,OF ARKANSAS, JONES OF NEVADA, KENNEY,
Mr. Gear of Iowa supported the majority WOLCOTT—55.
resolution.
NAYS—MESSRS* ALDRICH, ALLI- KYLE, LINDSAY, LODGE, McENERY,
MANTLE
Mr. Gallinger of New Hampshire read SON, BURROWS, GAFFERY,
CAR- McLAUREN, MALLORY,
a number of autograph letters from Cuban
TER, CULLOM,
DEBOE, ELKINS. MARTIN, MASON, MILLS, MITCHmilitary commanders, showing thejhigh FAIRBANKS, FRYE, GEAR, GOR- ELL, MONEY, MORGAN, MURPHY,
patriotism which actuated them in their MAN, GRAY, HALE, HANNA, HAW- NELSON, PASCO, PENROSE, PERstruggle for liberty.
BEY, HOAR, M’BRIDE M’MILLIN, KINS, PETTIGREW, PETTUS, PROCMr. Elkins of West Virginia said it was MORGAN,
MORRILL, PLATT OF TOR, QUAY, RAWLINS, ROACH,
He op- CONNECTICUT,
PLATT OF
NEW SHOUP, SMITH, STEWART, TELLER,
plain that war was inevitable.
posed recognition. Mr. Elkins challenged YORK,
PRITCHARD,
PROCTOR, THURSTON, TILLMAN, TURLEY,
the statement of Mr. Proctor as to tho SEWELL, SHOUP, SPOONER, WAR- TURNER, TURPIE, VEST, WHITE,
conditions on the island.
REN,
WELLINGTON, WETMORE, WALCOTT. —60.
NAYS—MESSRS. ALDRICH, ALLIMr. Proctor—“Will the Senator accept WHITE AND WILSON—33.
BURROWS. CAFFERY, CARthe statement in the consular reports?’’
Mr. Morgan then offered his substitute SON,
Mr. Elkins—“I’d a thousand
times providing for a declaration of war.
It TER, DEBOE, ELKINS, FAIRBANKS,
rather accept your statements, but there was laid on the table, yeas 83, nays 5. FKYH,
GEAR, GORMAN, HALE,
HAWLEY,
are other men who report a state of affair^
HOAR, McThe nays were Messrs. Mason, Morgan, HANNA,
McMILLAN,
BRIDE,
MORRILL,
entirely different from that reported to Pettigrew, Turner and Wilson.
PLATT OF CONNECTICUT, PLATT
IN THE HOUSE.
this Senate.”
THE SUPREME MOMENT
OF NEW YORK, PRITCHARD, SEWMr. Elkins declared that the
United
Washington,
April 16.—Representativ
had now oome.
Mr. Hale of Maine who
States ought to take Cnba, Poto Rico and
ELL, SPOONER,WARREN,WELLING- Boutelle, chairman of the House commithas been the mainstay of the opposition
the Philippine Islands in order that we
tee on naval affairs,has introduced a resoTON, WETMORE, WILSON.—28.
to radical action on the Cuban question,
Mr. Hoar then took the floor.
He said lution
might have some compensation for an Bred the last shot in
inquiring of the President if the
his lochor in protest.
he could not vote for the resolution as document
enormous war debt.
If afterwards it was
printed by the Senate forming
The action the Senate is
about to
it
was
amended beoause
their indedesired to give the Cubans
contrary to the the report of the Maine inquiry report
he began, speaking slowly and imtake,”
courtesies prevailing between the exe- contains all the evidence embraced
pendence, he was willing. Mr. Elkins
in the
pressively, “places it in deadlock with cutive and Congress and because it underpaid a high tribute to the President.
report of the court, now on file in the
she House and the President of the United
took
to
rob
the
President
of
a
constituMr. Clay of Georgia said he was anxious
States.
It is a remarkable spectacle we
tional prerogative.
to see the question adjusted without war,
Representative Jones of Virginia has
irn Tvrasftnt’.inir tn tho nivillaori tsrrvrliV
At five minutes past 9 the third [and introduced a resolution
but as war was inevitable he favored the
calling on the
But he got no farther. Mr. Teller and

The adoption by
legislative function.
the Senate of the resolution reported by
pnblic of Cuba.
the minority of the foreign
relations
Mr. Thurston of Nebraska deolared his
“would be to
committee, he declared,
intention to vote to recognize the republic

Representatives had placed the pendini
The Senas 3
question upon high ground

Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.
At all grocers
in 2-lb. pkgs. only

thought

the time for oratory ant
Ora
impassioned utterance had passed.
tory would not bombard Morro castle
Slinging angry words, said he, may
wound the President but they canno ;
pierce the armor of Spanish battleships.
Mr. Platt believed that peace migh ;
have been preserved had it not been foi
the intemperate utterances and impas
sioned actions of those who seemed ben

tel.

to

Turpie of Indiana in

perfectly

1

bitween the
United States and Spain.
The Spanish and Anstrian ambassadors,

TheEasy

is

stand why the President did not inforn 1
them that this country would not tolerat
tracts my notice.
If there is any one
firs 1
any interference, yet here is the
thing in my life that I take nride In. It
fifcan tnwards th« hraakimr down of thi
is the part I took in destroying that inMonroe doctrine and the destruction o
famous institution, the Louisiana lotthe nation. And it is understood tha
tery.
these same so-called powers are
to gc
Mr. Caffery declared that it was manifurther and make another assault upoi
fest that the power of Spain was slowly
the White House with more pressing de
dying in Cuba and that her sovereignty

ation.
The

to

she

Mr.
frum’

“I want to register
sail
my protest,
Mr. Allen, “against the representative
of the so-called powers of Europe enter

the White House and telling thli 1
London,April 16.—The diplomatic corps ing
what it stall do. I cannot under
country
has
abandoned hope of effeotual medi-

Britain

relief

the

country.

“RESOLVED, THAT THE PRESIDENT IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED IN
HIS DISCRETION AND WITH SUCH
LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS AS
SHALL SEEM TO HIM EXPEDIENT,
TO PROHIBIT THE
EXPORT OF
COAL OR OTHER MATERIAL USED
IN WAR, FROM ANY SEAPORT OF

success

the true and lawful government of that
island.’”
Mr. Caffery was then recognized. “I
have stood before,” said he, “on
the
brink of war. Although young then I

|

consideration for

for the
in
that was the only reparation.
Sir. Pasco of Florida
favored recogdirection followed later by the armistice
of the Cuban
granted by the Spanish government. He nition of the independence
argued that the message of the President republic.
Mr. Mallory of Florida said he regretted
had been wholly misconstrued; that instead of an appeal to Congress to sanction that the President had suspended diplowar it was exactly the reverse;
but the matic negotiations for through them war
war frenzy was abroad and Congress was might have been averted.
Mr. Faulkner of West Virginia thought
rushing into hostilities.
“The President. I believe in his heart, only one of two courses wus open to this
country, either to submit to the insults
feels that war is not necessary
Mr. Wellington declared that the United and crimes of Spain or that Congress
States would be held responsible should should make such an utterance as would
the Carlists overthrow the present dynas- remove every doubt about our intention
to present the question for arbitration by
ty, which he hoped would continue many
the sword.
years. Upon the question of responsiMr. Wilson of Washington favored the
bility as to the destruction of the Maine,
Mr. Wellington passionately said that he majority resolutions.
Mr. Pettus of Alabama attacked
the
could not think that Spain blew up our
House resolution as being
unconstituvessel. In
he said:
secure

as

|

scene

down such warfare even at the cost of
life and property.
Mr. Wellington spoke of the efforts made

put

“And that the government of the United
States hereby recognizes the
REPUBLIC OF CUBA

upon the President and to the exohangi 1
of notes on the Hispano-Amerloan situ
ation. He deolared
that
no
slmila

Delaware Breakwater, Del., April 16.—
She maritime observer here says that a
vessel which
passed at 1.S0 O'clock this
mtfeanng was probacy the U. S. monitor
Nabant wiih the New Yofk naval reserves
on boktd.
THEY GIVE IT UP.

The Senator said that while Spain was
largely responsible for the conditions existing in the island that it was not
wholly responsible for the reason that the
guerilla warfare waged by the insurgents
was enough to drive a
proud people to

following:

m.)—The day

immediate

ing

order to
clear the resolution reported by the minority of the foreign relations committee offered an amendment to
insert after the word “independent” the

laic

and asked

It was the first distinctive war measure.
“I will vote for peace. I will stand for
Its reading caused a stir both on the floor
I do
peace as long as peace is possible.
not stand here as an apologist
for the and in the galleries.
Mr. Cockerell of Missouri, asked what
Spanish policy. I believe the people of
a resolution would be.
Cuba had a right to rebel against
the the effect of such
Mr. Hoar remarked that it would put
oolonial policy of Spain.
But we as a
nation are outside the situation. We have a stop to the export of coal, and prohibit
was
nothing to do with the rebellion now go- tliat going to Spanish ships which
more value to them than powder.
on in the island.”

Mr.
make

of thi

was

President.

“If war
with you, but in this fateful hour
for peace.

tions.

York will be commanded by A. S. Barker
and Fredarick Rodgers, respectively.

satisfied that there was no good reason
for the United States going to war with
Spain. No war could be justified at any
time by any nation unless all diplomatic
agenoies had been exhausted and he could
not see that result in the message of the

concluding
must bo, Maryland will be

Washington, April
is to undergo
alterawith the agreement reached last night,
Captain Casper Goodrich will take
the Senate convened
promptly at 1(
charge of the St. Louis.
o’clock and after the transaction of somi
The Amerioan liners Paris and New
where she

phia,

there

speak

account of the episode of the night before. The speaker said he was thoroughly

reconcentrados and his

It is no detraction from the briilianc: 1
of the debate of the day to note that thi 1
great—the notable utterances of the clos
ing hours of the debato wore made to

the

to

the following resolution:

by the President to

pair.

rioters and made several arrests, among
them merchants of the town.
The Spanish steamer Montevideo arShe
rived here today from Barcelona.
had on board 300 soldiers to reinforce
troops here and 14 deported men.

Mr.

rose

STIR IN THE GALLERIES

and eloquence seldom equalled evei 1
in the Senate.
Before the voting hoc
actually begun—after 7 o’olock tonight-

NO BREAD IN MATANZAS.

he

on

university ity

here has been closed in consequence of the
demonstrations made by the students.

as

was a

At 9.10 tonight the Davis resolutionsthose reported from the committee 01 1
foreign relations—amended so as to in
elude the recognition of the republic o j
Cuba, were passed by a vote of 67 to SI a
a substitute for the resolution
adopted bi
the House. All day long the contes 1
waged with an earnestness, energy, abil

RIOTOUS STUDENTS.
Barcelona, April 16.—The

utatos,

confidence*

of

TROUBLE AT CADIZ,

uuiicu

■

peudeuoe of Cuba.
“Free Cuba and the independence o
the island republic,” was the ehibboletl
of the Senate throughout the four day:

Cadiz, April 16.—The students of the
School of Medicine, oarrying a flag, attempted to make a manifestation here
yesterday evening, but the police interfered and arrested two of the students.
As a result the U oited States Consulate
has been placed under guard.

vuc

Uppei

Washington, April 16.—The Unitet
States Senate has spoken. Its voice is fo:
war until the flag of Spain shall havi
been furled in the western hemisphen
forever. Its voice too is for the
inde

Malaga, Spain, April

States

auu

the

House.

tacked.

DJ/wiu

Passed

of the great papers
which would be justified in the light of
history. He criticized
the resolutions as
presented and thought
that to all intents and
purposes the House
resolution more
nearly reached all the
phases of this complicated question than
any report.
“Our President,” said
Mr. Hawley, “is
A strong appeal for recognition of the a soldier, a publicist and a statesman'and
independence of the present Cuban re- deserves the support, the
the
public was then made by Mr. Bacon of love of the American people.”
of
White
Mr.
Georgia. In beginning he said it was unCalifornia said that nofair to charge that all Senators who body doubted that Spain had
misgoverned
No one doubted the issue of the
differed from the President on this ques- Cuba.
war
tion were hostile to him. He did not ap- coming
between Spain and the
that the
prove of the President’s message in its United States,
triumph of this
entirety because it was impossible for country would result was certain. “But,”
him to grant such powers to a President said Mr. White, “our
nation is great
as Mr. McKinley evidently desired.
enough to do exact justice.”’
Mr. Wellington of Maryland followed
Mr. Hawley of Connecticut introduced
before extending such recognition, Mr.
Platt said it would be necessary for the
United States to strike from history the
words of the nation's statesmen and give
up the Monroe doctrine.
Mr. Platt concluded with an appeal for
calm and deliberate action, such as would
be approved by all future generations.

MEMORABLE DEBATE-

A

iy

these

interruptions.

Proceeding

he

iommented upon the remarkable specta“We are not
cle the Senate presented.
isked to legislate,” he continued, “upon
irdinary matters, but upon a grave naiional question that involves war. It is
iroposed here to disregard the leader.
;hip of the chief magistrate. He has left
no doubt as to the lines of policy
is in
which may compel us to enter upon war,
f such it is to be, with Spain. He has
old

us

that the conditions m Cuba are

lot such as will permit our recognition
He has blazed
if the republic of Cuba.
The war in Cuba must stop.
;he policy.
Slothing is plainer than that intervenion is to be resorted to and he asks to be
nstructed to use the army and navy for
And now here today,
purpose.
with freedom in Cuba assured and interrention by arms if necessary decided uphat

in, the President is to he confronted by
;he Senate’s effort to define another poli-

>y-”
Mr.

Hale expressed

the

deep

President for copies of all the correspondence between the state department and
the United States consul general at Havana
since May 1, 1836, and up to the
present time, together with copies of any
reports made and documents transmitted
by (Jen. Lee during that period.
aye
At 1.45
the House took a recess

final reading of the resolution as amendamid muoh suppressed
ed
was begun
excitement.
afterwards
Immediately
came the
question: “Shall the resolution pass?”
There was
and no
ordered.

profound

general demand for an
p. in.,
expression and a roll call was until 10 o’clock Monday morning.
a

It proceeded in the midst of a
oalm. The

RESOLUTION WAS ADOPTED
by a vote of 67 to 21.
YEAS—MESSRS. ALLEN, BACON,
BAKER, BATE, BERRY, BUTLER,
CARTER,
CANNON,
CHANDLER,
CLARK,
CHILTON,
COKRELL,
CULLOM, DANIEL, DAVIS, DEBOE,

NO FLOTILLA THERE.

in the event that such a step
determined upon.
Itjwas explained
that the war department would have eutire charge and direction of the transportation of the military forces, both by
land and water and that the quartermaster. general is now engaged in makfor
complete
ing
preparations

Cuba

to

was

the charter of a fleet of steam vessels
for use
in transporting the army to
Cuba in the event that such a movement
is ordered by the President. The only

part that the navy would play in a case
of this kind would be to send a suitable
fleet of warships along with the expedition for its protection and safe conduct.
The general understanding among military and naval officials is that the army
and navy, when the proper time arrived,
will make a joint demonstration in great
force against the Spanish capital in Cuba
and that smaller expeditions will be organized for the purpose of landing troops
Matanzas, Santiago de Cuba, Cienfuegos and other points on ths island with
a view to the capture or surrender of the
Spanish army and the establishment
of a stable government in Cuba.
at

Every
has

been

ticipate in the carrying
issued
mand

by Spain.

yesterday.

out of the orders
The officers in com-

of the regiments which are to
move, have
responded with alacrity to
Gen. Miles’s orders and have indicated
their intention to proceed at once to their
destination. Quartermaster General Ludington said today that all the commanders
would issue short time advertisements inviting proposals for transportation from which such selections will be
to the best interest of the
He did not think any of
the commands would move before Monmade as seem

government.

Already officers of the quartermaster’s department
are on their way to the
mobilization points to secure accommodations for the troops and make other necesday.

sary arrangements.
In Gen.Miles’s office the greatest activity was noticeable today. Airangements
are
making whereby the army headquarters wherover they may be located will be
supplied with all the necessary official

Southampton, April 16.--Investigation of
the report (hat the Spanish flotilla had data,
been seen in the British channel leads to
the belief that it is untrue.
An officer,
who has .since left town, reported having
seen the flotilla, which he thought was
escorting a vessel that had been purchased

bureau of the war department
called into requisition to par-

maps,

tary matters.

charts aud books on miliThere were a large num-

ber

of callers on the general todav and
also spent much time in conference
with the officials of his bureau respect-

he

ing the ooming campaign. It was said
by ono of the general’s aides that probably four”or five days will elapse before

FORAKER,
FAULKNER,
FRYE,
WAR WOULD BE ONE-SIDED.
GEAR,
GALLINGER,
GORMAN,
London,
April 16.—Hiram Maxim, the he will start South to take active comHANSBROUGH, HARRIS,
GRAY,
American
inventor of rapid-fire guns, mand of the army in the field.
The exHEITFELD, JONES OF ARKANSAS,
he thinks war will be terribly one- pectation is that he will take with him
says
OF
JONES
NEVADA, KENNEY,
sided and that the] result is a foregone his personal staff as follows: Lieut. Col.
KYLE, LODGE, LINDSAY,McENERY,
conclusion. He adds:
J. C. Gilmore, adjutant general; Capt,
MALLORY, MANTLE,
McLAUREN,
“Any superiority which the Spaniards F. Michler, Fifth Cavalry; Capt. M. P.
MARTIN, MASON, MILLS, MITCH- have
in
the number of ships is over- Maus, first
infantry; Capt. Edward Davis,
ELL, MONEY, MORGAN, MURPHY, whelmingly counterbalanced
the
by
third
and Chief Clerk J. B.
NELSON, PASCO, PENROSE, PER- greater strength, equipment and speed Bortonartillery
of the general’s otiic", who will
of
tho American warships. Spain has
KINS, PETTIGREW, PETTUS, PROC- no
look
after
the
correspondence, etc.
tho way of production
resources in
Consul General Lee spent a great porRAWLINS, ROACH, of steel or the building of ships,
TOR, QUAY,
while
tion
of
the
at the war department in
day
are
SHOUP, SMITH,STEWART, TELLER, America’s resources
thoroughly ade- consultation with
Secretary Alger, preTILLMAN, TURLEY quate.”
THURSTON,
sumably for the purpose of giving the latter
TURNER, VEST, WARREN, WILSON,
the
benefit
of
his
information respectGERMANY TOOK THE LEAD.
ing the condition of the Spanish military
WOLCOTT.—67.
Is
learned
from an forces
in Cuba aud the d tenses of its
Berlin, April 16.—It
NAYS-MESSRS. ALDRICH, ALLIthat Germany took harbors.
ELKINS, FAIR- authentic source
SON, CAFFERY,
The
secretary of war today made an althe
lead in
pledging the continental lotment
of § 0,000 out of the $50,000,000
BANKS, HALE, HANNA, HAWLEY,
absolute
maintain
to
powers
neutrality emergency appropriation, to the surgeon
HOAR, McBRIDE, McMILLIN, MORthe
between
United
in case of war
States general oh the army for the purchase of
PLATT OF CONNECTICUT, and
RILL,
The
resistance medical
and hospital stores for the use
greatest
Spain.
PLATT OF NEW YORK,PRITCHARD, offered to Germany’s proposals was from of the army in the field in the event of
who acquiesced only hostilities.
SEWELL, SPOONER, WELLINGTON, France and Austria,
with the provisco that Europe is to have
Gen Wilson, chief of engineers, is makWETMORE, WHITE.—21.
have a
_

There

was

some

confusion, but
result

no

de-

pontoon or
something to say towards tho end, or ing arrangements to
after, in settling tho peace conditions.
bridge train at the disposal of the army

the
monstration when
WHEN TRAVELING
nounced. The title and preamble of the
for the ■Whether on
Senate was
then substituted
pleasure bent or business,
House title and preamble without divis- take on
every trip a bottle of Syrup of
ion.
as it acts most pleasantly and efMr. Davis then moved that the Senate Figs,
on the
kidneys, liver and
fectually
should insist upon its
amendments
fevers, headaches
and ask for a conference. This request bowels, preventing
was met with cries of
“No, no, no,” and other forms of sickness. For sale in
was an-

and it was soon made manifest that many
senators considered that it was possible
regret that the House would concur in the Sen-

50 cent bottles

by

all

Manufactured by
Syrup Co. only.

facilitate the movements of the troons
the march. There is a complete equipsuch a train at the military
ment for
academy at t\est Point.
It is more than probable that all the
officers now at the cavalry and infantry
school at Fort Leavenworth, Kas., will
be immediately ordered to join their regiments.
to

on

TO CUKE A COED IX

leading druggists.
Rromo Quinine
California Fig Take Laxative
druggists refund the money if it

the

‘15c.

The genuine has L. B. Q.

OXE DAT

Tablets.
All
fails to cure
each tablets

on

miscellaneous.

London,

HEART AFFECTED
A

Disgusting

April 18.—The

spondent of the

Sunday

Madrid corre-

Daily Mail telegraphing

says;

“The situation is
identical with that

and Insidious

yesterday.

Disease Creates Havoc.

the throne
Cortes

on

been drawn
up.

A Wise Doctor Discovers
the True Cause.

91

THE

o

MISCEIXANEOCS.

SEARCH

-ANDShow up to the Public Gaze the difference bctweeia

will undergo modiwith

events that

place in Amerioa during the

TRUE

GENUINE

MERIT

next few

days.
believed

Case of Heart Disease

Supposed

It is
in political oircles that
the debates in the
two chambers will be
very brief and
of any
that no

Pro res to be Catarrh.

be as well again as I am
Life was not worth living until I took
Pe-ru-na. It has truly saved my life.”
Mrs. E. C. Worley, of Concord Depot,
Va., so writes to Dr. Hartman.
For such pains as often lead the sufferer to believe he is afflicted with
some disease of the heart, Pe-ru-na
will be found invaluable, as the serous
membrane of the heart is as liable to
catarrh as any of the other inner linings of the body. Often the trouble is
of a catarrhal and not an organic nature.
Pe-ru-na in every instance cures catarrh.
Buy Pe-ru-na of any druggist.
now.

ever

ASKTOUK

PAT1DDU

tiAiAnnn

Druggist
lor

a

generous

10 CENT

SIZE.

TRIAL

ELY’S CREAM BALM
contains

no
cocaine,
mercQry nor any other
injurious drug.
It is quickly Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
It opens and cleanses the

COLD IN HEAD

Allays Inflammation.
Heals and protects the Membrane.
Restores
the euses of Taste and Smell.
No Cocaine
No Injurious drug. Full size 50c.
vr “fenmry.
Ha “Size 10t; at druggists or
by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York
,,

THE

SUFFRAGISTS.

Arrangements for the Meetings to be Held
in

At

Portland,

session ot the executive board of
the Maine Woman’s Suffrage Association
held at the home of the president, Mrs.
a

Lucy

Hobart Day, April 14, arrangements
nearly completed for the meeting
to be held in Portland May 13 and i4, at
which the officers of the National association are to be present. It will be a rare
opportunity for those interested in the

were

great question of equal rights, to hear the
leading speakers of America. Miss Susan
B. Anthony still vigorous, though her
seventy-eighth birthday wa3 recently celebrated in Washington, will preside. Mrs.
Rachel Foster Avery, the Rev.
Anna
Shaw and Carrie Chapman Call will assist her, while other distinguished suffragists will be present. It is hoped too,
that those not in sympathy with the
movement and even those opposed, will
avail themselves of the privilege of hearing those who have conscientiously devoted themselves to the study
of this
question of the hour.
It is the purpose of the National officers
to visit each of ths New England states
during April and May. A grand banquet
is to be tendered them May 17. In Boston.
The Rev. Anna Shaw will preach
Sun-

day, May 15.

The place has not yet been
lixed upon.
It will need be a large audience room as there are
many in Portland
who have heard her once as the following
will show.

shade of

The

“Stringent
Mr. Lincoln C. Cummings of this
city, I 10'feet. She has a 14 foot pilot house. having steam bent frame" with cedar
has lately made a splendid addition to the The
dining room and saloon are planking only one butt to a streak, and
Portland Yacht club, in the
designing aft, and connecting. The stateroom is deoks of Canadian pine. Her color will
and building of his new
steam yacht, 6 feet 6 inches forward of same. She has be white with
gold stripe. She carries
Cara. She is now fitting
out at the a flush deck. The Cara has a
10 foot two boats. The living accommodations
wharf near the foot of Park street.
boiler and engine room, a 5 foot by 8 foot comprise every
requisite to ins'iro comThe yacht was modelled and is in con- galley, and crew’s quarters all aft of the
fort and convenience and the
arrangestruction by the well known boat builder cabin. Her houses are of
ments and fittings throughout aTe demahogany.
N. A. Jacobs of Porland, who is to be
The yacht will bo schooner,
auxiliary signed to be efficient and tasteful.
congratulated upon this evidence of his rigged, sail and steam, having Stickney
The yard which she carries on; her foreability and skill. The dimensions of the oompound engines and ^Roberts’ boilers. mast is to be used as an awning spreader.
craft are as follows: Length over all, 61 Her average rate of speed will be 12 miles
The cabinet work is
that of J. W.
feet; length of water line, 50 feet; beam, per hour. Her construction is of oak, Thompson, and is of notable

quality.

DEPARTMENT OF THE LAKES.

Regulars

from

F. rt Sheridan

bark

ana sue

raiKs to

tha point ami no one, not even the
strongmule opponent accuses'"hereof
being
She
has a clear,
illogical.
ringing voice
and is eloquent without
any
apparent
effort.

j

know that if both

houses of Congress

will not be recalled from
Washington, the government believing
that the powers will still find an issue
v

Bernabe

out of the

officers

left in the Pullman
will be
building. Field desks have been provided and the necessary work of corresponwill be handled by 20 general
dence

clerks, who will accompany the
department staff.
If the national
guard is called into
service

service it will be sent to Chickamauga
for reorganization and will come under
the
jurisdiction of the commanding
general of this department.
OF FOR CHICKAMAUGA.

Newport. R. I.. April 16.—Light Battery F, Seccond United States artillery,
at Fort Adams received orders today to
start Tuesday morning for Chickamauga
National Park, where six cavalry regiments and ten batteries of light artillery
will assemble under the general orders
for tho concentration of the army in the

South.

First L'eut. E. St. J. Greble,
who is in command of the battery, since

Captain

Here’s a symbol of puri-

ty in the

Atlantic lodge,
stated
meeting,

No. 81, F. & A. M.,
April 20, at 7.30 p. m.
Business, balloting; work, E. A. degreo.
All members of Wenonah council, No.

3, D. of P., are requested to meet at the
electric car station at 7 p. m. sharp on

Wednesday

evening

haha council,
Mills.

Scrofula,

No.

next

to visit Minne-

0, of Cumberland

rheum, erysipelas and
diseases yield
quickly and permanently to the cleansing, purifying power of Burdock Blood
other

Ealt

distressing eruptive

Bitters.

tea line.

If you want the
you

can

best,

be assured of get-

tea that is

ting
selected,.

carefully

A tea that is free from
all

injurious adulterations
and ingredients;
A tea that is everything
a

difficulty'.

American Consulate at Malaga Badly
Used By Mob.

Reported

To

Be

Firmly

Warlike In

Tone.

Madrid, April 17—(2 p. m.)—The usual
Sunday bull fight absorbs the populace,
over
shadowing the action of the United
warlike
El Liberal, (moderate
republican,) welcomes the Senate's
decision, although it
is more hostile, since it
to diser-

perfect

tea should

be,

ask your grocer for

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas.

They only come
and

in

pound
half-pound leads, and

because it

is pure.

All

the windows were smashed and a
part of the furniture of the consulate
damaged. When the crowd was at the
height of Its frenzy a ladder was brought
and a man getting hold of the American
escutcheon, threw it to the ground amid
immense cheering. The escutcheon
was

The

Imparcial

adds: “Rioting is no
The Greeks made de-

proof of courage.
monstrations many(days in
Athens,
this did not prevent them from

forsaking

the

but

quiokly

rights of Thessaly. The
should enter the conflict like

tomorrow or

government

Vinal Haven,Mass., April 17.—Arrived,

we

continually

offer, and the
offered elsewhere.

to

SPRING OVERCOATS.

DAKOTA DEPARTMENT ORDERED
TO MOVE.

St. Paul, Minn., April 16.—All the
regiments of the department of Dakota,

One lot of Young Men’s Covert Cloth, box cut Overcoats at
Olliers nsk $8.00 for

cavalry and infantry, received
orders late yesterday to move with all
speed to points indicated in the Southern
States. The 3d regiment, 600 men, stationed at Fort Snelling, was ordered to
proceed to Mobile, Ala.
The regiment will
try to get away for
the South this
afternoon, but may be
delayed until tomorrow. The commanding officer of the regiment is Col. John
FT. Pflffp
U’n.lr.
mand of the department of Dakota, has
been
ordered to Tampa. It is understood that the 3d regiment
wili go to
St. Louis from this point and thence to

A’LA WATERLOO.

Leavenworth, Kan., April

16.—While

the officers and their wives were attending a hop given at Pope hail last night,
orders were received from the war

depart-

ment

calling out the troops.
Their destination is Mobile,
which place they left this

Ala., for
morning at 9

o'clock.

500 strong,
commanded by Col. H. S. Hawkins. The
four" troops of cavalry under command
of Lieut. Col. Henry Carrloll, are

making

preparations

to leave and

One lot of Men’s Blue Serge Suits at
$5.98 a suit, fast coio
One lot of Boys’ Black Cheviot Suits, sizes 8 5 to
99, at $4.48, fast black
One lot of Short Pant Suits at
$8.48 a suit
200 pairs Odd Short Pants, double seat and
23c a pair
Knee,
50 dozen Black and Tan Half Hose, spliced h sel and

foe,

fRA F. CLARK St
ONE

this

city, received cipher orders from
this morning directing him
to prepare for six companies of regular
troops coming from Fort Apache and

Washington

Whipple barracks,

Ariz.
instructed to keep the
war department fully advised as to the
movement and arrival of these troops.
The first official intimation that the
troops would move was communicated to
Major Wessels at 8.30 o’clock last night,
when he received the following telegram
He was further

PRICK

TO MUSIC TEACHERS.

SPOT

Patripit Ua vwttv

West

Winsted, Conn., writes:

“Dear Mrs. Pixkham:—It is with
pleasure that I write to you of the
benefit I have derived from using your

wonderful Vegetable Compound. I was
very ill, suffered1 with female weak-

displacement of the womb.
‘I could not sleep at night, had to walk
the floor, I suffered so with pain in my

ness

and

SPECIAL

THE LATEST.

MUSICAL

PRODUCTIONS

OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION

are at all times to be found in our stock
All orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
Wo also carry a Full
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAE MERCHANDISE of every description.

Stelnert & Sons

M.

T, C.

Go.

517 Congress St.
M.W&Ftf

tor

Deslps

1890

CO.,

CASH

PIANO

;

aerl5ilw

BARGAINS.

and carved legs.
Chickering Square
corners

Four round corners, carved
A bargain.

overstrung bass.

Weber Square Piano
Front round corners, carved

Miller

$125

legs and
$100

legs,

mo

auove

$90

good fair condition inside and
Full number of octaves.

out.

Hranich & Buell Upright.

over-

Excellent

tone.

Piano.

In

This piano has been but little used and
is as good as new. We shall sell for $225

are
great values at tne prices named auove anci
it will pay you to examine these at once.

you wish a

it

CRESSEY, JONES & ALLEN
BAXTER BLOCK,

PORTLASD, MAINE,

aprl3

eodtf

V. T. KILBORN COMPANY-

Extensive

Assortment

a

Low Prices.
Estimates and
men

Good

Work-

Furnished.

Y

1

LORING, SHORT k HARM
__mar9eodtf

RSI

1

Pi
1

I

do my work without feeling t'red;
not bloat or have any trouble

whatever.
“I sincerely thank you for the good
advice you gave me and for what your
medicine has done for me.”

pair
pair

Ready.

Now

side and small of my back. Was troubled with bloating, and at times would
faint away; ha*l a terrible pain in my
heart, a bad taste in my mouth all the
time and would vomit; but now, thanks
to Mrs. Pinkhara and her Vegetable
Compound, I feel well and sleep well,
do

a

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

WALL PAPERS.

1

can

3c

New England Upright
$100 6al»Icr Square Piano
$100
This piano largo size, rosewood case,
7 1-3 octaves—In fair condition,
Case in good order and in fine condition throughout.
This
is small
Cliickcriug Square
$150 in size but full number of piano
octaves.
In excellent condition.
Four round

special bargain

Tel. S1S-2.
apis

New

;

strung with long dampers.

___

An

ATro

a

CHAS. H. RET>liO]V, Proprietor.

Restored to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Work.”

@c

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS

TWO GRATEFUL WOMEN

Own

3 for 25c

45c each
59c
45c each

will

St. Louis, April 16.—Major Wessels,
commanding Jofferson barracks below

pair,

WATCH THE BUNDLES ON THE STREET AND SEE THE HAPPY BUYERS.

EXCITEMENT AT ST. LOUIS.

My

80c per

50 dozen Mixed Half Hose,
100 dozen Braces at
100 dozen Fancy Shirts at
50 dozen Boys’ All Wool Sweaters at
Boys’ Fancy Shirts at

follow later.

“Can Do

S5.SS

Well worili $10.00.

From hero they go to St.
Louis, and
from that point over the Mobile & Ohio
to their destination.
The first to leave will be the eight com-

panies of the SOth infantry,

$5.98

better garments.

One lot of Men’s All Wool Putnam Overcoats at

Reliable: Wheels!
We have sold wheels for years and are

still selling the same lines.
“Cannot Praise It EuongU.”
Barbados,
WHV1 Because they are reliable.
(Portland), Miss Gertie
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
Dunkih,
Remington,
$50 and $75
Franklin, Neb., writes:
Boothhay,April 17.—Arrived, schooners
Forest City,
*50
authorities of Malaga waited upon the
“I suffered for some time with painof Augusta,
Portland; Imogene,
City
FaiiaoutH,
§40
American consul with an apology for the
ful and irregular menstruation,
Portland.
Portland,
falling
§35
insult.”
of the womb and
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
$30
pain in the back. I
Browhead, April 17.—Passed, steamer
The c rcu eheon has been replaced. The
tried
for
physicians, but found no relief.
Liverpool.
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
Parisian, Portland
1 was at last
p ess strongly denounce the occurrences,
persuaded to try Lydia and General Sporting Goods.
DEA.TII OF BOBBY MATTHEWS.
F. Pinkham’s
which, it is pointed out, are likely to inVegetable Compound,
tensify the strained relations between
Philadelphia., Pa., April 17.—A private and cannot praise it enough for what
the two countries.
Tonight, however, telegram received here today announces it has done for me. I feel like a new
the
popular demonstrations were again the death in an institution near Balti- person, and would not part with your
renewed, but the authorities acted ener- more of Bobby Matthews, the great base medicine. I have recommended it to
193 MIDDLE STREET,
several of my friends.”
getically.
ball pitcher.
mar28
dtf

Malaga correspondent of the Daily
Mail in a later despatch, dated Saturday night, says:
“By order of the government the local
The

no

both

active

plsantoasa bargains

of the anti-American

cried:

full.”

Which

to suppress

Spaniards
from Colorado:
gentlemen and not like ruffians.’’
“Pitch camp for headquarters and staff,
The Epoca says that
paraded ns a trophy through the streets
only students took
hand and six companies.
Will arrive
and ultimately carried to the crowded part in the demonstration at
Barcelona, either
Saturday evening or Sunday mornpiazza del a Constitucion where its ap- but that the rovolntinmvpv e-i--..,
Col. Derussy.”
at the bottom of the outbreak
pearance caused great enthusiasm.
In Malaga, ing. (Signed)
At the barracks all was excitement.
“Another
group, headed by a well- seeking to
precipitate a quarrel with
The soldiers have been practioully sleepknown Carlist, went through the princi- A merica.
ing on their arms for weeks. Everything
rlhe ministerial El Correo
pal streets and passed by the consulate,
commenting is packed and in readiness to start on
shouting “vivas” to Spain, to the army upon the United States Senate’s resolu- three hours’ notice, less time, Major Weeand navy,
and
crying
incessantly, tion, calls attention to the “unexpected- seis says, than it would take to get the
“Death to the
United
States,” and ly large minority.’’ It believes that the cars ready for transportation.
“Death to the pig Yankeos.”
existence of this
WANAMAKER TO THE FORE.
minority, Joined with
“This group largely swollen by people other reasons, may lead the
mixed oomPhiladelphia, April 16.—John Wanawho had joined
on the way, forced an
mittee to agree to replace the
indepen- maker, former postmaster general, has
entrance Into the Cervantes theatre. The dence proposition with one for immediate addressed to the secretary of war this telerepresentation was stopped, and the or- intervention. “Even presuming the final gram:
“Though opposed to war, unless honorchestra played a patriot march,
the resolution passes in that
form,” contin- ably unavoidable, in the event of its comwhole audience joining in the demonstra- ues El Correo, “well
informed judges ing I will, under your instructions, raise
tion.
believe that President McKinley would a regiment of Pennsylvanians for militaand go with them for service.
“The governor, warned by telephone, not give
it immediate effect preferring ry duty
“John Wanamaker.”
made his
Then some one further negotiations.
appearance.
Nevertheless, these
‘When the country is in danger optimistic views
do not warrant the
no
theatrical representation ought to statement that tho problem is
greatly
be given.
If the two houses of Conameliorated.
“The audience applauded and in a few gress vote a compromise
tomorrow or
minutes, spontaneously cleared the thea- Tuesday, President
McKinley’s action
tre.
From this time several contingents will soon clear the
atmosphere.
of people noisily paraded the streets and
the demonstrations continued until an
Madrid, April 16, 10 a. in.—The general
advanced hour of the night, the police be- tone of the press is one of
expectation of
This morning (Satur- developments, Spain’s firm
powerless.
ing
attitude, folAmerican
consulate
looked from lowing the concessions made in
day),the
the rethe outside ^ns if it had been wrecked, quest of the
powers, is doe to her confithe stones and broken glass making quite dence that tho powers will
now support
a pile in the sidewalk.
her against further American
aggression.
“The commotion was renewed early
TROOPS AT NEW ORLEANS.
Several
today.
groups carried with
New Orleans,
La., April 16.—Great
them banners upon
which had been
prevails in the military circles
printed representations of the pig, now activity
of New Orleans in
preparation for the artreated in Spain as an emblem of Ameririval of nine regiments of
tho United
ca
and as svnonvomous with Americans.
States army which have been ordered to
The authorities,
however, had taken
The race track
serious measures. The mounted and in- concentrate in this city.
has been offered as a
camp ground for the
fantry civil guard had been called out
-L.icc militia and will
in all probability
and the police force took positions in
the principal streets. The demonstrations become the central point in case of general mustor. All the United States troops
tried to get hold of the municipal »annow under ordors to como to New Ornei and to procuro the municipal band,
leans will be here by Wednesday and
but were prevented in both directions.
“By noon today (Saturday), the de- will be about 5,000 strong.
monstration had
practically ended, alLATE MARINE NEWS.
though the people occasionally indulged
Eastport,
April 17.—Sailed, schooner
and the streets were
in patriot cries,
Annie Laurie, Portland.

BARGAIN

ex-

character.

Mobile.
States Senate as a
topio of discussion
The goneral tone of the
press is firmly

London, April 18.—Tha Malaga correrailroad companies are prepared to place
special trains at the disposal of the spondent of the Dally Mail telegraphing
at noon Saturday, says:
helps
troops immediately.
“About 10 o'olock last evening (Fri- tangle the situation which is becoming
Every railroad officer in the west hai
received a
statement of the probabli day), a large group of young people, who insupportable to the Spaniards, as shown
the outburst at
number of men and the
Malaga and elsewhere.
quantity o: bad already met in another part of the by
El Liberal expresses the
town for the purpose of organizing a
and
the
train
service
neces
hope that the
deequipment
arrived
in front of the mixed commission will come to a decismonstration,
sary.
ion quickly,
It is expected that an hour’s notici American consulate and began to cheer
enabling
Spain to know
will be sufficient to put all the railroac for Spain. They did not at this stage definitely her fate.
The journals which comment of the
machinery in motion.
Major O. M. utter any ory against the United States.
“The chief of police endeavored to dis- Senate's resolution consider them a furthSmith, commissary of the deparimeni
er proof of America’s
scheme of annexaand purchasing agent at Chicago, is in perse them, but only succeeded in drivreadiness to
forward supplies by the ing the crowd from the consulate. The tion and point out that it comes on the
demonstrators then paraded along the very day on which the Havana
first express train leaving the city.
delegates
He has arranged with local dealers foi Callo Lazarus, the most frequented street proposed starting to confer with the inIn
and
a
Malaga,
accompanied by
very surgents."
bids
on food supplies and
emergency
reassembled in the piazza
Government circles feel that the resoluknows what any one dealer can supply large crowd,
The civil governor tions are a fresh obstacle baised to the
on
immediate call.
The disposition oi de la Constitucion.
the troops within the department of the and many of the town hastened to the Union of the insurgents and the autonospot to calm the people and were reoeived mists in Cuba.
lakes is such that transportation facili
The Imparcial referring to the attack
ties are ample and they will be among with loud cheering, but in the meanthe first to reaoh their destination in time another group posted themselves op- upon the American consulate at Malaga
accordance with the order from the secre- posite the American consulate. They yesterday deplored the outrage as necescarried Spanish banners and after utter- sarily calling for
tary of war.
apologies and warns the
Gen.
Brooke’s headquarters will be ing many patriot cries, began to throw Malagauous against provoking a war
which Spain would avoid if
moved to Chickamauga, although some stones at the building.
possible.

a

adopt the resolutions which have passed
the House of representatives, Senor Polo

It Is

Will Em

by Today.

Chicago, April 16.—It is'not yet known
that Fort Sheridan
just what time the
regulars stationed at that point wil
start forth, but they will probably leave
tomorrow. Contracts for their transpor
tation will, no donbt, be let today. The

est

POLO WOULD REMAIN.
London, April 18.—The Madrid correspondent of the Morning Post claims to

THE SPANISH PRESS-

LOOKED IS IF WRECKED.

the Maine

orders havo been issued

disturbances

any

on

be published

the provincial

U’he Louisville ComThe lecture by the Rev.

nmise

Spanish report

plosion will
next day.

graceful speaker.

ya4n.o

REAL

opinion will refuse to grant
government tho fullest financial assistance in case of international conflict.
the

Yose’s promotion, had already
given orders to prepare for starting and
Rev. Anna Shaw, the noted
preacher the battery is nearly ready now to move.
from
Boston appeared
before
two
large audiences in this city Saturday and
established a reputation as a profound
and original thinker and an eloquent,
mercial says:
Amos Shaw was announced
for three
o’clock and before that time every seat in
the Opura house had been taken even
up to the top gallery.
At 3.50 the doors
of the lower part were locked and
many
people were turned away.
Of Carrie Chapman Call the
Brooklyn
Engle says: Mrs. Carrie Chapman Call’e
name has teen heard often
ot late in connection with the Woman’s
Suffrage cam-

-AND-

party

1VE not had
an attack of
my heart
trouble now
for over a
month. Peru-nahasdone
more for mo
than any medicine I have
ever taken.
No one believed I could

LS6HT

It is short and strongly

worded, bnt probably
take

j

MISCEtLASEOES.

substantially

has

fications in accordance
may

THROW

The draft of the
speech from
which is to be laid before the

Wednesday

|

HISCELLASEOUS.

QUEEN’S SPEECH BRIEF.

THE NEW YACHT CARA.

_

schooner DeCosta,
Ganion,
March 13, via New London,
and sailed.

T.

B. DAVIS

ARMS

GO.

\J

p*

k

I
I

! CARPETS.

I

£*♦«-»<>♦&♦♦♦♦#<* ♦♦*******««o$<t«*«e»S

Our assortment of MEW PATTERMS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIYAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

1"

S|
I
I

will show the

selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.
same care in

W. T. KILOM
£2-3= Free

COMPANY,
St«

inarsultl

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

Rates.

Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six

months; $1.50

a

quarter;

60 cents

a

month.

to the situation in Cuba,
including
Consul General Lee, and in opposition to
the opinion of the best lawyers inside and
outside the Senate. If it should be a
as

TRESS.

to

a”,

unexpected

call to

general

quarters—that is, to clear the ship, and
make ready for battle—both vessels were

APRIL

18.

did.

®

was

x

ble

x
®

®

fats.

|

better pleased if the navy department would withdraw the two battleships the Massachusetts and the Texas,
and in their place assign him the cruis-

the conditions for

were most unfavorable.
A
from the northwest had churned
the sea up to nasty heights, and early in
the day a storm of hail descended with
such force
that all but those on duty
maenuvres

half-gale

were
as

driven to shelter.

large

as

The hailstones

marbles, rattled like bullets

meet and the friends
ful apparently that that may in some way
promote a settlement without resort to
arms.
On what they base their hopes is
not divulged.
If the SDanish Cortes is
in the

p.

yesterday.

was

gSold Everywhere...

o

8 The Finestthe iVUnilte
X World

~

8
8

,

(jelatineg
highest
by thousands

gProduce.

8

t

X some.

15

Is

just the thingfor dainty desserts,

Ask your Grocer for the genuine
Minute Gelatine put up by the

p. in.,
when, through
strong glasses, several
thin streaks of smoke were seen off Cape
Charles, and a few minutes later the funnels of the Brooklyn came Into view.

the American
Congress, and the chances are, judging
from the excitement prevailing all over
There were hundreds to weep over the
Spain, that it will be in a temper no
better, its assembling is more likely to departure of the ships Wednesday, but
tend to war than to peaoe.
only a bare half dozen to welcome them
home again. The wives and families of
same

temper

as

Probably the very worst thing that
happen for the peace of the world
would be an attempt on the part of the
powers to dictate our Cuban policy by a
could

naval demonstration or any other means.
There
are
some
differences of opinion
among our own people as to the wisdom
and expediency of that polioy, but there
would be no difference whatever as to
the duty of this country to resent and
resist any dictation
by the powers of
The powers
understand that
Europe.

perfectly well, or the most influential of
them do, and we may be certain that no
naval

demonstration or other coercive
measure will ever get any general support from them.
Austria, whioh has

x

q

navy, and
close ties

which is bound to Spain
of kinship and religion,

THE ACTION OF THE

SENATE.

cruise in the rivers
and inlets on the
Cuban coast.
A number of New York yachtmen held
a conference with
board and it is
the
probable that some of the club’s yachts
may be taken.
It is reported that another of the steam-

think

STILL TALK OF PEACE.

World-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
of culture and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per

annum.

TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256
page
of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and De*

Quarterly Magazine

cember, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.

Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the lifit below. Regular price for each, 50
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

by numbers,

uLAuia.

-j.t.

uy

i/aviu s-nrisuc

Murray.

VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
17-A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynnc.
13— OUT OF THE SULPHUR.
By T. C. Do Leon.
J9-THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Blssell.
ao-THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Viyant)
Chartres.
ir-HERSTRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
as—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION.
By John Gillian
MARTYR TO LOVE. Bv Joanna E. Wood.
IS-A

my face

some

tests whioh

of their crews were green men.
Scores of the men bad never been at sea
before, and many had never even set foot
on a warship.
Yet, when these men were

The adoption of the Tnrpie amendment
recognizing the Republic of Cuba, was
against the advice of persons best informed roused out of their sleep at night in

an-

—

ter-

ribly annoying.

(Emifort -Powder
completely cured
25 and 50c. per box.

it.”

Sims,
Youngstown, O.
Sadie A.

Cherbourg, April 16.— The family of
Mr. J. K, MoArthur, seoond secretary of
the United States legation at
Madrid
sailed from this port today on the steamer
The vessel was deFuerst Bismarck.
tained for an hour waiting the arrival of
Mr. MoArthur’s family.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

....

roof.

niar31
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“GOLD

niAui-i.**

DICKENS.

PATENT BREAD FLOUR
No. I Hard North Dakota
Fife Wheat.
Scotch

By

BThis

MOORE,

Fiscal Agent,

1313 Lexington Ave.Brooklyn,ft.Y. |

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice of

Hearing.

MARKS,

Book, Card
AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

exchange,

FINE JOB

PRINTING

All orders hi mail

or

A SPECIALTY.

Church, April 19th,

AUCTION SALES.

Valley.

“GOLD HEART” has a reputation to By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
make. It cannot be sold on its past
record. We ship East all of our off
grade wheat to be milled by our com-

AT AUCTION.

“GOLD HEART” is guaranteed to be
the best quality of Patent Flour.
Your
money back if it doesn’t suit.

ON WEDNESDAY,
m„ at house
a.

the

NORTH DAKOTA MILLING ASS’N.
cmridnrtdlm

—

--

by Portland

-FOB SAFE BY—

Portland, Me.

&

MOULTON,

$35 and $50.

IDEALS,

Oor. Middle &

Exchange

and

$30, $35

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers,

$40.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.
apriedtf

Sts. SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT, with
Size 2 3-4x5x22
“

2 3-4x10x22

“

5x5x22

to

|

■

with copy and say

<[

cases

|

results.

V

THB THURSTON PRINT.

I

PORTLAND, MB.

i

Restored Manhood.
DR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.
The great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous dis-

,

4s.

Merrimack County,
N. II.,

4s.

Saco,

4s.

Biddeford,

4s.

Prices

of the generative organs
iof either sex,
"such as Nervous
eases

Cashiw.

4s.

on

Prostration.
Failing or Lost
YouthEmissions,
Manhood,Impotency,Nightly
ful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of Toand
to
lead
Consumption
bacco or Opium, which
Insanity. W ith every $5 order we give a writthe
refund
or
cure
money.
ten guarantee to
Sold at $1*00 per box, 6 boxes for $&.GO. DU.
MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.
refork

and

AFTER USING

U. S.

SWAN & lARRETT,
186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
dtl
jy27

C. W.

■

ALLEN
tf

will be received ’ey the underPROPOSALS
signed until Saturday. April 23. 1898. for
furnishing the puldie schools of the city of

Portland. Me., for the current year commencing April 23. 1898. and ending April 1st, 1999,
with hooks,stationery and other supplies usually furnished for school use. All proposals will
be opened by the committee on estimates and
expenditures who will reserve the right to reject all such proposals as may be deemed contrary to the interest of the city. Sehe mles of
saidsupplies witll be furnished on application
at office Supt. School Buildings. W. L. BRADLEY, Supt. School Biddings.
aplGillw

Administratrix's Notice.
gives notice that she
THEhas been dulyhereby
appointed administratrix of
subscriber

JEREMIAH F. GRINDLE, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement; and all indented thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JOANN P. GRINDLE.
Yarmouth, April 5, 1808.
aplldlawSwM*
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
The partnership heretofore existing between the undersigned, under the style of cox
& Dyer is dissolved by mutual consent, tins
eight day of April A. D.. 1898.
WINFIELD S. COX.
KOBT. F. DYER.
The interest of Mr. W. S. Cox in the above
named partnership having been purchased by
Frederick S. Dyer, the business will be continued by the undersigned at No. 24a Middle
St., under the style of t\ S. Dyer
r. 8. PiLK.
KOBT. F. DYER.
api'12dlw

I____

FLAG & DECORATING CO.
-■

application.

F. O. BAILEY
m arh 4

the estate of

_

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

<

ft
the work is alwaya <j
satisfactory and brinjs eaoellent
In such

ft

ub

make the price reasonable.”

!I

Maine Central R.

BAILEY & CO.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

h»v» customers

I

(corns

Interest Paid on
TIME s DEPOSITS. |

BONDS.

O.

No. 37 Plum Street

Put it in attractive form and

"

(

Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
of England, London, in large or
Bank
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received ou favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBauks and others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
this
ness
description through

F,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

eodGt

Wb frequently

SURPLUS

feb7dtl

rilHUKSDAY, April 21st, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
Iwe shall sell everything remaining in house
at that time, consisting in part of about 50 fine
Oak Leather Seat Dining Chairs, 1 McPhail
Piano, Sofas, Chairs, 10 Carpets, 6 Chamber
Sets, Upholstered Spring Bedding, Sliver Ware,
Crockery, 1 Billard Table, &c., &c.
apisdtd

10.00
20.00

...

MAINE,

STEPHEN 8. SMALL. Presided
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

at Falmouth Hotel.

STEPHEN BERRY,
EVERY... i
and (gaid
MAN i ffioob;, Job
TO HIS TRADE.:

~-

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

Bank.

inches,

at $5.00 per year.
“
'•
10.00 “

10x10x22
aprio

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

AND

of Furniture

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

CAPITAL

Closing Auction Sale

AUBURN, ME.

Boxes for Kent.

TECE

TUESDAY, April 19th, at 4 o’clock p. m.,
we (shall sell the two and a half story
brick house and land, 106 Free street, adjoining
the Jefferson Theatre.
House has eleven
rooms, balls furnished in hardwood, granite
entrance, &c. Terms at sale.
aplldtd

ON

Auburn Trust Go.,

BANKERS,

AT AUCTION.

and. $60,

EAGLES,

Water Co.

WOODBURY

Real Estate,No. 106 Freest,

BICYCLES.
$50

GUARANTEED

Portia ml

telephone promptly
sept22eodtf

BELLOWS

p. m.
Tickets, 50 cts. For sale at Loring, Short &
Harmon's. Frank B. Clark’s and Lord’s under
the Columbia.
apl8d2t

“GOLD HEART” is not an 82 per
Our location gives us the
pick of the wheat grown in the great

to

apr«_

eight

the First Parish Alliance

at 4.30

cent Patent.

Incorporated 1824.

I

at

clock,

By F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

PORTLAND,

|

Invitation of

In the Second Advent

ing machinery.

-OF

|

o

will read selections from Budyard Kipling

Our mills are
modern and all
equipped with the latest improved mill-

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

ARIZONA.
Stock has gone from 5 to lO
cts., lO to 20, 20 to 60 cts. in less
than 9 months, will soon go to
| $1.00 per share; Has now 4000
stock holders. A limited number
| of shares now offered at SOcts. per
share.--Write for prospectus and full
particulars, to

Aprl 21,

MRS. JOHN A.

all

Casco National Bank

BEFQREtne PRICE ADVANU31

Ho“se
ParisJEv8nin°’

TICKETS 50 cents. For sale at
Cressey,
Jones and Allen’s, and at the door.
aprl5
dlw

IS MADE FROM-

Red River

E:rs*

DUE 1928.

=

“COPPER KING” |

andt^eGr°er&Haenrr"nn

HEART” SCENES from

:

Spring Wheat

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

“In The'*

Adelaide

STAN DISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

OF THE

—

Joo-'i

IS THE TIME TO BUY |

Portland)

appearance in

HEI=8Ll^.3ydC-^L3Xr3Nr

^

April 20th. at 10 o’clock
No. 138 Fine street, we
furniture
shall sell
consisting in part of
Parlor Furniture, Easy Chairs in plush, large
Irish
Point Lace CurFreuch plate mirrors,
tains, Moquet, Tapestry, and Woolen Carpets,
and
25 Oil Paintings
Engravings, Ornaments
and Bric-a-Brac, Book Cases, Oak Hall Stand,
Cabinet
Walnut
Bed, Tables, Chairs.
Black
China and Silverware, Black Walnut, Ash and
Painted Chamber Suits, line Hair Mattresses,
Spring Beds and Bedding. Kitchen Furnishings, and many other articles too numerous to

feb 9

to.

^
SSSSSS
SATURDAY, APRIL 22-23, MATINEE SATURDAY.
FRIDAY,
Entertainment ol the world, Leon (his lirst

petitors.

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange StsaprS
M.kv&Kti

attended

75»

Prices°y

General Household Furniture

$ 150,000

OFFICE:

97 1-2 Exchange St.,

Bodily pain loses its terror if you’ve a
bottle of Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil in the
house. Instant relief in cases of burns
cuts, sprains, accidents of any sort.

same

feb28cltf

Focahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Yallej Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

WM. M.

it

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.
The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the

32 Exchange St..

A Fail Assortment ot Lehigh and FreeBurning Goals tor Domestic Use.

E. K.

THE PRISONER OF ZEADA

Special Company.

BY

:0£tM.lx.e:rs.

COAL.

|

Tues., Wed. and Wed. Matinee, APRIL 19-20.

Entirely New, Novel and Startling Illusions and Wondrous Manic
PRICES-Evening, 25-50-75C, 81.00. Matinee, 25-50-75C. Sale of seats opens Wednesday.

Mims™ H. M. PAYSON&CO.,

>

Prices 25c, 50c, 75c. si.oo.

TOWN

LIST.
6—THE SALE OF A SOUL. Dy C. M. S. McLdhn.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrura.
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE..
9— THE
By Captain Alfred
Thompson.
10— ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
11— AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE.
By Champion Bissell.
12— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN.
By John Gilliat.
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
By Harold R. Vynn«,
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.

Madrid, April 16.—Senor Capdepon, the
minister of the interior, has instructed the
Prefect of Malaga to give the American
consul satisfaction and to arrest the ring-

I had

a

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

to

TOPICS,
808 Fifth Avenue, New York.

—■»*»«

Securities

Specialty.

to indulge yourself or your
can
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

women

CHARLES FROHMAN
Presents the Brilliant Romanca,

«

The Premier Magical

X

that one of our tlrst attacks in case of war
will be upoD Porto Kico.
They expect
that point to be captured early in the
war.
With England treating coal as contraband even the most conservative Senators think it will be impossible for Spain
long to maintain a conflict in waters so
far removed from her base of supplies.

in Government Bonds.

GOODafford
TIMES HAVE COME.
You

and

invested

Surplus

Investment

leaders of the outbreak.
The American
Notice is hereby given that the special comthe officers had left for their homes, none
shield has been replaced.
mittee appointed to consider the petition of the
knowing the ships would return. Mrs.
Woodford is Boston & Maine Kailroad to lay and maintain
United States minister
Commercial street in said city ol
Schley and her daughter, Mrs. Wortley, ers of the Red D line may be purchased still working for peace and is still hope- a track across
Portland, such track to be a part of a connect
ful of securing it.
went to Norfolk qarly in the day, and by the government.
Important negotia- ing track extending from a point
near the centions were held today.
Its track northerly ol
when they got back late in the afternoon
ter of Tyng street in
Acting upon the instructions, the board
It is learned that if the United States Commercial street to a point westerly of Brackthey were surprised to see the live ships will inspect “all tugs in the harbor,” Congress finally agrees on a resolution ett street in its track southerly of Oommercia
almost in the identical spots they occu- for the inspection of which time can be similar to that passed by the House, the street, will give a hearing to all parties interon Monday, April 18,1898. at 4 o'clock
found.
Spanish minister at Washington will not ested,
pied Wednesday morning.
the aldermen’s room, City Building
be recalled and Ueneral Woodford, conse- n m., at
The
and
Trinidad
C. H. KANDALL, Chairman
Trading
Shipping
Com.
Schley was desirous of having
has been refused quently, will remain in Madrid. Furthercompany’s
April 12,189 8.
Portland,
aprisdtd
Irrawaddy
the captains of the fleet know each other for the
in
the
event
not
it
is
unlikely,
of
second time.
more,
In
the movements of their vessels and
a resolution of those lines
passing, that
the friendly offices of the .United States
be able to respond promptly to all signals
will be invoked to assist in the restora“
liable to be made in an engagement.
tion of permanent peace in Cuba.
on
eczema
was one of the Important reAnd this
A conference has been arranged for tomorrow between Ueneral Maximo Gomez
sults of the cruise.
and two Spanish generals in Cuba.
was
During the two days’ absence the vesof the squadron were put through
sels
SAILED FOR HOME.

proved most satisfacby
tory, particularly as regards the protected
invite Great Britain, France and cruisers
Columbia and
Minneapolis,
may
Germany to assist her to save Cuba to whioh went into commission only 30 days
Spain, but they will very promptly de- ago. Their officers had been taken from
while a large percentage
cline
other ships,
no

ten small yachts of not more than
ten feet draught.
The boats are to be
fitted at once with rapid Are guns. They
will be sent to Cuba in case of
war to
onoe

rilv Klondpr and Sftimtnrs irftnpmllv

and

--

honors
x
X of ladies who saw it demonstrated at the
X
Minute Gelatine 8
X Boston Food Fair.
X requires No Soaking, dissolves at on re in 8
Is absolutely pure and whole- X
X hot liquid.
Awarded the

them,

2.30

|

Capital
wholly

Montreal. 9

..—

opportunities for vengeance and to
recoup themselves for the losses which they

It

York.

I

J*99999999999®99®®®9®996B9aaffiffi®®®9®®®ffi9®®®®ffiea®9e*
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their

m.

New

St. Louis.

COMPANY,

enPtfP&-TVT“5
-4-J*-hexm± JSLJL L|
XJI^T.S3X£SJFX TJEXSTj-

...

The genuine Is sold everywhere in one to ten pound yellow §
tins, with our trade-marks, “Cottolene” and steer’s head in *
cotton-plant wreath—on every tin. Not guaranteed if sold in q
any other way. Made only by
©

Chicago.

n

Fort Monroe, Va., April 16.—The flyNew York, April 16.—The naval auxiliing squadron, which sailed from here ary board received an order from the
afternoon, came baok at 6 Navy Department today to secure at
Wednesday

Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’ Liability
100,000

9

Once tried, always used.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK

ers

Thursday morning

Building.)
Capital.$100,000
(Portland Savings Bank

^

be

15 knots, but with the cruisers it could
make nearly 20 knots.

No. 89 Exchange St.,

healthfulness,
g
qualities. Endorsed by eminent physicians, recommended
g by cooking experts, used by thousands of discriminating house- g
wives in preference to lard and other cooking
g

The target practice this morning
also gratifying, as it demonstrated
that no foreign boat could approach the
squadron under the storm of fire that
would be thrown upon it.”
While the squadron is satisfactory to
the commodore, it can be stated that he

New York,
New Orleans and San
Francisoo. With the battleships out and
the
cruisers in the squadron would be
more deserving of the title “flying.”
As
it is now formed it can t move faster than

HAS REMOVED TO

g

A FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.

Spanish^Cortes will
of peace are hope-

Portland Trust Co.

is a combination of two
beef suet 9
pure natural products—choice
and refined cotton-seed
the
as
southern
oil, as pure and golden
g
sunshine which produces
it—making, a shortening and frying
fftf unequaled in
cleanliness, flavor and digesti-

would

_

COTTOLENE

>5 Whitman Grocery Co.,
Orange, Mass. O
made the ships roll heavily.
O
!<
Also manufacturers of the celebrated
With only seven feet of free board, the
15 Fr*e, our little Booklet, over 30 Dainty I Minute X
Tapioca, n
ponderous Massachusetts shot through Q Desserts, by mail for the ashing
the seas, sometimes carrying hundreds of ♦OOOO OOOO OOOOOOOOOOCXXXH"
tons of water on her decks. The Texas
SINEWS OF WAR.
was the best sea boat in the fleet.
She
Cuba, concerning
than the
and caDacity for administering the affairs oareened several degrees less
The House Committees Bill to Kaise Kevof the island we know little, and who others and behaved beautifully in answer
enue.
to
the
from
the
rapidly changed signals
ther3 is reason to tear might, it control
In fact the two heavy battleof
use flagship.
the island was
given

_

§*®®®®99®*99999999999990999999999999990«e«»®9*®9|

in shape to fire every one of their gnns
Intervention resolution as inside of
four and one-half minutes.
Commander
was considered by
finally adopted by both houses and signed This
by the President, our intervention, in Schley to be the most remarkable achievethe eyes of the world, would be, not an ment of the two days’ work.
“I have been in squadrons, fleets and
intervention primarily for the purpose of
■topping the war and leaving the people on single ships,” he said, “but nothing
of Cuba to erect suoh an independent ever pleased me so much as the work of
government as the majority may desire, the
past two
days. The concerted rebet an intervention to establish the in- sponse to the call to quarters was splen-

Washington, April 16.—The Republiships performed the maneuvres more rapcan
members of the ways and means
idly than did the Minneapolis or the
committee of the House have practically
fastest
STATE OF MAINE.
two
the
in
warships
may have met and the sufferings they Columbia,
concluded the preparation of a war revehave undergone.
Humanity and the the world. Commodore Schley explained nue measure that will raise between
establishment of a government accep- this by saying that the cruisers required
and $120,000,000
additional
more room to turn in because they were *100,000,000
In deference to the practice of the early set- table to the people are sound reasons for
annum.
revenue per
The measure will
But neoossarily they be- longer.
tlers of New England, and following a prece intervention.
be presented to the full committee probAll Thursday was spent in drilling for
dent that has obtained ever since Maine was come secondary, if they do not disappear
ably on Monday sr.d It will be brought
admitted into the Union of States, and also altogether, when we interfere in behalf the purpose of familiarizing officers and
into the House as oon as the war resowith the advice and consent of the Executive of a government which the weight of evi- crew with squadron work and the numerlutions are signed by the President
Council, I do appoint THURSDAY, the astu dence goes to show may not be capable ous movements which would be necesThe bill will provide for an additional
day of April, in tile year of our Lord one of
maintaining order, may not, and sary in action.
tax of one dollar per barrel upon
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, as a
beer,
The first line of battle signal was givto
the
will
be
probably
acceptable
not,
from which $30,000,000 will be
day of
raised.
FASTING AND PRATER.
people, and will have a strong motive en, and the ships formed abreast, with On manufactured tobacco and snuff the
and the TexIt is fitting that this time-honored custom for
persecuting a considerable part of the Brooklyn on the right
internal
revenue tax will be increased
The
should still be respected, and I earnestly re- the
resolved as on the extreme left, as the axis.
people. When the House
from 6 to 13 cents.
This is expected to
quest all the people of our State to properly ob- to intervene to stop the war and give the “go ahead” signal followed, the line
raise $15,000,000 revenue.
The increase
serve the day in their homes aud churches, and
made
a
and
the
“left
Brooklyn
wheel,”
people a chance to establish an indepencel o
ou'i
to refrain from all unnecessary labor, rememViguiobuca litlo JUUU Uco/1
area.
described
the
largest
dent government of their own it was on
but it probably will be
bering, reverently, the source from which so
Then
the single column signal was absolutely fixed,
solid ground. A strong argument can
one
many favors have come to us.
dollar
on
all classes. From this
the
out first,
starting
given,
Brooklyn
be
made
for
intervention
for
those
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber. In Aupur$5,000,000 is expected. The proposition
gusta, tliis twenty-fourth day of March, in poses. But when tho Senate committed the Massachusetts second, the Minneapowhich the
Senate placea in the tariff
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, aud of the Inde- itself to the
insurgent government it lis third, the Columbia fourth and the bill, but which was lost in conference, to
columns
came
pendence of the United States of America practically abandoned that ground and Texas fifth. Double
tax all stocks and transfers of corporathe one hundred and twenty-second.
with the
declared for
intervention to set up a next, the Brooklyn leading,
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
tions, is embodied in the measure togethMassachusetts
with
the
By the Governor.
Minneapopaired
government which might for aught wo
er with practically all the scheme of inBYRON BOYD, Secretary ot State.
with
the
lis
and
the
Columbia
Texas.
know be just as hateful to the majority
ternal taxation of the act of 1866, which
After that they moved “en echelon,
of the Cubans as the government of the
includes a stamp tax on all drafts, checks
The concentration of the regular army
the
the
the
forming
Brooklyn
apex,
and
which
be
Spaniards,
might
quite as
and all instruments of business, (mort
upon the coast can only mean one thing,
and
the
Columbia
the
Massachusetts
impotent to keep
peace and restore
and that is that it is a part of the plan of
and the Minneapolis and gages, loans and bonds.)
wing
right
public order. We do not care to intimate Texas the left.
campaign against Cuba to use the army that the senators have been
A tax on patent and proprietary mediAt nightfall the squadron anchored 15
prompted by
in conjunction with the navy.
cines and a tax on telegraph messages
of
Charles.
miles
east
there
is
Cape
some
unworthy motives, though
From 6.30 until 8.30 p. m., was spent and express packages is also incorporated
Some of the speeches made in the Sen- strong circumstantial evidence indicatin
exchanging signals by colored elec- in the bill. This scheme of taxation is
ate
during the three days’ debate were ing that some of them yielded to politi- tric lamps hung in the masts to train
estimated to raise $35,000,000. A duty of
worthy of the occasion. The most of them cal considerations against their better the crews in reading them readily.
By this time all hands were tired out, 10 cents per pound is placed on tea and
had better not been made at all, both for judgment, but they have certainly been
men
and mo t of the
prepared to re- three cents per pound on coffee, with a
th8 reputation of the men who made guilty
of
a
serious blunder—a bluntire. On the Brooklyn, at 9 o’clock, most
internal
revenue tax on
them end of the country.
der whioh if not rectified will prejudice of the officers were in their rooms asleep. countervailing
This latter will be in the
and seri- Half a dozen were sitting in the wurd stock on hand.
our cause before the world
W hen* war breaks out, Consul General
dozing. Forward, three-fourths form of a tax on the sales of stock on
ously handicap us in the work of giving room,
of tho
crew were
in their hammocks, hand to avoid the constitutional inhibitLee will, it is said, be made a brigadier
to the people of Cuba an acceptable gov- some of them
asleep, and others listening ion
general.
Thirty-two years ago Lee re- ernment.
against a direct tax. From tea and
to the tinkle of a banjo and zither playod
fused
to concur in the surrender at ApBottled
coffee $28,000,000 are estimated.
two of the galley boys.
by
action
is
not
final
the
Senate’s
Luckily
pomattox Court House, and was so em- It is to be reviewed
Suddenly the call to general quarters
bear a tax similar to patent
by the House and rang out. At the same instant the sig- waters are to
bittered
that he contemplated leaving
medicines.
There is nal was
later on by
the President.
sent up for the other
ships.
the country.
Time works great changes.
For the pressing needs of the governstrong reason to hope that the House What happened on one of them happened ment the secretary of the treasury is given
on
all of them.
Half-dressed and unwill
the
eliminate
the
recognition
parageneral power to issue certificates of
If England
has decided to treat coal
dressed men and officers rushed for their
indebtedness payable in one year and to
If it does not th6n President
as
contraband Jof war, as the despatches graph.
stations, most of them in their bare feet. bear not to exceed
8 per cent interest.
to. He indicated dear- The gunners of the main battery jammed
say, her decision will be a very severe McKinley ought
The Secretary of the treasury is also
themselves into turrets. Others tumbled
authorized to borrow on the credit of
blow to Spain; for the other powers will ly in his message what his opinion on into the
magazines. Ammunition hoists the
the recoggovernment by a popular subscription
were worked; great projectiles, some
of
probably follow her lead, and the only the point was. He holds that
nition
would
of the Cuban government
them weighing 1100 pounds each, were loan, $500,000,000.
coaling stations on this side of the Atlanin conflict with all our precedents sent up to the gun crews above, with 500tic lett
her will be In Cuba and Porto be
COAL AS CONTRABAND.
of brown powder. Waterand
contrary to the principles of inter- pound packages
Rico, and these can probably be made
tight compartments were shut, hatches
Washington, April 16. —Senators of all
useless to her by our fleet. Shut off from national law applicable to such cases. He were battened down, captains got into shades of
opinion on the Cuban question
obtaining coal at neutral ports the Span- believes also that it would seiiously pre- conning towers, and in precisely three regard as very important the announceon
minutes
the
the
of
crew
Brooklyn
iards will find it exceedingly difficult, if judice our intervention in the eyes of the
ment that Great Britain has decided to
every gun was ready for business.
That being his position, if the
not impossible, to maintain naval war- world.
On the Columbia one amusing inoident treat coal as contraband of war
in her
him
with
resolution
reaches
recognition occurred. Ordinarily the captain’s cabin
fare in the West Indies or on our coast
West Indian possessions in case of a war
is
sacred.
The
never
crew
venture
into
in it it will be his duty to veto it. He
for any considerable length of time.
While
it unless ordered. When general quarters between this country and Spain.
is a part of the law making power and
are
sounded no place is sacred. The the decision is apparently impartial, the
The action of the Senate in passing an he could not if he would turn the whole
crew assigned to the two 4-inch guns
Senators say that the effect necessarily
r»4U_4
_*.4 T,!-1_
intervention resolution different in form matter over to
Congress.
be entirely in the interest of the
and different
in substance
from that
ing into a pair of trousers, and being will
ask permission United States, because Spain will have
to
green,
they
stopped
advocated by the House, ensures a delay
OUT AT SEAbefore entering.
That stop was the only only her store at Porto Rico to draw upof aotive operations by the fleet for sevbreach of discipline in the manouvres.
on.
She has been making all the pureral
days, at least, and perhaps for a How Schley’s Men Played at Making War.
chases she could but the stock is necessaSMALL YACHTS WANTED.
week. Meanwhile the
MONDAY,

FINANCIAL

COTTOLENE.
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part of the

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodford? without extra, charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of S7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripsurgent government about whioh we
tion of six weeks.
little and whose claim to lie conPersons wishing to leave town for long or know
short periods may have (ho addresses of their sidered a government approved by the
majority of the people of j Cuba, has never
papers changed as often as desired.
been subjected to any test whioh could
Advertising Rates,
determine with even a reasonable degree
for
«m»
lx Daily Press $1.60 per square,
of certainty its validity. The time has
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square. Every other day ad- probably gone by when we can
expect
to avoid a eonfltot with Spain. Both
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one nations have
gone too far to permit of
week or $2.50 for one month.
retreat. But while we are committed
width
of
the
of
a
colis
a
“A square’’
space
to armed intervention and must go forward
umn and one inch long.
in that line, it still remains for us
to
on
first
one-third
addipage,
Sjieclal Notices,
formulate and deolare to the world the
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per objects and purposes of our intervention.
Three insertions or loss, We can put it on a high plane whioh will
square eacli week.
$1.50 por square.
eventually command the approval of the
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed world, or we can descend to a level that
15
cents
line
each
with other paid notices.
per
will alienate the sympathy of other naInsertion.
if It does not nrcuse their opposittions,
Pure Reading Notices In reading matter type,
ion. The Senate has done well in supple85 cents per line each Insertion.
its resolution with a declaration
JPants, To Let, Nor Sale and similar adver- menting
That
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for that we do not intend to annex.
*0 words or less, r.o display. Displayed adver- will relievo us from any suspicion of
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- seeking selfish ends. But the good effect
tiseoents not Daid in advance, will bo charged of this declaration, will be greatly diat regular rates.
minished by the recognition of the Cuban
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
republic in advance, for that is’almost
for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square for
tantamount to a declaration that our
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub- intervention is for the benefit of a body
scriptions and advertisements to Portland of men who we have no good reason to
rUBLISHLNU V-U., Vi
DX-KiCKT, believe represent the majority of the peoPortland, Mi.
whose character
ple of

THE

ewer

MANUFACTURERS OF

AWNINGS,
Flags,

Tents and

Mainmoeks.

Tents and Canopies to let. Bunting and Flag Decorations
for all occasions. Estimates freely given.

3 Tremont Row, Boston; 203 Middle St., Portland,Me
TELE RHONE 87S-5.
niarl6«odim

WATER FRONT NEWS.
HERRMANN.
The bark Sarmiento, Capt. Williams,
A new “prince of blaok art,” Leon
for
which has been lying in the harbor
Herrmann .nephew and successor to Herrover a week
waiting for sailors and a man the Great, and who has been
profavorable wind, towed to sea
Saturday nounced
by the critics in every city he
be
will
cruise
morning. fcThe Sarmiento’s
has visited as the most skillful, enterthe
crosses
to the eastward until she
taining and successful magician living,
Grand Banks, and then to the southward
will be seen here at The Jefferson
Friday
and eastward until the Cape de Verde
and Saturday next foi the first time. ToThen it is expected
islands are sighted.
gether with Adelaide
Herrmann, hp
she will get the trades that will take her
heads the famous company of
twenty perIt
to the River Platte, her destination.
sons known as the Herrmann the Great
wiil be seen that her course will take her
His illusions are new and
company.
Spanish
very near to the much dreaded
original and are said to be the most mysthis
that
said
didn’t
flotilla. Tho captain
tifying and marvelous that have ever been
frighten him at all and that he didn’t ex- performed. His
palming and card tricks
of trouble.
bit
least
the
pect
are
simply past all
understanding.
will
to
Bath
Knickerbocker
go
The tug
Quick as
lightning he performs feats
next week to have her boiler repaired.
under the
very noise of his audienco
The tugs Warren and Belknap will take that
they oan hardly believe are within
her place towing for the dredging combounds of possibility.
Adelaide Herrpany.
mann will give many of the
mystifying
The handsome Dominion liner Labrador novelties that
have made her popularity
sailed at two o’clook Saturday afternoon world
wide, prominent among which
for Liverpool. This is the last time the will be a new and
original dance, inventwill
be
seen
here
this season.
Labrador
ed and pertected by her and which has
She had a large cargo and many passen- been
pronounoed the most beautiful of
gers.
she has ever done.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

part

also

and

it is reliable; it produces very
white, light bread, biscuits and pastry,
and its products are absolutely free from
sourness.
Our examinations were conducted in such a way that their results

Richelieu.
Other members of the cast
will be William Farnnm, Mary Anderson
and Edwin Thanbouser.

j

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

j

NEW

COLORED
SILKS.

SILKS.

Plain Taffetas

unhestitatingly

indorse the

Rhadames,

Indias,

Armures,

Plisses,

Ribbon

Waterproof

Stripes,

Chinas,
Satin

Bayaderes,

Du eh esse,

takes

warm

a

interest in ail that

and

Roston

success

GOLF AND WHEELING OUTFITS.

Haskell & Jones carry a complete assortment of the Sylvan E. Bier
&
Co.’s golf and bicycle suits.
This
firm are the leading makers of New York
and the goods are cut in the latest
style
and are
up to date. Don’t fail to see
this line of goods.
Messrs.

MRS. BELLOWS’S HEADING.

Next

Tuesday afternoon at the Second
Advent ohurch, Mrs. John Bellows will
lead selections from the works of RudJtard Kidling. Mrs. Bellow’s ability is
well known and she will doubtless
have
a

large audience.

selections.

Highly Nutritions Food.

The odd
LUTION.
sounding name is used to
designate a peculiar food, made not exThe friends of Elizabeth Wadsworth
actly in the shape of nuts, but
having a
are anticipating a delightful enpleasant, nutty flavor and crisp brittle- chapter
tertainment on Friday evening of this
ness that makes them a
charming favorite week whioh will be held in City hall. The
with the palate.
many friends of Miss MoCobb will be
Of yet more value than the taste
is the
pleased to welcome her aga n as Mrs. Jarfood value of
Grape-Nuts. They 'are
ley. This time she will present a new
of
largely composed
Grape-Sugar, (your collection of figures, all representatives
dictionary can tell you about that) and of
Revolutionary and Colonial days.
♦lose who use them will find the
morning Grandma will appear on the stage and ilmeal has not only been pleasant, but
has lustrate how
they danced the minuet in
been quickly and easily
digested; for days of yore. Following this part of the
grape-sugar is an artiole produced in the entertainment the founder of our
great
human body at one stage of the digestion
republic, George Washington, with his
of food, and is at once ready for
trans- beautiful wife Martha and stately
mother
formation into good healthy blood and
will receive their friends, and ladies in
nourisnment.
colonial dress will serve refreshments.
Do not understand that the
grape- The advertisement in another column will
of
which
is
sugar,
Grape-Nuts
made, has give further
particulars of the celebration.
been piodnced in the human body. But
The committee are confident that the
this grape-sugar is made by
much the guests will
have reason to feel pleased
Same process as the
body employs. This with the programme which will be
preis
grape-sugar
produced by [natural treat- sented and which has been
arranged with
ment of grains without
any foreign sub- much care
by these willing workers.
stance whatever. The result is
perhaps The secretary cf the executive committee

highly

Grocers keep

packages.

nutritious food ever

Grape-Nuts

in

up-to-date.

we

have

some

and

We visit the New

$16.50,

Suits at $5.00, Jacket lined throughout with silk.

JACKETS in Tan, Blue and Black, also a few in Green,
Our leaders at $4.95, 6.50, 7.98 and 1C.OO.

Jacquards,

Cheeked
Taffetas.

Other

CAPES in Cloth and Silk, prices $1.25 to 22.00.
suitable for medium aged ladies.

Figured |

DRESS SKIRTS.
to 25.00.

prices from $9,98

A full line of

Our line is complete in Silk, Wool

or

Long Cape*

Mohair

Indias. $1.39

Skirts,

SILK WAISTS. We purchased a lot of sample Waists at a reduced prioa
and will put them on sale Today, April 18th, at prices less than cost of manufacture. No cheap goods iu this lot as this concern makes nothing but high grade

garments.
COLLARETTES. Our assortment of these desirable goods is
plete. We have at last caught up with the increased demand for them.

now

com-

For TODAY, APRIL 1 Sf h, we shall have a few Special Values in SUITS
and JACKETS which will attract your attention.

Those who

can are

requested to call forenoons

fou better attention.

Evening Silks of Every Description,
SPECIAL VALUES IN SILKS TO BE OFFERED DURING

A MONSTER BATTLESHIP.
The

Alabama

To

Cramp

Be

Yards

Launched

THE COMING WEEK. _538

From

Key West, Fla., April 16.—The discontent of the naval men here over the delay at the Washington end of the situation has almost disappeared since the receipt of advices 'regarding the mobilization of the regular troops at the

armament

wil’

be

four 18-inch
breech loading rifles, mounted in pairs in
eliptical turrets on the middle line; 14
six-in 3h
rapid fire breech-loading rifles,
mounted in sponsons and a secondary
battery of 16 six-pounders and four one-

pounders rapid Are guns, together with

gatling

and one Aeld gun. She will
also have four torpedo tubes. The side
armor is to bo 16 1-2 inches thiok at the
top of the belt, tapering to 9 1-2 inches
it the bottom.
□ne

In the turrets the porthole plates will
be 17 inches thick and other plates 16

inches.

Inside ot this will rise

a

pro-

tective deok with armor four
inches
■hick
on the slopes aft three Inches forward and 2 3-4 in the flat top.

TRANSFORMING THE ST. PAUL.

Philadelphia, April 17.—The American
ine steamer St. Paul, whioh sailed from
Sew York yesterday for this oity,
passed
n the Delaware Capes at 5.30
o’olook this
She will reach
iternoon.
Cramp’s shipard tomorrow and on Tuesday
he

morning

of transforming her into an
,miliary cruiser will begin. It is estinated that this will require about 15
days
amount
,nd will
to an almost entire
econstruction of her interior.
work

left Boston for

uuo luiuimauon

within

tween two great Christian^nations—The
United States and Spain.
MARRIAGES.

■.

The time is now on for out of door
sports, and we are ready to show our
line. We can assure the trade the most
complete assortment of Fine Goods
to select from to be found in Maine,
We haye the exclusive sale in Portland
of the Sylvan JB.
Bier & Co.’s
Golf and Bicycle Suits, the leading makers of New York. The breeches
are cut in the new style, and are up-todate in every respect.
We have the
Regulation Red Golf Coat and
Fancy Breeches for the enthusiast.
and
Hosiery, Beits
Negligee
Shirts we are showing in great profusion. Snils from $5.00 to 30.00.
Don’t fail to see our line.

HASKELL & JONES,
TAILORS,

Manufactur ng Clothiers and
Men’s
MONUMENT

apriSeodtt

a

the prayers of
the church for his father. He also requested the prayers of his congregation
that “Peooo might be maintained be-

.1

1

■

Hawarden,

ating clergyman requested

can

In Ellsworth. April 12. Raymond E. Dewey of
Rochester and Miss Florence Gilman Swett of
Ellsworth.
DEATHS.
In this city. April 17, James M. Cobb, aged

>5 yeais 5 months.
[Notice of funeral herearter.l
In this city. April 17. Miss Mary Parkhill.
[Funeral on Tuesday aft.ernoou at 2 o’clock,
rum her late residence. No. 184 Clark street.
Mew Brunswick papers
please copy.
In this citv, April
16, Alice G. Berry, widow
>f the late W111 lam F.
Borry.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
i
he3 late residence. No. 296 Bracket street.

In Brldgton, April 13, Clarence M. Pcnley and
Miss .Jennie May Lewis,
in,!?:er'nR, April 16. Giadis, youngest child
In Turner, April 10, Clinton C. Young and
?u,d Madura Maines, aged 5 months
Mrs, Bessey E. Loveioy.
! •nd 9 nays.
In Orland, April 10, Arthur I. Gross and Miss
Funeral
this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock
Charlotte A. Grindle of Bucksport.
'arents residence. No. 5
Hartley avo.
In Augusta, April 12, Freeman C. Deering of
in
Esther Kennerd
April 15.
Guilford and Miss Lizzie M. Gentliuer of Park- ] ung, Westbrook,
aged 84 years and 5 months,
man.
runerai services at
her
late
residence,
In Veazie, April 9, Ralph A. Spencer and Miss ] hown
street. Westbrook, on Tuesday alterNellie M. Iuman.
, oon at 2 o clock.
Burial
at
Me.
Gorham,
In iSpringfield, April 8, Lysander H. Grean
In Naples, April
11, Sarah J., widow of
slid Miss Villa Dow, both or Lee
( • eorge Jackson.
Orland.
In
April 9. Arrhur J. Gn ss of Orland
8, John Briggs, aged
snd Miss Charlotte A. Grindle of 1 unksPort.
<n

vA^rl?A-PrB
oars.

give

Congress Street.

apnsdtf.

|ROCKERSI

OUTFITS.

20 minutes.

April 17.—Mr. Gladstone
less comfortable day. His doctors say thsre has
been little ohange in
his condition
during the past week.
Mrs. Gladstone and the other members of
the family
attended service in the
Hawarden church this morning, the Rev.
Stephen Gladstone officiating.
As indicating tlio gravity of Mr. Gladstone condition,it is noted that the offici-

we

Golf and Wheeling

GLADSTONE LESS COMFORTABLE
passed

as

** ooooooooooooooooooo* *

Philadelphia, April 17.—It was learned
here today that May 1, has been fixed as
the date of the launching of the battlegulf
stations and the probability of the Senate
ship Alabama, in course of construction
a vote tonight.
at Cramp’s
Miss Morgan, reaching
shipyards.
The navy naturally is much interested
daughter of United States Senator Morin the latter phase of the situation. In
gan,
will, it is said, ohristen the ship
their opinion the Maine disaster is the
named in honor of her native state.

The

convenient,

**0000000000O O0000000*6*

NAVAL OFBTCERS PLEASED.

May 1.

if

R. M. LEWSEN k CO.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

will be at home, 772
Congress street, Tuesday and Thursday afternoons to receive
15 cent members who wish to make
returns for
Hon. Wm. J. Bryan
iokets whioh have been sold.
1 ,ome yesterday.
pro-

store is new and

to 21.50.

The Alabama will be the first in the only cause for war. {This is apparent by
the enthusiasm which greeted the news
water of three battleships contracted for
of the Senate committee’s resolution acin October,
1896. The
other two, the
stamped upon seemed mnsio to the bru- Wisconsin and the Illinois,are being built cusing Spain.
A correspondent here last
tal soul of the officer."
night received
respectively at San Francisco and Newa query from Capt.
This
Sampson as to’whethNews.
All three are identically
being the third annual tour of port
er
the flying squadron
had returned.
“The Prisoner of Zenda.” the
The size of the’Alabaina can be
story is fa- alike.
The boat which brought the
miliar
to
most
inquiry got
theatre-goers.
The comprehended from the fact that she is
before an answer could be sent
engagement in this city is for two nights eight feet longer than the large battle- away
and a Wednesday matinee at The Jeffer- ship Iowa,' oompleted by the Cramps last and there were no more boats to go. Cona
correspondent went to the
son.
She is No. 8 in the naval register sequently
year.
GRAND CONCERT.
and is technically known as a first-class Cincinnati, lying at the government dock
The music-loving people of Portland eea-going battleship. Her length on load- and through the courtesy of Capt. Chesenabled to enlighten the comare looking forward
with pleasure to the water
line is 368 feet, extreme breadth ter, was
mander of the fleet by signals. The mesconcert to be given by
the Massachu- 73 feet,five inches; mean draught, 33 feet,
sent
was:
setts Institute ot Technology glee,mando- six inches,
“Flying squadron reand displacement at that sage
! turned
to Fort Monroo this afternoon.
lin,
banjo clubs on Tuesday evening, draught 11,635 tons. She will have two
April 19, at Lewis hall, Woodfords These vertical inverted three oylinder, triple Twenty-two regiments of infantry ordered to the gulf stations.”
olubs of 35 talented musicians are
having expansion engines, driving twin screws,
Various colored lights flashed this mesa
most successful
tour throughout the estimated to develop
10,000 indicated
from [the Cincinnati to the Puritan
sage
horse
under
of
New England this
moderate forced draft.
power
principal cities

DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN REVO-

the most
duced.

though

Indias,

Habutais,

and thence to the Castine, which
Anally
spring. They »re assisted by the popular Her guaranteed speed to be 16 knots per
transmitted it to the
The
Doners
are
flagship New.York.
to carry ISO
reader, Mr. Percy Jewett Burrell, who hour.
Capt. Sampson, six miles out, thus had
has made so many hits in his humorous pounds pressure.

GRAPE-NUTS.
A New and

our

Suits up to $35.00.

will also be intro-

they come the notes of the score. This latter featup to their church gathering with kinder ure is a most
laughable one and scores a
wishes or more
earnest
prayers for great hit wherever introduced. In order
God’s blessing upon all of their deliberato give all a chance to see this old time
tions. His sick room is often cheered by
favorite, and there are many who have
letters from those who owo their spiritual
not, the prices have been reduced. A
Visitors find him
awakening to him.
grand street parade will be given at noon.
the same genial, sympathetic friend and
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA.
as
one
who
knew him well, exfeel,
An
enthusiastic critic in describing
“With all his Iobs of bodily
pressed it:
“The Prisoner of Zenda,” writes as folpowers there’s a big man left yet.”
“The last act of The Prisoner of
When asked recently: “Dr. Allen, how lows:
do you amuse yourself lying here?” His Zenda, given at the Auditorium last night
Daniel Frohman’s New York Lyceum
eyes brightened and a smile overspread by
theatre company,
gave the audience a
his intelligent face as he replied:
“O, I
have so many friends all over the state I glimpse into hell followed by a look into
heaven. The most malignant, cruel and
go round and make them ail a visit, and
impulses of human ^nature
they give me such a cordial welcome I diabolical
furnished the setting for the most tender
forget my physical ilia.”
and loving, the noblest and
“And what Is your greatest comfort?”
mostjbeauOne oould conceive of
“My greatest comfort,” said he, “is tiful character.
the assurance that I have in the Lord nothing more in keeping with the spirit
Jesus a friend who knows what is best of the infernal regions than the torment
for me and I am trusting all the future inflicted by a heartless and malicious offim_)»
cer upon a helpless king, whose nuninrai
laughter and shrieks of pain as he was

in

$8.98, 10.00, 12.50, $15.00

Surahs,

Wash Surahs,

everything

Fork markets every ten days and are in a position to obtain all the latest Novelties
shown. Our leaders in Suits are at the following prices:

tiros Grain.

Cheeks,

will be the attrac-

rertains to its affairs. From his long duced, “The Animated Music
Sheet,”
experience he knows the entire field and wherein the colored members
represent
no one will follow the men as

fact

In

Three-tone

New

Suits,

Capes, New
Dress and
Underskirts, New
Collarettes, New Silk Waists,
New Shirtwaists, New Jackets.

Francais,

Washburn Crosby Co.'siGold Medal flour tion at Portland theatre. This large comto every reader^of the American Journal pany includes brass bands, white and colof Health.”
ored, carries its own orchestra and numover 40 people.
bers
In addition to the
drama proper many new and highly enREV. CHARLES ALLEN, D. D.
tertaining features are introduced, inTenderly cared for by his faithful wife cluding
quartette singing, buck and
and devoted daughter at his house, 56L
wing dancing, acrobatic silence and fun
Cumberland street,
Portland, though acts, duetB and many quaint plantation
still confined to his bed and rolling chair,
diversions.
A grand ?ak6 walk is introas the annual gathering of the Methodist
duced in which all the colored members
church
Episoopal
approaches, Rev. Dr. will
participate. The latest New York
Alien

New

Faille

Foulards,

PORTLAND THEATRE.

the Stowe company,

R. M- LEWSEN & CO.

__

Two nights, Friday
and Saturday,
absolutely to be relied on,other brands
were analyzed and compared
simultane- April 32 and 23, with a Saturday matiously, and as a result of such relative nee, Uncle Tom's Cabin presented by
we

...

|

BLACK

are

tests

---.-.- —'ja-V
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.,NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HEADQUARTERS FOR SILKS OF ALL KINDS.

anything

The schooner Charles Davenport, Capt.
UNDER THE RED ROBE.
Pinkham, got into an awkward position
That
intricate question, “What is a
Saturday afternoon and came near going
man’s honor?” is asked, demanded and
ashore on Alden’s Rook. She started out
answered a dozen times in “Under the
light bound for Philadelphia with a good
Red Robe,”
the romantic drama which
When off Alden’s Rock the wind
wind.
has been so successful in
Loudon, New
died out and the schooner began to drift
York and other cities. The honor in this
the breakers. Capt.
rapidly towards
particular case belongs to a fire-eating
Pinkham
let
anohor and the
go his
who adds to his other claims to
schooner just swung clear of the ledge. A gambler
distinction by becoming a spy and narat
half
mast
In
the
called
flag
rigging
the attention of Capt. Trundy’s life str- rowly escaping the depths of contemptible
But his honor is ever dear to
ing crew to the schooner’s condition and villainy.
him.
He kills half a dozen men before
the tow boats C. A. Dickey and Warren
the play begins and half kills a
foolhardy
went out and towed the schooner back to
the harbor. It was a narrow escape for Englishman early in the play to prove
that his honor is prized by himself. The
the Davenport.
play is an adaptation for the stage by
Edward Rose of Stanley Weyan’s book
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR.
“Under the Red Robe.”
The New York AmericangJournal of
The principal male character in Charles
Health states:
“For nutrition, Wash- Frohman’s
company which will present
burn Crosby Co.’s Gold Medal flour con- this brilliant romance at The Jefferson
tains a very high percentage of gluten; this
will
be
evening
interpreted
It’does not show an excess of starch, oon
by William Morris, and Miss Mary Hampsequently it will aid the digestive func- ton will be seen as Renee de Cocheforet,
tions; its excellence of quality is uniform with Giles Shine in the
of Cardinal

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

SQ.

April 11, John L. King, aged

y ears.

E.ifaSre’l^agSd^^iS^i'801
Th°maS
2* yaars If in onths.9,

^MiSaged

JeJimiab^wiKi'a^d^e^rnm^0'70*
T'*°pkius'
2U

8"erman
years^nionths.8’
At>rl‘

^d

7’ Mrs-Celia A. Nolin,
aged
I11 Prospect, April 6, Miss Mary E Ridlev
’’
aged 41) years.
I11 Parkmau, April 8. W. P. Cobuin
In Lewiston, April 6, Grace E.

63°yearr.an’

aged

Big Lot.

$2.50,

4.00
4.50 5.00.

^years'*

Iu Paris, April 7, Mary, wife ol
George
h
L,
Dean, aged 25 years.
In Paris, April 10, Culled L.
Carter, aged 63

7

a

SPECIAL PATTERNS AT

In Orono, Aoril 12, Ann Irene, daucliter of
Cornelius and the late Abide MoAullffe.
In Exeter, Mrs. Sarah Tillsou Brown, widow
ol Eoeu E. Brown, aged 77years 5 months.
^eorgo A. Docester,

a<jred 41

w

last Arrived

Furnlsherss,

In Bradford,
52 years.

t!

32 years.

Whiteh.'rst,

Boston, April 17, Walter E. Han, formerly
of Woodfords, aged 37 years and 3 months
Funeral services at ills former home 17
Mechanic street. Woodfords, at 2.30 n In
m

ATKINSON
FURNISHING 80„
21 MONUMENT

SO.,

In

Tuesday,AprUlDth.

p-

vw Couch Sale

Monday.

L.

Carleton, Mgr.

I
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WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.
BY

Author

WILLIAM

BY

(Chapter XXI.)
IX KENSINGTON GARDENS.
On our return home in the early hours,
Ella sat before the lire in her cosy boudoir
her opera-cape still about her shoulders,
resting her tired head upon a cushion,
and staring thoughtfully into the dying
embers, while I lounged near, smoking a
final.cigarette. Times out of number I
tried to account for the Earl’s agitation
when he had encountered her. It was evident they were not strangers, although
when I had introduced them ho treated
her with studied courtesy. There were,
1 remembered, many suspicious incidents
connected with her as yet unexplained,
nevertheless, from that memorable evening when Dudley and I had dined at the
Nook and we had become reconciled, I
had never doubted that she loved me.
Perhaps I had been foolish, I told myself.
I ought to have obtained full explanation
of the several circumstances that had
caused mo such uneasiness before marriage, yet I had abandoned all active
because of
effort to ascertain the truth,
the intensity of my passion. Her beauty
her
voice
held
me
had captivated me;
spell-hound, and because I loved her I
could not bring myself to
suspect her
Eor a long time she sat, reflecting gravely
of
the
events
the
evening, then,
upon
shivering slightly, rose and went to her
room, leaving mo alone to jronder over
her sudden seriousness.
Sometimes a slight shadow of suspicion
would flit across my mind, as it often had
on finding her absent, yet when she spoke
caressingly to me I at once found myself
laughing at the foolishness of my
thoughts, basking in the sun of her brilliant beauty, heedless and content. Prior
to our marriage, I had been madly jealous
of every slight attention paid to her by
one of my own sex of whatever age, but
vonActnwlnfr hnw

T»iarmInnctir

fo

she was, and that wherever she went she
became the onnter of attraction, I was no
longer angry with any of our guests who
paid court to her. Beck dined with us
frequently, always gay and amusing,
while once or twice Verblioudovitch had
treated
also accepted our Invitation and
Klla with the courtliness of the polished
did
not
invite the latter
diplomatist. 1
often, because of her antipathy towards
bad
him. When, after his first visit, I
asked her what she thought of him, she
had replied:
“There is something about him I don’t
like, dearest. I cannot explain what it
is. Perhaps it is his excessive politeness;
or it may be his profuse flattery that bores
me; nevertheless, I seem to have a feeling
that I ought to avoid him.”
“He’s one of the best of fellows, darling,” I said, laughing at her misgivings.
“In my bachelor days we were very close
friends.
she answered
“I don’t like
him,”
frankly. “I hate all Russians.”
“I thought you said once you would like
to go to Russia.”
“Yes, I am anxious to see the country,
but the Russians I have met I have always detested,” she said, adding with
seriousness, “now that I am your wife I
may speak plainly, may I not’?’
“Of course, darling.”
“Then, in your own interests, promise
Verblioudovitch as
me to avoid Paul
much as possible.”
“Why?’’ I asked, surprised.
“Because—well,” she answered in hesitation; “because I have some curious inexplicable feeling that he is not your
friend.”
Then it occurred to me that they had
been sitting together that evening in a
cosy-corner in the drawing room, deep in
conversation, and it might be that Paul
had uttered some compliments meant to
be polite, but’which she had misconstrued
into flirtation. In that case, it was only
natural that, loving me so deeply as she
did, she should warn me that Paul was
not my friend.
“In what way do you suspect him of
being my enemy?” I inquired.
“Ho is untrustworthy,” she replied, an
answer that tended to confirm my
suspicion. On several other occasions I
laughed at her fears, bnt she always made
the same reply, that she believed he was
not straightforward, and even wentlso far
as to ask me
not to invite
him to our
house in future. This caused
me some
for
of all
men
littie annoyance,
Paul
Verblioudovitch was one of my most valconceived a violent dislike towards him,
she nevertheless allowed herself to be flattered by the man of whom X had
once
been madly jealous, Andrew Beck.
Thus the early days of our married life
proceeded, blissful and full of love, but
withlone tiny cloud of mystery that, although growing no larger, still cast its
ominous shadow ever between us. Sometimes when alone 1 pondered deeply, wondering whether my confidence had after

oll.been ill-placed, puzzled

over

one

or

incidents such as I have already described. Trifling as they were in themselves, they nevertheless caused me much
unoasiness, yet when Ella entered, bright
nnd radiant, greeting me with an affeotionate caress, I could not doubt her. I
knew that, however suspicious her actions
might appear in my eyes, she loved me
honestly, with a pasBion as fierce and
uncontrollable as my own.
fri Meanwhile Benouf, who explained his
absence on the night of the Embassy toll
to Elia’s complete satisfaction, still conto remain in
tinued
service at Pont
street, nnd each time we dined' there he
us
hovered about
noiselessly and ever
watchful, like a spirit of evil. When our
eyes mst I saw in his a cold
glance of
contemptuous triumph, for he had already
seen that I feared to
denounce him for
Paul’s sake, and he was
pursuing his
mysterious investigations, whatever they
hindrance. Mrs.
were, without let or
Baing, sighing as stout ladies will, was
always loud in his praise, declaring him
to he the most steady and attentive servant that had over been in her
service,
while Ella expressed a wish that we could
meet with a man
possessed of similar
virtues. A dozen times I longed to take
mv wife and her mother into
my confidence, but dared not, for the silence imposed upon me was absolutely imperative.
two
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“The Great Waii in England in 1897,” “Zoraida,” “Stolen
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WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
One day, early in January, I had received a message from Lord Warnbam to
call at his house in Berkeley Square, but
when I arrived found a note stating that
he had been compelled unexpectedly to go
down to Lord May bury’s seat in Hertfordehhire to consult him. Therefore I
left, and it being.a cold but invigorating
afternoon I resolved to walk home. Proceeding along Piccadilly and Knightsbridge, I skirted the Park, and entering
Konsington Gardens by the Alexandria
Gate, strolled towards Kensington in the
full enjoyment of a
cigar. Ella had, I
knew, gone to Pont street, her mother
being rather unwell, therefore I walked
leisurly beneath the leafless smoke-blackened trees.
The short, gloomy day
was
now fast drawing to a close,
with
and.
the falling
a
chill
had
wind
^loom,
sprung up, whistling mournfully through
the bare branches, causing me to turn up
my coat-collar and draw on my gloves.
I fancied myself alone, for at four o’clock
in winter the place is dismal and deserted. Having passed Queen’s Gate I was
approaching the Broad Walk, when I was
attracted by two figures strolling slowly
together in front of me, a man and a
At first I took
no heed,
woman.
and
would in a few moments have overtaken
them, when it occurred to me that the
woman
was familiar
silhouette of the
even in the dusk.
Again I looked, and
notioed that she was fashionably dressed
in a dark brown tailor made
gown, a
sealskin cape and close-fitting hat. Next
second I realized the amazing truth.
The woman walking before me was Ella
Her companion, a tali, broad shouldered young man, wore a long drab overcoat of distinctly “horsey” out, a silk hat
of the latest shape, and displayad a good
deal of shirt cuff. He was evidently a
fop, and his whole exterior, from his varnished boots to the velvet cuffs of bis
overcoat, pronounced him to be a oad.
Leisurely he strode by her side, smoking a cigarette and earnest in conversation, now and then emphasizing his words
by striking the palm of one gloved band
with his fist.
Once, as I dogged their footsteps, my
icniu

i.icm.ucu

iii

ucioc

nugcx,

a

ucmu

her give vent to a rippling peal of laughter that echoed among the black, gaunt
tree-trunks. I knew by that laugh she
was tantalizing him.
My tint impulse
was to rush up to them and demand an
explanation, but my second thought had
been to hold my anger in oontrol and ascertain the true extent of her perfidy.
Was not this the second time I had detected Ella walking alone with a man in
lover-like attitude?
1 loved her with all my heart, and had
believed Implicitly that she reciprocated
my affection, yet here, in this single
moment, the cup of happiness was dashed
from my lips. I knew I had been the
victim of base deception; while I, fool
that I had been, had
fondly imagined
that she loved me. she had abandoned all
self-respect and allowed herself to walk
in a.public garden with a chance
met
acquaintance. Sonia’s ominous words
I
and
saw
how
I
had
been
recurredito me,
tricked and betrayed. The pretty refugee
was right, notwithstanding the denunciations of the diplomatist and the spy, both
of whom had some motive in discrediting
her statement.
With eager eyes and heavy heart, I followed the pair cautiously, fearing each
moment lest either should turn and detect my presence.
Apparently they were
too deeply engrossed in each other’s talk
which although carried on in a tone so
low that I could catch no single word,
seemed scarcely of an amatory nature,
judging from t!*i many gestures. To me
it appeared rathjr as if he were urging
her to do something from which she
shrank.
Once, while he spoke, she
stopped short and stretched out both
hands towards him in an attitude of snpplioation. But he did not heed her. for,
giving vent to a low laugh, he continued,
emphasizing his ttords as before. Then
clenching her hands, she stamped her foot
in anger and, tossing her head in contempt, walked forward again, heedless of
her companion’s threatening attitude.
From that momejjt both grew calmer,
for the man utterlngjwords of forgiveness
snatched up her hand and imprinted a
kiss upon it. For a brief second she allowed her hand to Huger (in his
grasp,
then withdrew it ggntly, but firmly, reearnestness
the
him
with
while.
garding
This action aroused my anger to a fierce.
murderous hatred. «Mth difficulty I managed to preserve an 'outward calm, because, in my state of mind, I felt compelled to watch and wait. Yet, if I bad
had a weapon ready Jo my hand at that
moment, 1 verily tjelieve that I must
have thrown myself npon this arrogant
cad and mercilessly killed him.
The manner in which his hat was set
askew, in the
upon his head, slightly
manner of the Londos “Arry,” and
his
over-burdening magnerism, were in
themselves sufficient to show the type of
lover my wife cultivated. As I
stepped
softly behind them in the gloom, I told
house
that
she
that
must
leave
my
myself
night, or I should, t felt in my throat a
choking sensation, for I had loved her so
fervently that this discovery of her falseness had utterly unnerved me, and even
in those moments of fierce
anger and
hatred I confess that tears'welled in my
woman
I had
Ella
was the only
eyes.
ever loved, yet she wiio had
taken her
marriage vows a few short months before
had already discarded me for this
overdressed idiot, who wtuld be
termed in

vulgar parlance

a

hem carefully In water until they smelt
faint that she was compelled to throw
them away; I had not forgotten the fact
that blades of grass did not grow in the
squalid overcrowded streets of modern
Camberwell. I glanced around at the
fregrass on overy side. Perhaps she
quented that place and took clandestine
walks daily with her lover beneath those
leafless trees.
The thought provoked my
bitter hatred, and I know not how I refrained from facing the pair. I managed,
however, to hold mysolf back, watching
the
them oxobange a tender farewell at
gat-! that led into Kensington High street
next the Palace Hotel, and while the man
raised his hat
politely and, turning,
walked away in the direction of Knights
bridge, Ella, her face radiant and happy,
bowed and set out homeward in the opposite direction.
Beneath the lamp in the gateway IJhad
in those brief seoonds, obtained a glimpse
of his face.
It was that of a young man
of about two-and-twenty, with strongly
marked teaturos, iair-haired, and of quite
a different type than
i had conjectured.
The features were rather refined, by no
means those of a cad, but rather tnoso of
a well-bred young idler, who
affected the
dress and manners of that class of youths
who frequent the Cafe Monico on Sunday
evenings, the slaves of the counter.
Once he glanced back to Ella, but she
did not turn; then he went on and was
lost in the darkness, while I followed my
wife’s neat figure through tho bustling
throng of foot-passengers.
(To be Continued.)
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DEERING.
1 The members of Hose 8, Oakdale, are to
hold an entertainment and supper at Oakdale hall next Thursday evening.
HIGH SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.
The Senior class of the Ueering High
school have arranged for a grand concert
to be given on Tuesday evening at Lewis
hall, Woodforda, by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology glee, mandolin
and banjo clubs, assisted by the accomplished reader, Peroy Jewett Burrell.
j.ne

eiiLuriainmuiu

committee

or

the

Co
For Sals by all Portland Druggists.
THE ONLY GAME.
It

Began

With

Fire iD the st. jlouU
Grand Stand.

park

called at 4.05 p. m. at the
beginning of
the second inning by the breaking out of
the entire grand
a Are which destroyed
stand, pavilions, one of the bleachers,
the club offices and the residence of Chris
Yon Der Ahe, who loses everything. Tho
total loss is estimated at about

£60,000

were

£35,000 insurance. Several persons
The most
injured.
seriously hurt

were:

Billy Dwyer, burned about face.
Dugald Crawford, overcome by heat.
J. T. McKinney,
Pittsburg, badly

burned about face.
Col. Dan Kipley, badly burned.
Louis Medart, burned about head.
William
Duncan,
seriously burned
about neck and back.
John Gentlos, hands burned.
H. T.Pincus, New York, burned about
head and back very seriously.
Fred Green, burned about face.
Thomas O’Brien, seriously injured by
jumping from the stand.
Harry Lochbach, burned jabout neck,
back bruised.
Conrad Craft, burned about the body.
Daniel Webley, ankle injured.
Charles Lewis, hands and face burned.
Chris Hooker, burned about face and
arms.
No lives were lost.

Our bruised arms.”
—Richard III. Acl 1, Scene 1
Bub well with Pond’s Extract.

BRYAN BANQUETTED AT THE HUB
Boston, April 16.—Hon. William Jennings Bryan was the guest of the Democratic state committee at a dinner at the
American House. Four hundred
were

present.
Hon.

Christopher

T.

Callahan,

chair-

of the Massachusetts state committee, presided at the post pradial exercises.
Hon. George Fred Williams welcomed Mr. Bryan on behalf of the people
man

of Massachusetts.
“We gather as

Democrats, he said, to
welcome the
greatest ^Democrat in the
I do not believe in hero worship,
land.
he added, but am willing to take the
life, acts nnd words of William J. Bryan
as

a

hand-hnnlr nf "nomnrrnrvr

"Mr

Wi 1

llams referred to Mayor “Torrey of Bath,
Me., the first Democratic mayor there
for 51 years, and he was given an enthusiastic reception.
Col. Alexander

Haven, Conn.,

of New
H. Troupe
brought greetings from

Connecticut.

He referred to the fact that
Mayor Quincy and George Fred Williams
were seated on the platform side by side
and spoke of the united Democracy there
shown.
John T. Amey, chairman of
the Democratic state committee of New

pare resolutions on the death of the late
Deacon Elisha Newcomb. The report of
the parish committee in regard to
engaging the services of the present choir for
another year will be considered.
At the next meeting of Cloudman
Post,
G. A. R., the report of the
committee
on resolutions, on the death of comrades
Capt. Elisha Newcomb and Captain Isaac
F. Quimby, will be presented.
The regular monthly meeting of
the

Westbrook school committee will be held
next Thursday evening.
Mr.

John

Skillings,

the now street
had a crew of men at
commissioner,
work Saturday afternoon clearing up the
road and
gutters along Main street at
the West End.
A large delegation of the members of
Wade camp, Sons of Veterans, are planning to attend the camp fire to be held
on
Tuesday evening ny Shepley camp
of Portland.
ON THE BORDERS NAVARRE.

Venice, April 16.—The Gazette of this
city today publishes a letter from Don
Carlos, tyie Spanish pretender, to Senor
Mella, the deputy to the Spanish Cortes,

from Estella. He writes:
“On tho;borders of Navarre, which sends
you as deputy to the Cortes, I experienced pain in separating myself from
Spain,
and said I would return.
Perhaps the
hour of the accomplishment of
my promise
nnu

jgu

as deputy
to
my unforgettable
Estella.”
Then follows the bulk of the
manifesto of Don Carlos,as already cabled.

opjjjuaouco.

announce

this

to

RUSHING WORK AT BATH,

and whether I shall ever be or not will
havo no effect upon my interest in the
triumph of the principles for which we
are all
contending. We stand today in
the presence of
When it comes
war.
the Democratic party will be as loyal as a
Republican can bo. When the end comes
to
this political struggle and Democracy
has triumphed, as I fully believe it will,
it not in 1900, at a later time, we will
write on legislative halls,
court halls
that forgotten maxim: “Equal
rights
to all; special privileges to none.”

THE SOMERS’S CREW.

Falmouth, Eng., April 16.—Several of
the crew of the Somers have
deserted,
fearing the risk of crossing the ocean in
her. A large number of workmen are enI

/

gaged in repairing her, working night
and day.

"■lt" g00,t*
give me immediate relief.

E. H. Walker,
Ticket Agent, Maine Central It. It

■-

W■

Druggists, Cook, Evarett & Pennell.

Idscomb Says Boston and Now
York Boats Will Continue To Rnn,

Mr. J. F.

TOUET.

word* Inserted under this heed
week for 25 cent# oesli in advance.

Fort;
me

under tliis head
for 85 cents, cash in advance.

POR SALE—3 storied 'detached brick house,
L
14 rooms and bath arranged for two famil:
cs, steam heat and modern plumbing, one of
lie best central locations in the city, 2 minutes
rom city hall, 4700 feet of land;
price $5,000.
V. II, WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St.
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week for 25
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FOR SALE

head

cath in advance.

exchange
FARM
village; 125 acres. 40
city
wood and
he balance
or

in
mowing,
timber, 400
house 10 rooms and
ipple trees
)iazza, wood house, carriage house, hen house,
>arn 40x50/with cellar and ice house, room lor
2 cows and 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of shade
or

for house

acres

pasture,
and small fruits,

a

rees,

POR SALE—One of the most desirable houses
°'i Franklin
street, between Congress and
j umberland.
13 rooms. 2 families, with bath
] oom for
each, ample heat, including open tires,
•nd in perfect repair inside and out. W. H.
VALDItON & CO.. 180 Middle St.18-1

TO

T'.O

Forty word* Inserted under tki*
one

:

SALE—Store counters, all lengths;
black walnut and cherry tops, suitable for
LET—Two very desirable down* stair < try goods, fancy goods and grocery stores,
< all and see them,
seven rooms each; bath, large panJ. a. DOUGLASS, 297 Comtreasurer of tries,rents,
Mr. John F. Liscomb,
extra good closets, in the new houses No.
nercial St.18-1
Paoket company 3 and 7 Elmwood Place, Deering Point. Sun ;
the Portland Steam
all
SALE—Restaurant, seat3 60, good cenonly ten minutes walk to business sec- POIt
and general agent of the Maine Steam- tionday,
1
tral location, big business, everything first
of Portland; near electric ears. Apply to
does
lass
not
and
WM.
W.
10-1
M1TCHILL.
!
up to date; this is a big trade, cash or
apprehend that
ship company,
] nstallments or will trade for personal
property
the war with Spain will injure the busi< r
real
WM. X. HANLEY, Bergenestate.
LET—At
a
small
45
Smith
to
family
street,
rpo without
ness of these two
children, a sunny upstairs flat of ! ;ren Bldg., Lynn, Mass]is-l
steamship lines very
5 rooms; separate cemented cellar; $12.50.
much. He was very much amused when
and
ice cream
16-1
pOR SALE—Confectionery
*■
the
from
store, doing a first class business, located
PRESS
told
a reporter
him that
in
street
there
is
where
travel
immense,
LET—A nice Weber upright piano. In- J
being
he had hoard a report on the street that
O.ooo pedestrians passing store a day. rent and
quire for terms, etc., at 31 Exchange St.
ixpenses extremely low. JWM. T. HANLEY,
15-1
the New York and Boston boats would
lergengren Bldg., Lynn, Mass.18-1
be taken off their routes if war was de|?OR RENT—One large front room on second 61 KAA Takes the large catering estabfloor in Franklin block. No, 5021 Congress, " 1
clared.
iishment now doing a big busicorner of Brown St.
For further particulars.
less and
“Why, my dear sir,” said Mr. Liscomb, Enquire at No. 53 BROWN ST.
centrally located on principal street in
15-1
■ynn; come anil see for vourseh. Seeing is
“the people up here in the North will not
lelieving; big bargain. WM. T. HANLEY,
LET—In a modern house, three separate
know that
any war is in progress as
lergengren Bldg., Lynn, Mass.18-1
flats, on line of electrics, westerly end of
far as it will affect them or their busi- city, eight rooms each, bath, open fire places,
real estate In centre of city to
PORTLAND
1
You must take into consideration open plumbing, gas or electricity, separate
ness.
exchange for a small farm. W. P. CAltli,
cellars, set tubs, laundry, hot water heat, ; looms, 185Middle St.
13-1
the fact that Spain has no ooaling sta- price reaonable.
N. S. GARDINER, 17G1-2
Middle St., room
on this side of the Atlantic
SALE—In Deering on good street and
tions
out1._14-1
good neighborhood, house of 6 rooms, both
side of Cuba and Porto Rico and these riio LET—On nice quiet street near first class
ll miner
cemented cellar, stable, large
A. boarding house, well furnished front room ot with kilchen,
lawn house, excellent combination
will not be in her hands long
after with
all necessary conveniences; also large
leater in cellar. Terms easy if desired.
MYfront
room with alcove, uufurnished. 16 Gray
declared.
It will be impossible
war is
ION E. MOORE, Deering Centre.
St., between State and Park.14-1
for any Spanish cruisers to come along
12 1
LET—Sea shore hotel, nearly new, with
this coast to do our coastwise business rjlO
*
EiOR SALE—To close an estate, the substansix acres land and wharf for landing pleas
1
tial residence No. 138 Pine street, with star
urc
steamers
from Portland, has a good patharm
because
any
they will have to carry
summer and winter, ocean views are I lie and all modern improvements, lately put in
ronage
enough coal not only to come over hero elegant, terms reasonable to right parties. W. ; irst class repair. Terms satisfactory. For pariculars apply to FREDERICK EOBIE, First
14-1
and run their cruisers along the coast, H. WALDRON & CO,, 180 Middle St,
Slnt.innol
Wuralp nv Pool L'ofnin onin,. curii
hut also to get back to Spain
again. rFO LET—Front furnished room, third story; iRICK S. VAILL.
13-1
two
dollars
a
week.
134
14-1
Free
St.
be
Business may
affected to some degree
POR
SALE-To
close
an
estate,
a2t-2story
for a short time, but I don’t believo it
L
house situated No. 6 South St. Deering,
MARRY ME,
will hurt our freight business muon.
lontaining 13 finished rooms, divided into two
cuts which let for $13.00 and $12.00 per month;
“Insurance companies have recently And I will buy you such a
pretty King at las Sebago water and steam heat. Lot 100x110,
A thousand solid gold Kings,
lowered their rates 25 por cent on goods McKenney’8.
.n*l good stable with same.
Inquire o£ A. V.
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Kubies, Emeralds and jIBBY & CO.. 421-2 Exchange St.
apr 11-4
shipped over our lines. This includes all other precious stones. Engagement and
war risks, so you may see that the insur- Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
SALE—At
Woodfords Highlands, a
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
new 7 roomed house and stable, near elecance companies do not t :„r a war very
mar22dtf
Square.
, tics, first class
plumbing,
everything all right.
The
rates
much.
on insurance,
includLET—Furnished or unfurnished, a sunny : <o payment down asked. MARKS & EARLE
12-1
down stairs rent, house nearly new, hath ;0., 12 Monument Sq.
ing war risks,aro lower for our lines than
room, corner lot, nice lawn, close to Deering
ever before.
and Westbrook electrics.
Kent very reason- pORSALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
*“Some timid people may not take the able to right parties, as owner is going away.
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
about 4,224 feet Apply to E. HARwater lines in travelling to Boston and Possession given at once. Call at 26 SAUN- lontaining
919 Congress St.
ROW,
DERS ST., woodfords.
13-1
jan25dtf
New York at first, but this feeling will
KENT—A bakery, good location.
For 1POR SALE—A nice cottage house with ell
soon wear off when they find it is imposand stable attached, at South Freeport. A
interview address, A. B., Letter Carrier
sible for Spain’s cruisers to do our coast- No. 4.
,’ery dosirable summer residence; also about 5
13-1
icresland. Inquire ol S. B. KELSEY, Portland
wiso steamers any harm. One effect this
?>er.
marlG-4
LET—At Woodfords, side rent of 8 rooms,
war scare will have though, I am afraid,
$10.00; lower rent of 5 rooms, $9.00; upper
pOR SALE—Handsome brick residence on
will be the diminishing of the summer rent and stable, 5 rooms and water closet,
L
Congress street above Mellen, built by
$15.00; lower rent and large stable, 7 rooms
iwnerforhls own comfort, hard wood finish.
travel.
People will fear to take their and bath, furnace, electric
lights, $18. II. J. >pen fireplaces, sightly
location, beautiful
vacations because they ALLEN’S REAL ESTATE AGENCY, Wood- !
usual summer
[rounds, room for stable, adapted for
fords.
12-1
; ilan. Prrticulars Real Estate Office, FirstphysiNamay
apprehend hard times will follow
ional Bank, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
13-1
the war. If tho war is short it will not rpO LET—Lower rent of 7 rooms in good reA pair, with
separate water cloiet; also lowhurt this
business very much. People er
Deering Center close to eiecpOR SALE—At
rent of 6 rooms.
Good references required.
*new 2 story house,
thoroughly built
here in the North will not have anything Apply to ERNEST TRUE at True Bros.. 394 ind tries,
pleasant location; cemented cellar, Sebago
12-1
vater and main sewer, 5,000 feet land, a great
to fear from Spanish privateers or other Forest.
nr gain;
easy terms. Price
$1,500. w? H.
vessels as they will be operating too far
LET—Two new flats, seven rooms and SVALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
16 1
Nos.
49
and
51
Mornbath,
heat,
separate
away from their coal supplying stations.
ing street. One third story flat, seven rooms
“The government intends to patrol the and bath, in excellent order, 287 Brackett St.
MISCELLANEOUS.
coast with swift and well armed cruisers Five room rent, down stairs, in good repair. 67
Parris St. 5 rooms 43 Parris St.
Ten rooms,
Forty words Inserted under this head
.which will give due notice of tho ap- up stairs, 151 Franklin St. Six room rent, down one week for 26 cents, cash in advance.
168 Clark St.
HENRY S. TKICKEY,
proach of any hostile vessels and prevent stairs,
121 Exchange St.
12-1
no further connection with Portthem from doing much harm. Spain has
land Towboats, I beg to solicit employLET—A first class tenement on North ment of any kind;at which I can give satisfaca hard
problem to solve, if she Is to enstreet. A very desirable rent in nice neigh- tion. CHARLES BARTLETT Jfi., 10 Willis
gage us in war and win her victories on borhood, near Shailer school, two churches SL
14-1
and
electrics.
It contains seven rooms and nice
the water.
With 3000 miles to transport
OTICE-I am now ready to buy all kinds of
bath.
House has just been fitted up with all
her coal for her fleets it will be impossi- modern improvements. J. B. BRACKETT, 185
cast off ladies’, gents’ and children’s clothMiddle street or 47 St. Lawrence street.
ing. I pay more than any purchaser In the
12-1
ble for her to hold out long against us.”
city. Send letters to ME. or MRS. DE GEOOX,
16-i
LET—New flats No. 265 Spring St. contain- 16 Middle street._
PKAKS ISLAND.
ing 9 rooms; sunny exposure, all modern
have your last year’s coats remodconveniences, hot water heat, lighted by gas or
eled in the latest
at reasonable
The new Gem theatre will open Jane 6.
JAMES rates, also dress skirts styles
electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
rebound, brushed and
The writer had an interview with one BAIN,aprl2-tf
cleansed for 50 cents.
Capes and garments
of the head ones of the Peaks’ Island
rellned a specialty.
PORTLAND SKIRT
BINGING CO., 16 Elm St., near Congress. 13-1
Water company.
He was informed that
ON
the company had the land and they inWaltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
EXCHANCE—A nice house lot at Festended sinking a large well and erecting of new model Watches
will be sold on easy paysenden Park for a horse
and buggy.
a stand pipe that would hold 350,000
ments
at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All MARKS & EARLE CO., 12 Monument
galSq. 12-i
lons of water. Also that about 200
cot- Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
marl9dtt
tages have signified their Intention of Square.
TO LOAN Oil first mortgages of real
estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Heal estate for
having the water put in their cottages.
The committee on lights have decided
RENT—3 story brick house upper end sale, houses rented, rents collected, care of
of city, 12 rooms and hath, adapted for
property a specialty; prompt attention. 25 years
to put electric lights on the main avenue
private family or boarding house. BENJA- n this business. N. S. GARDINER, llG'A
as far as the church.
Middle St.. Rooml.16-2
12-1
The work of widening the Bav View MIN SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St.
house wharf where the Island Belle lands
1 LASKA11—If you are going to Alaska, write
LET—House
180
Neal
first
house
St.,
from
at once for latest information. book3 and
will be commenced the first of this week. rpO
-*■
Congress, large yard and all modern con- naps of the "Gold Fields mailed free.
We
Mr. Peter McCallum, brother of Bart- veniences.
Possession May 1st.
Apply to
ire sending another expedition into the “Goldley MoCallum, who was the ticket taker R. H. KNIGHT, 515 Congress, or 178 Neal St
ill North.”
No man nnrrht. tn «rn nUun nr
at the old theatre for nine years, was
12-1
The advantage of
mmpany of two or three.
down the past week and pronounced the
leing one of a large (party of skilled New KngffiO
LET
IN
DEER1NG-A
furnished house. aud men with expert miners, can not be overnew theatre the finest summer theatre in
uaiu
5WUW,
nuu
estimated. Our Secretary. W. H. Jeffrey, with
tho country.
Fine grove in rear; also orchard of in expedition of 26, is now in Alaska.
We have
The following boys of the island will laundry.
choice apples. On line of electrics. Will he rad experience and know just what is
required.
go up the bay for a ten
days’ gunning rented to a family without children. Address ALASKA-YUKON-KLON DIKE GOLD SYNtrio this week:
Messrs. Bead Grant, or call 51 PLEASANT ST., Wooufords, Me.
DICATE. POIt lT.AND, ME,8-2
Hiram Grant. Ciarenne
F.
Hrankntt
aprlltf
MONEY LOANED on 1st and 2nd mortgages,
Harlie
Brackett,
Jed
*'A real estate, life insurance
Stinson, Will
policies, notes,
LET—A first-class furnished cottage of
Bennett.
Last year thoy got 350 birds.
Kinds and good collateral security.
Notes
seven rooms at Simonton’s Cove, So. Portrate of interest 5 per cent a year
land; also one of six rooms at Forest City discounted;
W. p.
upwards according to security.
‘Itching hemorrhoids were the plague landing, Peaks Island. Apply to TRUE md
JABlt, room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
of my life. Was almost wild.
Doan’s BROS., 394 Fore St._9-lw*-tf
185 Middle
mar29-4~
street._
Ointment cured me quickly and perma75c.
MONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
nently. after doctors had failed.” C. F.
UJmortgages on lteal Estate at as low rate of
The
American Mainsprings, made by the
interest as can
Cornwell, Valley Street, Saugerties, N. Elgin best
in Portland; also,
and Waltham companies.
Warranted loans made on be obtained
stocks, bonds, personal properfor one year.
the
Jeweler
McKENNEY,
or any other
ty
securities.
Inquire of A,
good
Monument Square.
marlBdlf
C. LIBBY & CO., 42Va Exchange St.26-4
IV AMJbU —niXO A no.V i.

fine

for

place

boarders,

summer

1-2

niles to allroad station, 2 miles to village.
for further information apply to SMITH &
SALE, 45 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
aprl2dtf
SALE—To close an estate, the substan138 Pine street, with
tial residence No
itable and all modern improvements, lately put
Terms satisfactory. For
11 first class repair.
mrticulars apply to FREDERICK KOBIE,
Hist National Bank, or Real Estate Othce,
FREDERICK S VAILL.
_

FOR

_13-1

three flat block

SALE—Elegant,
at No. G9 St. Lawrence street. Has
t50R
bath
new.

1

fireplaces,

ooms on a flat, open
m each floor, finished

seven
room

in cypress and hard
fine, very sunny, pays ten
per cent on
*7000. Will be sold if taken at once for
*5500, as owner has moved out of town. Lot
s very
large, being 45x125. DALTON &
5-2
^O., 478 1-2 Congress

street._

Glenwood
HOUSE—On
Deering Highlands,
two flat

(the best),

avenue
a
new,

modern

house, with steam heat, open fireplaces, broad piazzas,
large bay widows,
fine views, open
plumbing, front and back
entrances, cellars and heaters entirely separate (think of it). Only one minute to electric cars.

Every

known

A

convenience.

permanent 10 per cent investment or an elegant home ana an income of $250 per year.
Price right and terms to suit
you. DALTON
& CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
5-2
OR SALE—Handsome,
modern
cottage
011 Grsat Diamond Island.
Every convenience and luxury such as sewer, bath
room, running water,
broad piazza, open
fireplace,corner lot.one-quarteracre of land;
two minutes from wharf, beautiful
shade
trees, view'
wonderful, 7 good rooms,
We will sell for $1200 and
a 11 furnished.
make
payments easy. DALTON & CO.,
178 1-2 Congress street.5-2

171

simply

ELEGANT MODERN RESIDENCE we
on Forest avenue (the best
city.) This house will (contain
eight finished rooms and bath room, hot

THE
building
street in the
are

hftai

rm*>n

fironlacft.

double narlor

on

street, every modern convenience and
luxury, and the location is unsurpassed.
Our price includes grading, turfing, sidewalks, everything ready tor occupancy. Our
price is $1000 lower than you would suppose
we could sell for.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2
Congress street.
_5-2
main

Porton St.
Each flat contains 7 rooms
aud bath room; separate entrances, heaters
and cellars for cacn flat;
fireplaces,
open
large bay windows,hard wood floors,electric
bells, papered throughout. A permanent 12
Price
per cent'investment and gilt edged.
right and terms easy. DALTON & CO.,478 1-2
street.
Congress

renting property in
HOUSE—Greatest
land. Modern three fiat house
Lawrence street.

_5-2

TWO STORY HOUSE and 50 00 feet of
land on Alba street, Leering, for $2,100.
Furnace heat, cemented cellar, bay winbroad piazzas, bath room, Sebago
dows,

NEW,

water, double
parlors, hard pine floors,
high and sightly; a fine home at a very low
tosuit
Terms
you;
only three
price.
minutes to schools, store*, and electric cars.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street. 5-2

WEDDING RINGS.
hundred to select from. All weights
Two
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marl9dtf

SALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders,
ladders.
plank
step
ladders, ana
ladders ol other kinds, for masons, plasterers, painters, paper hangers, housekeepers,
all of my own manufacture.
REUBEN WESCOTT, 131 Lincoln St, foot of Myrtle. Tele-

FOR

plione 338-4,

25 4

SALE—Pine Clapboards.
Now is the
time to buy pine clapboards as i am closthem
out at spruce prices in order to make
ing
room for spring stock.
It will pav you to use

FOR

nine

as a

matter of

ItUSSELL, So.

paint sticking.

D A V11) E.
mar 18 4

Water boro, Me.

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120
FORgood
land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and

barns,

acres

two

in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 136 Oxford St..
all

Portland,

Me.

mar9-tf

SALE—To close an estate, the substantial residence No. 13S Pine street, with
stable and all modern improvements, lately put
in first class repair.
Terms satisfactory. For
particulars apply to FREDERICK HOT!IK,
First National Bank, or Real Fstate Office,
FREDERICK S. VAILL.13-1

IlOR

■L'
A

OR SALE—At Fessenden Pork, a handsome
new seven roomed colonial house, plumb-

ing, fixtures entirely modern and of the best
quality. Very latest decorations. Everything
done by the day, large high lot.
S300 down.
MARKS & EARLE CO-, 12 Monument Sq.

12-1

SALE—At Fessenden Park, the beautiful eleven roomed house, corner DeerAve.
and Noyes Ms.
ing
Everything in tliis
house is of the very latest pattern and of the
best quality. You must examine this house to

FOIt

o

OAWUJIIU

VI

_

TO

MAINSPRINGS,

WANIED—MiMALJS HELP.
Forty word* Inserted

under this head
week for £5 cents, ensh in ndvanoo.

Bath, April 16.—Work is being pushed one
night and day on the two government
young man,
Craven and Dahlgren, WANTED—Respectable
torpedo boats.
can. would like work on a farm.
which are being built by the Eath Iron D, this office.

TO THE PUBLIC.

one week

1

FOB SALE.

SALE.

__181

Forty words inserted

AmeriAddress
15-1

Perhaps he did not know her to be marWorks.
ried. This thought took possession of me.
The contract calls for these boats to T8TANTED—Situation to cook in a first class
When their quarrel ended it became mani- Hampshire and George E. Hughes, chairprivate family by a smart competent
fest that Ella herself was endeavoring to man of the Maine Democratic state com- have a speed of 30 knots an
woman who will go out of Portland.
hour, but it younghotel
fascinate and hold him, just as she had
cooks, men and women.
Fifty
Help for
from their is confidently predicted that they will
mittee,
brought
greetings
all branches of work furnished at 399 1-2 Concharmed me, by the softness of her speech,
be considerably faster than
MBS. N. H. PALMER.
15-1
St.,
her exquisite grace, ^andjjher wonderful states.
gress
in
that,
fact,
beauty. She spoke quietly, with her
Hon.Arthur Sewall of Maine, candidate they will te the fastest boats in any navy
lit ANTED—Employment by young man. aged
dainty finger tips laid lightly upon his for Vice-President on the Democratic in the world.
*»
21, who has had two years’ experience in
arm, while he listened, gazing earnestly
store and one year in office of a large wholesale
There is no doabt that the
ticket in 1896, made a brief speeoh.
into her face enchanted.
government house. Am obliged to leave my present posiwill
send a monitor here to protect this
He said, as the success of the present
Tonight, I told myself, the bonds unittion and must have work at once of some kind.
ing me to Ella should lie forever severed. national excitement will be the freedom city and the iron works, and work ;on Address J. H., Press Office.
13-1
fortifications at Eort Popham will be beX remembered the many occasions when
of Cuba and the freedom of Americans gun
at once.
The mouth of the river WANTED—Situation as stationary eugineer.
she had been absent visiting imaginary
will also
be protected ly
submarine II Understands handling dynamos and autofriends; I recollected the evening she from an unjust money power.
matic engines. Address S. CO Free St.
12-1
Mr.
brought home the violets and preserved
Byran'iwas then introduced amid mines.
a storm of cheers which continued several
WANTED.
minutes. He said: “To say I enjoy this
opportunity of being with you does not
express the feeling aroused by your enthusiasm. 1 want you to understand that
I speak to you as one having no authority. 1 am not a candidate for any office

FOR

Augusta, Me., June 26, 1897.
used the Eureka Headache Cure
success. One powder never fails to

COASTWISE TRADE ALL RIGHT.

St. Louis,
Mo., April 16.-Tho second
game of baseball between the Browns
and Chioagos at Sportsman’s
was

with

Also Wholesale

nave

a

WESTBROOK.

Star.

ma

*Qm 9

Louisivlle—Pittsburg, 5; Louisville,
about 8 pounds.
The
workmen aie placing the wooden 4.
trusses for the roof of the new High
At Cincinnati—Cincinnati, 12; Cleveschool building at Deering Centre. The
land, 1.
iron
trusses are not expected to arrivo
until about the first of June.
At the annual meeting of the Ladies’
Cirole of All Souls’ church the following
officers were elected:
President—Mrs. B. F. Meader.
The adjourned meeting of
the WestVice-President—Mrs. M. L. Goodridge. brook
aldermen will
be
held
this
iSecretary—Mrs. D. W. Hawkes.
evehing, at 8 o’clock. The annual apTreasurer—Mrs. C. B. Varney.
Collector—Mrs. H. F. Godine.
propriation bill and several other matters
Assistant Collector—Mrs. George Leigh- will come
up for second
readings and
ton.
final passage.
The annual meeting of the Oakdale
The adjourned meeting of the Warren
Hall association will be held at the hall
on
Pitt street Wednesday evening at church
bo
parish will
held
this
7.30 o’clock.
evening at the church. The meeting is
called for the purpose of
receiving the reWIT AND WISDOM
port of the committee appointed to preA Keason.

n

___mxsceiixameocs.

9 IFll
I BJh
9 9 9

senior class of the High sohool is comSATURDAY’S LEAGUE GAMES.
posed of J. Larrabee Jones, chairman;
Fred Randall, Elsie Boody, Carl Bennett,
At Washington—Baltimore, 8; WashingLouise Hill,
Elbridge Johnson, Ethel ton, 3.
Chaff ey.
At New York—Boston, 4; New York,
On Thursday evening the members of
2.
Columbia lodge. Daughters of Rebekah,
At Cincinnati—Cleveland, 3; Cincinare to
hold a reception in honor of the
nati, 1.
lodges at Brunswick and Westbrook.
At Louisville—Pittsburg, 3; Louisville,
The leaders are planning for an enjoyable
occasion.
A supper will be served, and
At Philadelphia—Brooklyn, 7; Philathe degrees will be exemplified by the dedelphia, 6.
gree staff connected with Naomi lodge of
At Baltimore—Baltimore, 8; WashingWestbrook.
3.
Mr. F. H. Freese of Deering
Centre ton,
SUNDAY BASE BALL.
has returned) from a fishing trip at £ebago lake. Mr.Freese was rewarded with
At St. Louis—Chicago, 14; St. Louis, 1.
a catch of four trout,the largest woighing
At

“I sometimes wonder,” said one enthusiast, “why the baseball season doesn’t begin earlier.”
“It’s a wholly impractical idea,” replied
the other.
“They’ve got to give us a
chance to get over our spring colds. Otherwise how could we yell?”—Washington

Misc-gy-T.» t>--eo?ts.

Situation bv a young

man

Forty

one

word! Inserted nnder this heed
week for 15 cent*, nuh In advance.

■WANTED—A competent second girl at 92
»»
SPRING ST.
15-1
Protestant girl for house
WANTED—Capable
•'
work. Apply at once, 94 Oak St., city.
14-1

_

■WANTED—Two

three Intelligent ladies
ns canvassers.
No experience necessarv.
A good thing to the right parties.
Apply to F.
GLOVEK, Room 5, Lincoln Park House,
between li a.m. and l p. m. or 5 and 6 p. m.
*

*

or

pictures.

11-5

V OTICE—We will pav the highest cash prices
Lx
for household goods or store fixtures of
my description or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &

WILSON,

Auctioneers. 18 Free St.

19-3

MBS. FBANCES F. APPLEBY, Chiropodist,
will treat all diseases of the leet every
Tuesday during the month of April free of
2-4
Jharge, at 559 Congress St„ Boom 1.

13-1

FOR

SALE—At Woodfords,

12-1

beautiful
We say beautiful
a

new

behouse in Woodiords.
Porcelain batn and everything to match: large
lot.
Don’t pay rent any longer. *500 down.
MARKS & EARLE CO., 12 Monument Sq. 12-t

10 roomed house.
cause it is the handsomest

SALE—Our mado
FORS1.00,
81.50. $2.00 and

strong

trousers for

$2.60 per pair. Cut
away frock worsted suits, guaranteed all wool
80.00 per suit. Cutaway frocks and vests, $4.00
HASKELL & JONES, Lancaster building
Monument

Sq.12-1

SALE—To close an estate, the substantial residence No. 138 Pine street, with
stable and all modern improvements, lately put
in first class repair.
Terms salisfaetorv. For
particulars apply to FREDERICK ROB11-.
Fir3t National
Bank, or Real Estate Ofiice,
FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
13-1

FOR

SALE-Roek maple and yellow birch
FORwood
for grates, also dry kindlings. A. D.

MORSE,

23

Plum street, city.

Telephone

50-2.

__13-1
SALE—Two-story house and
FORnected,
at Woodfords, 12

stable conrooms arranged
for one or two families, cemented cellar, large
lot, good neighborhood, furnace heat. Easy
terms.
Inquire of JOHN H. CARD. 9S Ex13-1
change street, Portland, Me.
SALE—In South Portland
elevated
FORground,
11-2 story frame house containing
on

heated by steam; large lot with fruit
trees; stable on premises, on contemplated
line of electrics to Cape Cottage.
BENJAMIN
10

rooms

SHAW,

511-2

Exchange

St.

H-l

_

■WANTED—A

competent

WANTED—Scandinavian
»»

housework.

girl wanted for
Address G.G., this office.
12-1

who understands

Sood

WANTED—25

will buy; must
he located in Maine
prefer to have it
be
situated where it can
easily reached; prefer
t furnished Hotel of from 40 to lOO.rooms. WM.
T. HANLEY, Bergengren Bldg Lynu., Mass.
hotel torent'or
WANTED—A
”
and

18-1

and carriage. A responsi*
hie party would like a good horse and
lop carriage for light driving during the summer. Best of care and handling guaranteed.

WANTED—Horse

Will pay board for the use.
1395,

Address P. O. box

_16 1
wife who understand
WANTED—Man andrun
small farm.

Swede
c»re of poultry to
>r Nova Scotian
preferred. Apply to lock box
No. 324, Old Orchard, Maine.
15-1
WANTED—Shirt waists to make for 25c and
"*
wrappers for 50c by Kva E. Hibbard at
Mary J. Eabvan's, No. 6 Bond street, City.

___14-1
Now Spring cleaning
fkLD Books wanted. clean
out
has come you can
your attic of
books, or you can sell vour librarv hooks
'or cash at COLESWOBTHY Book Store, 92
Exchange street.14-1
did

to
WANTED—Evervone
”
of
Copley prints
STUBBS’S, 561 Congress St.
ogues

free.

the exhibition
at
ALGEBNON
100 subjects. Catasee

__

13-1

yards and gardens,
spading, sodding, making beds, out borlers. cleaning up, &e., &c.
Apply rear of 165

WANTED—Work

SALE—2 1-2 story house containing 13
furnished rooms and hath, in first class
condition, heat by steam aod has cemented cellar and set tubs, situated No. 74 Melbourne St..
lot 40x90. For further particulars, inquire of
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

FOR

WANTED.

housekeeper and

cook to take a furnished
cottage on Little
Diamond Island and furnish board to summer
visitors.
Inquire evenings K. M. SMITH, 121
Brackett street.
12-i

bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
A THOUSAND RINGS
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Rem- years’ experience. Graduate of Gray’s Port-1
Good references furCollege.
edy to be a medecine of great worth and land Business
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls
F. ALLEN, Skowhe- To select from.
CHAS.
Address
nished.
merit and especially valuablo for
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engage^
coughs, gau, Maine.
aprlodlw* w2\v*
ment and Wedding Rings a specialty.
colds, croup and whooping cough, wo
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
will
hereafter warrant every bottle
Monument Square.
mariodtf
will
refund
of
and
the
us,
bought
LOST AND FOUND.
money
to anyone who is not satisfied after
using
WANTED—MALE HELP.
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. IX
afternoon, beThursday
W. Ileseltiue. 387 Congress St., Edward IOST—Watch,
2 tween Morrill’s and
Stroudwater, or in
W. Stevens. 107 Portland St., King S. Evergi een Cemetery, lady’s small gold watch WANTED—2 or 3 good paving cutters at
once.
Call at Fessenden Park. Portland
chamois case. Finder please notify or reRaymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Ox- in
Me.
Inquire for MARTIN CURRAN, Jr.
turn to A. L. JOHNSON, 25t) Stevens Plains
Mason.
nard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold Ave., Deering Center.16-1
14-1
Congress Square Hotel.
■WANTED—Experienced salesman for luhrieating oils, greases, boiler compound and
Williams Indian Pile
A CARD.
specialties, salary or commission.
Address
Ointment Is a sure cure
THE STODDARD OIL & COMPOUND CO.,
absorbs
for PILES. It
We guarantee every bottle of ChamCleveland, O.
14-1
8tops
Itching.
tumors.
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Q1VE8 RELIEF. SOc.
INFER WANTED—First class man of
Remedy and will refund the money to
and SI. At Druggists.
habits as night engineer. Apply to
any one who is not satisfied after using
S BROTHERS.
13-1
For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,
it. It is the most successful medicine
lunedSiwlt
in
the world for bowel
man to work in shop.
WANTED—Young
both for
complaints,
’*
Must be reliable and of mechanical turn.
children and adults. For sale
iVOTICE.
by D \y
State age. previous experience, name ot former
Heseltine & Co., 387 Cougress St.
Ed' All persons are forbidden to trust my son Loyd employers and wages required. Address B. &
ward W. Stevons, 107 Portland St.
13-1
King W. Purinton on my account, as 1 shall claim C., P. O. Box 1935, Portland, Me.
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm Ox- none of his wages, or pay any bills contracted
date.
more
machine
sewing
nard, 921 Congress St., H. P, S. Goold Dy him after thisALBERT
bands; those having experience preII. PURINTON.
Congress Square Hotel.
fered. KING MANF. CO., 148 Middle st. 5-2
Portland, April 1st, 1898.
apleodlmo*

S

WANTED—All
persons in want of trunks
"
and hags to call on E. D. HEYNOLDS,
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and
can
therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame

EARLE CO., 12 Monument Sq.

in

1BEEN ST.12-1

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. McKENNEY, the
marisdtf
leweler, Monument Sq uare.

14-1

SALE—2 1-2 story house, fitted for two
families, has 17 rooms and modern improvements, Income $29 per month, situated on
New Gray street, price reasonable. Inquire of
A. C, LIBBY & CO., 42 t-2 Exchange St. 14-1

pOR
a

SALE—Near
pOIl
*-

Riverton, on line of electries, pleasantly situated, with tine view
story trams house containing 8 rooms and
bath, In good order, large stable anti 1-2 aero
at land.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Ex14-1
change St.
two

24 acres with
spacious

SALE—An attractive place.
FORline
mansion, elevated ground,

front hall, pleasant rooms, many fireplaces, hot
the above
water heat,ample outbuildings.
lias good frontage on two roads upon which an
About one
surveyed.
being
electric road is now
BENJAMIN
mile from citv of Westbrook.

SHAW, 511-2'Exchange St,

15-1

OR SALE—A Grocery and provision store
in Somerville, Mass., situated on one of tiis
a good business, which
principal streets doing can
bo doubled in the
witli care ami attention
next six mouths; population over 90,000; keeps
two teams. The present owner lias two stores
ami is unable to give it the attention itrequires;
stock will be reduced to meet the wants of the
purchaser. Call or address 310 Broadway,
Somerville, Mass.14-1
SALE—At Woodiords, modern house
of 8 rooms and bath, hot and cold water
electric lights, furnace heat, sunny exposure!
two minutes from electrics, good neighborhood,
A splendid opportunity: price $2500; term/
H. J. ALLEN, 2 Spring street, Wool
easy.
fords.
12.4

Iff

FOlt

VERDICT FOR

WHAT WAS THE MACHINE

PRINCE-

Jury Says Ei-C ty Marshal Clark Must

That Was Found In the

Randall.

Pay St 00.
The evidence for the defense, in the suit
of Willis Prince against ex-City Marshal
Clark of Deering in the Supreme court,
was

Cargo of the Clara

resumed Saturday morning.

cargo of coal here [from
To Philadelphia the Ranthe city meeting
present
dall carried a cargo of sugar and this she
when the matter of the committment of
loaded at Sagua la Grand.; When the
insane
the
asylum
the plaintiff’s wife to
schooner was unloaded at Philadelphia a
that
the
He testified
was considered.
that queer looking [machine was found bemayor then informed the plaintiff
tween decks. It was a brass tube about
commit
to
his,plaintiff’s
have
would
they
four inches long and had attached to it
and
started
got
up
wife; that Prince
what seemed to be a fuse.
Some of those
around
and
towards the door, and turned
who have seen it here, where Captain
shook his fist at them and said, “If you
Charleson has been exhibiting it, say
take her you will have to take her over
that it is an infernal machine and many
then
and
went
out
and
my dead body,”
think that the Spaniards put it in the
slammed the door.
hold of the Clara Randall to blow her up
Edwin K. Brown, the
present city
but the machine didn’t work.
Captain
marshal,testified that he was a policeman
Charleson was seen Saturday night by a
in
that
he
was
at
the
1897;
the
of
city
PRESS reporter and he didn’t seem to
station at about seven o’clock on the
take this view of the machine which he
evening of the arrest, that he went away
how to describe.
He
and soon returned and saw Price in the didn’t know just
can’t see how it got into the hold of his
and
Mr.
Clark
was
cell,
sitting in a
not have any idea of what
chair. After a while Prince asked Mr. ship and does
for.
Clark to let him out, as he wanted to go it was intended
“I was at Sagua la Grand until Maroh
home, and Mr. Clark said he didn’t know
slid Captain Charleson.
about letting him out; that he, plaintiff, fourth,”
“I was there when the battleship Maine
had used threatening language toward
was blown up, but I didn’t see very much
him, Clark, and he didn’t know about letexcitement nor did any one with whom I
ting him go. They talked back and forth a
had dealings seem to be very hostile to
while, when Clark said, “If you will the
United States.
They treated me at
sign a paper not to make anymore trouble
Sagua la Grand as pleasantly as usual
far me, I will let you out,” and Mr.
and I should never have known from
Prince agreed to this. The witness further
anything I saw or heard that the United
testified that, prior to the occurrence at
States was about to engage in war with
the station, he had heard Prince make
Spain over Cuba. My vessel was the only
threats towards Mr. Clark, which threats
one flying the American flag in port when
he had communicated to the marshal.
I left.
The schooner was loaded by
Freeman Gowen testified that he was a
They were as
Spaniards and negroes.
of
board
aldermen
of
Deermember of the
pleasant as ever and did not seem to be
ns
feel
hostile
towards
or
any hostility to
ing in 1897, and was present at the meetI can”t explain how this
Americans.
ing ol April 9th; that Mr. Prince was
queer looking thing we found in the hold
there, and that at the close of the hearing of the Randall got there nor do I think
Prince
when
got up to go, he, Prinoe, it was put there to blow np the ship My
opened the door and turned around and opinion of the matter is that the machine
was put in the hold of the sohooner as
said, “Gentlemen, I want you to distinct- a joke and to create a scare.
if
this
woman
is
understand
taken
out
ly
ANNUAL WORKROOM SALE.
of my house tomorrow morning, she will
nave m IJL' uueu uub over
cross

question

uuy

examination, in

as

to whether the

ueuu

uouy.

answer

to

hearing

the
was

had upon the matter without any petition
signed by a justice of the peace or a relative of the insane person, the witness said
that he supposed everything
was all

straight and right,

opnug

oaxo

ui

gaxiiiDuiD

xxxauo

uiuxug

the winter by the
women of the olty.
The ladies in charge of che
workroom
earnestly entreat patrons to come early

as usual;
those matleft to the city clerk; he did not in the week, and acquaint themselves
look the papers over himself.
with the methods employed to help worthy
Counsel for the defense introduced ex- poor women to be self supporting, and
indebasing
tracts from the city records relating to to keep them from the
The stook comfluence of pauperism.
the appointment and qualification of Mr.
prises hand made bedding, nightshirts
Clark as city marshal, and also section 3 aud dresses, children’s clothing, wrapof the city ordinances relating to the pers, towels of all sorts and miscellaneous
duties of police, and also placed in evi- articles. Sale opens Monday April 18, to
dence the deposition of Miss Rose E. continue one week.
Klttridge, a daughter of the plaintiff’s
wife.
THE LAW COURT.
In rebuttal, City Clerk Jones was reJustice
Bangor,
April 16.—Chief
called and testified that he was present at
the city meeting of April 9th;
that he Peters of the Maine Supreme oourt has
saw the plaintiff when he left,
hut did made and announced his list of assignnot hear him make the statement that if
ments of justices for the three law terms
his wife was takon from his
house she
would have to be taken over his dead of the coming year as follows:
body. Witness said that ho may have
July term, Western district, Peters C.
been absent from the room for a few
J., Emery, Haskell, Whitehouse, Strout,
moments at times, but thought he was
Savage J. J.
there when the plaintiff left.
Peters C.
May term. Middle district,
Officer Frank Mountfort was recalled
and testified, as bearing upon the testi- J., Emery, Whitehouse, Wiswell, Strout,
J. J.
mony of Officer Ilsley, that that officer Fogler
June term. Eastern district, Peters C.
had informed him that Clark had put the
J.,
Emery, Haskell, Savage, Fogler J.
plaintiff into the cell very quick—had
J*
chucked him in head over heels.
Mr. Seiders proceeded to sum up the
CAMP FIRE OF SHEPLEM CAMP.
case for the defense, and was followed by
Gen. Mattocks in behalf of the plaintiff.
Shepley camp of this oity will hold a
The court thon submitted the case to
fire on Thursday evening at their
the jury, instructing them, as matter of camp
law, that the evidence in the case did not hall on Plum street. The camps at Westshow a justification for the arrest, and brook, Gorham, Standlsh, Biddeford and
that there was no waiver on the part of Yarmouth have been invited and
are exthe plaintiff of his right to recover damto attend. A lunch will be served
The only
ages.
question remaining, pected
therefore, was that of the amount of the visiting brothers upon their arrival,
damages to bo assessed.
and a bean supper later in the evening.
After being out about two hours the
Col. Soule, commander of the Maine
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff Division, S. of V., received a
request
for $T00.
for a charter application yesterday for a
Following the suit of Mr. Prince, the
at
Livermore
Falls.
It is expected
camp
trial of the case of Charles T.
Garland that the
camp will be organized if sucvs. Portland &
Rochester railroad was
cessful in securing the required names,
begun. This is an action to recover $1000
in May.
for personal injuries claimed to have early
sustained
been
through the alleged
REPUBLICAN COUNTY COMMITTEE
negligence of the defendant company.
The plaintiff, a blacksmith residing in
The
Republican County Committee
introduced
Westbrook,
evidence to show
that early on the morning of December 3, held a meeting Saturday morning in the
1896, while crossing Mechanic street, on ofBoe of Carroll W. Morrill and organized
his way to his work, he was struck by an as follows:
express car that had been detached from
Chairman—J. S. Fickett of Cape Elizaa train and
was
being shunted onto a
siding; that he was knocked down, his beth.
Secretary—Carroll W. Morrill.
right arm and shoulder and his back and
Treasurer—Oren T. Despeaux of Brunship were badly bruised and sprained, and
that he was disabled for
a period
of
Committee—J. S. Fiokett,
Executive
several weeks, and that he has not entire
ly recovered from the effects of his in- Parley Burnham of Bridgton, C. D.
of
Westbrook.
Woodman
juries.

ters

were

me ueiense contends

tnat Me

shunting

of the car onto the skiing was attended
with due care, and that the accident to
the plaintiff was due to his own
negligenco.
The plaintiff ’s side of the case is closed.
At the conclusion of Mr. Perry’s
opening
statement for the defense the court adjourned to Monday morning at half past
nine.
William Lyons for plaintiff.
Messrs.
N. & H. B. Cleaves for the defendant.

AEOLIAN RECITAL.
Messrs. M. Stelnert & Sons Co. announce that the second of their series of
will
free Aeolian recitals
oocur
on

Wednesday afternoon, April 20, from
three to four o’clock, at their warerooms,
No. 517 Congress street.
For further
particulars

see

their advertisement on the

first page.

LITTLE GIRL HURT.
Lizzie Flanagan, 16
years old, who lives
at No. 1 Stevens place was knocked
down

ky

a

Cape Elizabeth electric

car

on

I ederal street shortly after noon on Saturday. The girl was taken to the livery
stabio on the corner of
Market and
Federal street and Dr. O’Neil was called
Her leg was somewhat injured but
the
doctor said no bones were broken.

THE DEATH RATE.
There were twelve deaths in Portland
during the week which ended Saturday
noon. The deaths were due to alcoholism,
heart disease (2), intestinal obstruction,
locomotor ataxia,
nephritis, paralysis,

peritonitis, pneumonia
oedema, typhoid fever.

2),

pulmonary

BOSWORTH POST CAMP FIRE.

SILVER JUBILEE.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Smith of Carleton street, received many congratulations
25
of

their

having completed
of married life. The
years
employes
Trunk railway made the
the Grand

Saturday upon

Quotations «f Stacie Products in the
Leading Markets.
Now York Stock ana Maney

a

Through the courtesy of the officers of
the Y. M. C. A. the ladies have secured
a most attractive room
in the new blook
on Congress square, where they will hold
lucix

York Stock Market.

Bosworth Post, No. 2, G. A. R., will
hall
their
hold
next
camp fire at
Thursday evening at 7 o’clock. Invitations have been extended to the officers

en v

Hides.
following quotations represent the payIn
this
market:
ing prices
Cow and ox hides.7%c»fh
Bulls and stags...
qiig
Ccau skins, trimmed,.
'inn
pc

Lamb skius ..60 to 80c each
Wnoieimie Marir-'.

PORTLAND. April 16.
Flour.

Oral*.
Cora oar
38®39
do bag lou ..
40
Meal bag lots
g»38
Oat*, ear lou
36*36
Oat*, bag leu
gt37
Cotton Been,
car lou.00 00*28 00
bag lou 0000*24 oo
Sacked Br*»
car lou. 16 60017 60
bag lou 17 00*18 oo
Middling <1660017 60
bag *u..<17*18 00
Mixed teed.... 17 60
Cette*.
(Buying* selling price) Rio,roasted
11*15
Coil—Bar e»
JavafcMooha do26*2S
Shore ....« 76*600
Molasses.
email dp. .2 00®3 6c Porto Rico... ..36*80
Pollock .. ..2 26*8 60 Barbados*.
.26*66
Haddock.. .1 76®2 0( t'anoy.80®33
Bake.2 00®2 26
Tea.
Birtlnr, Dox
Amoy* ...... .16@20
Scaled....
9®14c Congous.16*60
Mackerel. Oi
fapan.18@3S
Shore Is *22 00.a,*2i Cormoso...... .22*50
Shore IS 218 OO® Jn
■sssn
Large aa
6 28
313*311 itandardOran
rroosce
Sx cflne duality
6 28
Cane CranberrS*
dxtrac....*
480
» crate.. 3 60*3 6C Yellow Extra C....4'/a
*

law trades.4 00®4 2E
Spring Wneat baxera.oiana st6 0C©51E
Patent Spring
Wheat... 6 86®6 OC
mWi. sir’Kill
roller.. .. 6 86®6 60
clear do.. .6 2005 36
tLouls si’21
5 3626 fic
roller...
slear do.. 6 20®6 36
n nt’r wheat
patents.. 6 65®5 80
fits.

..

...

Maine.
0
Pea Beans,1 30*i

0C
4C
<iE
«c

Tenow Kyts.l 66»1
Cal Pea-1 68*1

_

Timothy.

Seed
3

65*3 76

Clover.West »Vi®0
do

N, Y.

9ViS10

i 0®10 Vs
IrlskPoMPs.Dus80a9i Alstke,
ao. hDi
Rea lop,
*
16*17
Sweets Jersey376@4 OC
Jproylelene.

ao Norfolk 0 00x8
Porkdo Vineland,4 5o**5
heavy backs
13 60
unions. Beimuda@a 36
medluml2 00912 60
dob s tives 2 6008 OC
short cut and
Ghlokeae....
clear
10@12
<1S@13 60
Turken. Wes. 1S*jlSc Reef—light..9 2..OS 76
Northern ao.... 16® 17
heavy,.. 10 60* 11 00
Bowls...
8*9 BnlesU ViDS 6 769
Apples.
oara, tea ane
Eating appl’sS 60® 4 6n
Vi bbl.mire 6Vi®nVi
do common 3208 00
do eom’na. 48/» *5
Baldwins 3 6004 00
Palu.compd 6V4®6Vi
Evap » tk
9*10 Mi e
pail*, pure; 7
«7V4
Lomorno.
8 Visas Vi
purelR
3 oo®4 00 Bams....
Messina
9
®9Vi
3 00@8 60
California
aoeov’rd
Oramcea.
Oil.
Florida
0 00*0 OO Eerosenel20U
8 Vi
California, 8 0003 60 Ligoma. 8 Vi

....

14%

Ontario * Western.
St. Louis
Canada Southern..
New York Central.190%
Lake Shore.
60%
Northern Pacific pfd...
American Tobacco.100%
U. S. Leather pfd.
Southern Ry.
Southern Ry pfd .! 26%
Louis* Nash....
.' 48
Tenn. Coal * iron.19%

Cleve.Clnn., Chicago*

Wabashlpfd.

109%
Cl

100%
26%
48%
19%

do Seedlngs

6002 76

Centennial. 8Vi
Pratt's Astral ..lOVi
*CES
eastern extra..
©12 In hall bbls lo extra
BreshWestern..
011
Bsiiiu,
Held.
Musctl.60 lb bxs5®6Vi
Butter.
London uiy'rli 76O20C
Creamery Jncy.. 18« 20
deal.
aiitk.cn Vr’mt ®18
Retail—delivered.
Choice.
Cumberland 000*4 60
Cheese.
Chestnut..® •
*6 00
n. y. terry 9 Bio
FtmuuUl...
800
Vermont... 9
«10
Lehigh....
®C 00
bate.12%® 13
Pea.
46
2

Grnm Uuntacloitii

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRA MC
Friday’s quotations. |
rsn*"

April

Opening..

July.

87%
84%

....

Closing.

May
[113
109

rosy

April

Opening..
Cio.'lnt..

29%

May

81%

30%
29%

31

OATS.

April

Opening..

Closing.
PORK,
Jan.
Opening.

Highest
Closing.

May
23%
23

26

n,

26%

19%

11%
86%
96

Sugar..

116%

‘{notations stocas and Bonds
Friday’s quotations.
The foiloing ware to-day’? closing quotations
of Bonds
April 16
April. 14.
linx-ln
New 4s, re*
120
120
do coup,
120
108 V.
New„4’s reg.108
New 4’s coup ........
109%
109%
108
Denver * R. G. 1st.1IO8
69
Erie geu 4s. 69
69%
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds. 68
Mo Kansas * Texas pfd_
Kansas Pacific Consols.
114
Oregon Nay. lata.116
Closing quotations of stocks:
April. 14.';April 16
Atchison. 11
11%
26V.
Atchlsoupfd. 26
Central Pacific. 111/3
11%
Chea. * onto. 18%
18%
..

Cfiloago A Alton..164
ao
Ufa
Chicago’ Burlington * Quincy 91%
Delaware* Hudson CanaICo.106%
Dolaware.Lackawana * Westl45
Denver:* Rio Grande. 11%

164
92

106%
144%
16%

Erie.new.11%
.101st prefer
32%
Illinois Central. 98%
Lake Erie* West.. 13Vs
Lake Shore.180
Louis * Nash. *8%
Manhattan Elevated... 05%
Mextoan Central.
4
Michigan Central.103
Minn* St Louis. 24%
Minn A St Louis pf. 80
Missouri IPaclfle. 25%
Now Jersey Central. 92
New YorkCentrai.
109%
New. York. Chicago* St Louis 12
do pf
60
Northern Pacific com
22%
do
do
nfd. 60%
Northwestern.117%
00
pfd...172%
Ont & Western. 14%
Readme. >6%
Rook Island. 86
St Paul. 88
do bfd.141%
St.Faul * Omaha. 68
ao
prfd.140
St Paul. Mino. A Maun.130
Texas Pacific. 9%
Union Pacific pfd.61%
6
Wabash....
do prfd. 16%

1/

32%
93%
13 Vs
180

4S%
95%
4

102
24
80
26

90%
110%
12
60

22%
61%

117%
172
14%
10%

85%
83%

141%
68
140
129xd
10
62% xd

«%
15%

..

160
90
188

Maine.160
York&New England pfd, 90

Boston

New
Old Colony.188
AdamsJ Express.DO
American; Express.120

loo
120
38

38

S. Express.

Peoples KGas.
90%
42
flomestake.
Ontario. 3
Pacific |Mau. 23%
Putman Palace.172
Sugar common.116%
Western Union.. 86%
Southern Ry nfd.
"
Union Pacific..

90%
23%
172

116%
86%

SEES

9 80
116
9 80

Saturday’s quotations.
July.
85%
86%

Opening.....

30%

109
109

July
31%
31%

A’ay.
29%
30%

OATS.

Apr.
Opening.
Closing... ..26%

July.

May.

25%
25%

23%
23%

rosa

May.

Opening.

980
980

Closing............

£ Portland Dally Prese Stock Qontatlom.
Corrected by Swan 19 Barrett, Bankers, 186
Middle street.

STOCKS.
Far Value.
Description.
Canal National Bank....100
Casoo National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
Chapman National Bank.
Flist National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank—75
National Traders’Bank.100
Portland National Bank.100

Asked
110
i02
30
100
10<>
ill
99
104

98

109
97
102

oruaou trust oo.iuu

jou

on

80
102
130
128

86
104
136
130
61

K’y.100

SO
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
BONDS.
Portland 6s. 1907.118
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 3 02
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
Bangor 6». 1906.iWater.114
Batli 6s. 1898. R. R. aid .101
Batli

120
103

108
102
116
102
103
103
102

4^9,1907, Municipal.101

Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
Belfast 6s. 1898. K. K. aid.101
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
luO
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding

106
102

—

••

“4V«s
4s cons,

ST.OCH.

Domestic

Washington, April 16.—Representative

106

107

mtg-103

106

It’s
FEES &
Of crocers.

an

insect killer.

CO., PHILADELPHIA,

Atchison, Top. & Santa Fe. R, new. Hy,
Boston *; Maine.160
aoofd

.

Maine < entral..
Union Pacific. mu,
Union Paollic pld.
American Bell.
American
Sugar,
Sugar, pld.. ..
Cen Mass, pfd...

Markets.

May.

DETROIT—Wheat dosed firm at 96% for
White oash; bo 2 Red cash aud May at
98%c.
ST. LOUIS—Wheat dosed firm 1 00 for cash;
l 02 for May.;
DULUTH—Wheat Arm—No 1 hard at 106
for cash; No 1 Northern 1 04 cash; 1 OBVa bid
No 1

May

Spanish Fours.
LONDON, April 16.—Sianlsh 4s are quoted

do cotnnio

iByTelegraun.
APRIL 16, 1898.
NEW YORK—The
Cottou inarKet to-uay
dosed steady ; middling uplands 6 6-16; do gulf
at 6 9-lfics sales 1100 bales.
| European Markets.
3v Telegraph.
LONDON. Apr 1 16.1898.—Consols closed at
110% for money and 110% for aecount.
LIVERPOOL, April 16,1898—Cotton market
is higher—American middling 3 15-S2d; sales
12.000 bales, Including 1000 bales for speculaion and export
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

.Bremen.Apl
TJomo.New York.. Demerara ...Apl
Buffon.New York.. Pern’buco
Apl
..

St.P*u .New York..So’amoton...Apl
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ...Apl
N ew York.. Antwerp
Kensington
Apl
Orinoco.New York.. Bermuda.a pi
Dsvona.Portland... London_Apl
...

....

\;hnr Vnrir

A lonn

v:..

Patna.New York. .Hamburg....Apl
Navarre.New York. .Havre.Apl
Numidian ... .Portland.. .Liverpool
...Apl
UHer.New York. .Barbados
Apl
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos..Apl
Moliawk. New York. Lonuon
Apl
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam...Apl
..New York.. Genoa.Aul
yera
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool.. .Apl
York. .Bremen.Apl
Jrave.New
.New York. .Cienfuegos:.. Apl
Santiago..
Philadelphia -.New Y'ork.. i^aguayra
Apl
Aurania.New York.. Liverpool .Apl
Germanic
.New Y'ork..Liverpool ...Apl
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad:.. .Apl
Westernland
New York. Antwerp
Apl
Californian.Portland. .Liverpool ...Apl
Iona •.Portland
London .A pi
..

.....

..

...

...

..

...

—

Pere

19
19
20
20
20
20
21
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
28
29
30

Canada.Boston.Livrepool...Apl
£ Bismarck.. .New York. .Hamburg
.Apl3o
Mobile.New York. .London .Apl 30
Normandie... .New York. .Havre.Apl 30

K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Genoa.Apl 30
Sparndam.New York.. Rotterdam ..Apl 3o
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool... Apl 30
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow —Apl 30
May 3
Havel.New York. .Bremen
Teutonl c.New York. Liverpool.. May 4
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp!....May 4
Lucania.New York.. Liverpool...May 7
Massachusetts.New York. .London.May 7

mAiiu K
PORT OF

'-K

18.
9 15
00

rsrisws

PORTLAND.

260

SATURDAY, April

107

..

Mara..
Manufacturing Co.",",","

Flint &

From

97%

16.

Arrived.

Sch Lydia M Webster, Hooper, Rockport—
Ward.
BcU K T llamor, Brown, Mt Desert.

lime to Cox &

‘‘‘*

Blake.julla

Surry—J H Blake.
WmieCSm’iJh°^rIan,J’
8,'”iUl’ Kenny, Lubec-J H Blake.
y CPa3e' Chatto, Brookavllie—J 11
Blake.H
Sch
Sc

Blake'Sa

FraQces’ Pierson, Rockland—

3ctl charles r
Da^iinor?~iDn,r<]lV«r8,armlento:
: steamers Labrador,
aifd Loango a

SUNDAY. April 17.
Arrived.

Miller. Philadelphia, tow^Steamer ^^Beading, with
Randall & Mccoal
Ahister*’8 Perton>
to

G 1

J; Clark, Clark, Norfolk

Alice

Ry Co.

B Crosby, Bunker,
..Scl,1
AJieia
Me Cent
RR.

MeCentRR

coal to

Norfolk—coal to

0 Lope3‘ Kreger, Norfolk—coal to

Sch Wm Thomas,
Morrison, Portsmouth,
bell Laura &
Marlon. Eastman, Boothbay
SAILED—Sch Wm B Palmer, Louisburg; M J
Abes; steamer Reading, for Portsmouth.

Froni”
Portland.
26 Mar
30 Mar
9 April
13 April

Newcastle,

Del. Apl 16—Sch Fostina, Phtl-

brook, irom Norfolk for Lynn, arrived here last
night, leaking.
New London, Apl 1G—Sch Hard Chance, from j
Pawtucket for Greenport. went ashore or. the
east end of {shelter Island yesterday and remained. Will lighter cargo.
London, April 15b—Snip Daniel Barnes, from
New York for Kong Kong, which stranded in
the Straits of Java, is full of water. Her cargo can be saved by lighters, if work is commenced soon.

fol-

GOING WEST.

Leave
for Boothbay

passengers onlv
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
Saloons and Staterooms are in the con
tral part, where least motion is felt. lilectriolty is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any Hour of the night. Muslo
Smoking Booms on the promenade
®a 00ns
Staterooms are heated

bysteamf*
Rates of passage

*52.60 to;*70.00.
A r«
duction is made on Round Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To
Liverpool, London 'and
a,‘d $36-26=

^.75nSndrJfe9®030*'00
8teerage-To

I

Passenger lares of the Grand 'Hunk hallway
System between points,
both LOCAL ant!
THllOl'011. including fare to ALASKA.
KLONDIKE, lhe PACIFIC COAST, WINN1PEG, and the NOKTHWESX. as well as sT.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, ar”
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist

Sleeping Gars

GOING EAST.
PORTLAND at 7.00 a.

m. Tuesdays
Harbor, South Bristol, East
Pemamilcl.
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Ban>or. South Bristol, East Boothbay and Damariscort i.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. hi. for
Boothbay Harbor, South' Bristol and Fast

Boothbay

and

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Boothbay.

mar2IdtfALFRED RACE. Maniv:

r

Port a d. Mt. Daser? ant Miciiias Stbf. Co,

Mr. “Frank .lotics."
Lowest
Rates,
Shortest,
Beginning Friday. Aw 1 1-st, lies, will leave
Portland Tuesdays andFridays at 11 j> in., un
Quickest and most poparrival ol train leaving Boston at 7 p. in., for
further information apply to Kotklaml, Bar Harbor, Macliiasport and interular Route,
St., J. B. mediate landings, Returning leave .MuchiasKlfATFN^K^^-'
t2° (:°nkreSS
passing en route through principal Canadian
Exchange
St.. CHAS. ASH- port on .Mondays and Thursdays at •! a. m.
and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
IV,1'1, 9i)1A Congress St., 11. & A. ALPassenger and freight rates the lowest, ser- cities
Dakota.
AN. Moiitreai. 92 Stalest.. Boston, and 1 India vice the best.
GKO. F. KVA Ns.
St., Portland.
marirnltf
jly31du
General Malinger.
Our Free Colonist Sleepers

Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast
Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage $22.60 and *23.50.
Por tickets or
or

TII OMSOX I,I

PORTLAND
TO

LONDON:

DIRECT.

Annandale, 7000 tons, April 8
7000 tons. April 15
Cervona,
Hovona 7000 tons, Apr. 22.
7000 tons, Apr. 20.
Iona,

Commercial St., Portland, Me.

sept23

dtf

DOMINION UNEr

Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool SerFrom

For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase It at cost
On and after March 23, steamers leave Port- price at Montreal or Toronto .‘Nations. These
cars will go through without change,
mud Pier for Maekwurth's and
Falmouth, sleeping
Cousen’s, Chebeague and Dustin's Islands. So. Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to Winnipeg.
FREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
Freeport and Porter’s Landing at 3.00 n. m.
For HarpsweliCenter Mon ays and Tuesdays leave Portland every Monday at, G p. m., and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
at3p. m. lleturn leave Hmpswell Center Montreal
every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., comluesdays and Wednesdays at *: i. m.
Return—Leave Falmouth. 8.45 a. m.: leave mencing March 7th.
for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Passengers
Cousen’s Island, 7.45 a. m.: leave Ctiebe;;rue,
7.35 a. m.; leave Bustle’s, 7.15 a. m.; leave So. Fields will be accommodated in these Free
as for as
Sleepers
Chicago or St. Paul, where
Freeport, T.Otta. m.'; Porter's Landing. 0.45 a. in. similat
-sleepers can be had to the Pacific
BENJAMIN M. SKA III BY.
Coast,
V
aprilldtf_General danager.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
etc., apply to company’s agents.
marlGdtf
HAHPSWKL1, STEAM ilO VT CO.
Begiunlng April 1st 1898, steamer Aueocls-

Falmouth and

Thii ROBERT REFORD CO., Limited,

and a.

Vi iNTEH ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
lows

llie

23 Anrii
23 April

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
s. 8.
Arat London Apl 10th, steamer Lamberts S. S.
Point. Baxter, Portland.
Sid fm Southampton 16th, steamer St Louis, S. 8.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Randle, New York.
Ar at Glasgow Apl 1G, steamer Scandinavian, Cheese, Butter. Apples and Perishable
Cargo.
Por all Information apply to
Eastaway. Portland.
Ar at Hong Kong Apl 16th, ship Tam 0?8hanj
ter. Ballard, New York.
or

.hi

Laurentian carries cabin

S. S.

Mem

RAILROADS.—Jt

—

EAST BOOTH BA Y for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touch ins at
South Bristol, and Bootlihay Harbor,
PKMAQU11) for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at (5.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at c a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.

from our correspondents.

ROCKFORT, Apl 16—Sid, sch Wm B Herrick
*•Kelley. Washington.
Sch Mary Snow, while beating In the harbor
yesterday, went ashore, but floated next tide.
Damage unknown.

-■

Portland and Boothbay SfoaniDoai Co

STEAMERS.

and Portland,

vice.

From

Steamers.Portland.
Liverpool.
Thurs. 31 April, Labrador. Sat. 16 Apr. 1 p.
Sat.
9
Vancouver. Wed.. 27 April.
Boston Service.

co

will leave Portland

Steamers,

Sun-

MAINE CENTRAL K. It.

Arrive Port-

Ir. effect Nov. 14.1847.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Dockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick. Belfast. Bangor and

Pier, Portland, daily,

days excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell
Bailey’s and Ore’s Island. 2.30 p. in.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridavs. 2.30 p. m.
Return lor Portland-Leave Orr's Island, by
way ol above landings, 7.09
land, 9.30 a. m.

_sepll
m.

Freeport

a. m.

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
dtt

__

CASCO
Custom

BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
HousaWharf, Portland, Me.

Domestic Forts.
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
NEW YORK- Ar 15tli. steamer Flaxman, fm ! R. M. a CANADA. MARCH 26,
Sat
noon,
Commencing Sunder, April 3, 180S
Santos; schs Cactus, Wiley, Darien; Henry H B, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat
RATES OF PASSAGE.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Tandings.
Chamberlain, Fosse tt, Baltimore for Weymouth;
First Cabin, $30.00 and upwards.
Robert Byron, Rockland; Wesley Abbott,Whit- |
Return Peaks Island. Little and Great Diamond
taker, Ellsworth for Roudout: Thos B Garland, $100 and upwards according to steamer and ac- Islands, at 6.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15 1.20
6.10 p. m.
Coleman, Greens Landing; Wm Marshall.Sharp commodations.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonFor Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10 30
Kennebec; JR Bod well, Speed, and Charley
Woolsey, Ginn. Rockland; Glendy Burke, Stan- donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Re- a. m„ 2.16 p. m.
turn $66.75 ana $78.40, according to steamer
wood, Dutch Island.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 10,30 a, m., 4.20
Ar 16th, schs Teluniah, Morgan, Amboy for and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, Loudon. London,
Bangor; Eclecta Bailev, Wood, and David S
KETUEN.
derry. Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastSiner, Fernald, do for do.
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 8.15,
and $26.60 according to steamer.
Cld 15ih, ship Josephus, Gilkey. Hong
$22.60
II. 45 a. m„ 3.30, 5.0.1. 6.25 p. in.
Kong;
Apply to J. B. KeaHiig 61 1-2 Exchange
barque Rachel Emery, Wyman, Buenos Ayres;
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00,11.30 a. in..
T. P. McGowan, 4,20 Congress streot, J.
schs Carrie C Wave. Bagley, Tarpun
Bay; Jas street,
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Top 3.15, 4.45. 0.45 p. m.
L Maloy. Burnett, Thompson Point.
Leave Litcle lJiamond/6.10, 7.15, 9.10 11.40 a.
Cld 16th. ship Cyrus Wakefield, Henry, Balti- r&nce Sc Co., general agents, foot of India III.
3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. Hi.
street.
more and San Francisco.
Leave Great Diamond, 6,05, 7.10. 0.05, 1L35 a.
dee28<ttf
Sid 16th, ship Leunie Burrlll, for Portland:!
rn.. 3.20. 4.40, 6.40 p. in.
Josepnus, Hong Koug; schs Wlnnegance. for
Leave l’onoe’s Lwimfig. Lolig Island, 8.45,
Augusta; J \ Wellington, for Norfolk; B W
11.15 a. in., 3.00 p. in.
Morse, and Aduio Jordan, Philadelphia.
STEAMERS.
Leave Onsliing’s Island, 7.25, li.eo a. m., 5.05
Passed Hell Gate loth, schs Silver Spray,from
p. m.
Weehawken for Boston; Cactus, Darien fer
Sunday Time Table.
Norwich; AddleP McFadaen,Norfolk for HartFor Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing,
ford.
Peaks
Little and Great Diamond
Island,
Passed Hell Gate 15th, schs Lucy. New York
-Spring; Fishing;.
Islands. 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
for Calais; Georgia Berry,do for Rockland; AnFor
Ponce's
na Sheppard, do for Rockport; Emma, do for
Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. in.,
2.16. 4.20 p. m.
Boston Hattie Godfrey, and Loduskia, do for
For
Cush
Island. 10.30 a. m., 4.20 p. m.
will
ng’s
leave
Connecticut river; Nile, Coxsacksie for PortsC. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
mouth; Teluniah, Amboy for Bangor; Northern Lake station daily, for Fitches, N. W. River,
Crocketts
and
apMdti
the
famous
Songo River. To
Liglir, Elizabethport for Boston; H H Chamberlain, Baltimore for Weymouth; Robt Byron, make close connections with steamer take
8.45 a. m. M. C. It. R. train via Mountain
Port Reading lor liockport.
BOSTON—Cld 16th, sell R Bowers, Young, for division. On Saturdays the steamer will
Feruaudina; F Goodenow, Coleman, for Bergen also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
Point.
Sid 16th, sells Fred Gower, Windsor, NS; H Station. For further particulars telephone
E Thompson, for Rufisque, WCA; Jas B Jordan DEERING DRUG CO., Deering, Me.
Daily round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point.
apr 6dtf
Philadelphia; OD Witherell, and Calvin F BakeL Kenuebec; Geo E Walcott, coal port.
On anu alter April 4th. 1898.
lfALTIMOKE—Ar 15tli, sch Jas W Bigelow,
Graham, Charleston.
Ar 16th, sch Eiliot L Dow, Piukham, New
York.
Sid 16th. sch The Josephine, Portland.
CAPT. CHAS. H.
BATH—Ar 16th, schs Chas E Balch. Crocker,
Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
Baltimore; Carrie A Norton. Wylie, Phlladel
m„ for Lowell’s Cove, orr’s Islam!; Card’s Cove.
pliia; Dreadnaughc, Allen, do; Mt Hope, McQuohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East Uarpswell:
Leau, coal port.
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Ar loth, sch Lawrence Haines, New York.
Small Point, Sebasco, Phippsburg and Cuudv’s
Sid 15th, schs David P Davts, Davis, WashHarbor.
ington; Samos, Philadelohia.1
EKTUKNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
FERNaNDINA—Sid 16th, sch Melissa,Trask
6.00 a. m.; Phippsburg, 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, G.30
a. in.; Water Cove,
Bangor.
Small
6.45 a. ill.;
IJne,
Dally
Sundays
Excepted. Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’sPoint,
G LOUCESTRE—Sid 16th, sch A H Whitmore.
Cove. 7.15 a. m.;
Boston for Deer Isle; Twilight, do for BootnLowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
bay; Ija Bliss, New York for Portsmouth: John
For iurther particulars apply to
Douglass, from South Amboy for Calais; Jennie
Greenback, do for Exeter; Henrietta Simmons,
J. H. McDONAlD, l’res. and Manager,
Port Reading for Blake; John Nye, Vinalhaveu
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-a
for —.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portapr4dtf
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 15th, sch Nokomis, land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
season for connection with earliest tra ins for
Woodland, New York.
points beyond.
Cld 15th. sch Aloha, Skolfield. Boston.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
NORFOLK—Ar 16th. sebs Hattie A Marsh.
Worcester, New York, etc.
Mehaffy, New York: Mary E Olys, do.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every On anil after Tuesday.
Kov,
Cld 16th, sch Wm O snow, Ellis, Fall River.
Evening at 7 o’clock.
Ar 16th, sen Isaac Orbetou, Maine.
9 th, 1897, I he
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
Sid 16th, sch E I White, Look, Tampico.
J.F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
NEW LONDON-Sid loth, sch Sea Bird,
Sept 1.1897.
Bunker, Fall River.
NEW LONDON—Sailed 16thth. sch J M Haswill leave Franklhi Wharf. Portland.
Orleans
TuesNew
Hart.
forBostou; S S Kenkell,
days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.;
dall, New York for New Bedford; Judge Low,
i’opnain itt'UQh, 0.45 a. in.; Hath, 12.30 p.
Staten Island for Pembroke; Hard Chanee, fm
ill.; KootHbay Harbor, 2.00p. in. Arriving at
Providence for New York.
W»Hcassefc about 3.30 l>. in.
= F0Rt=z
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 16th, sch Clara Jane,
tvtgcasset
Returning—Leave
Mondays.
Maloney. Calais.
Wednesdays aud Fridays at 7.0o a. m.;
NEW HAVEN —Sid 15th, sch Mildred A Eastport. Lubec, Ca'ais, SL Jo' n. N.B..Ha!itax, N.Sand all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia Boothbay Uarbor, 8.30 a. m.; Hat!*, 10.30 a.
Pope. Irons. New York.
PORT TOWNSEND —Ar
14th, ship M P Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The ill.; Poplinm Heacli, 11.30 a. ill.
Arriving at
Grace. Chipperfleld. San Francisco.
favorite route to Campobeilo and St Andrews, Portland about 2.00 p. in.
PORT TAMPA—Ar 14th, sell Edwin R Hunt. N. B.
FARK; Bath to Boothbay Harbor, 25 cfs.
Crossley, Philadelphia; James W Fitch, Kelley,
Will touch at Fiv» islands Tuesdays and
Spring Arrangement.
Philadelphia.
Goins: Fast, and Mondays and FriSaturdays
On
and
after
Monday.
March
21st, steamer
PENSACOLA—Cld 16th, sch Ebenzer HagPortland on Mondays and Thurs- days Going West. Weather permitting.
lett, Poole, New York; Lena R Storer, Bruce, win leave
at
5.30
m.
O. C. OLIVKIi, President.
days
p.
Coaizacoalcos.
CHAS. E. LEWIS. Treasurer.
mnrisdtl
PHILADELPHIA —Ar I6tb. schs Edith L
Returning leave St John and Eastport TuesAllen, Darrah, Providence ; Mary E Morse, days and Thursdays.
New
York.
Newbury,
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
Cld 15tn. brig II B Hussey, Warr, Newburyiu ucauuauuu.
mr i’iwsui icceiveu Up 10 4.00
port.
Cld 15th, sch Wm F Collins, Fullerton, for p. m.
for
Ticket! and Staterooms apply at the
I) I KELT STEAMSHIP LI A L.
Camden.
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Ar 16th. sch Horatio L Baker, Atkins, Wil
for oilier Information, at Company’s Office
Del.
mington,
of State street
Cld 16th, sch F & T Lupton, Longstreet, Port- Railroad Wharf, foot
From
and
every
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
land: Mary E Morse. Newbury. Bath.
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent
marl8dtf
Reody Island—Passed down 15th, sch William
From
and
em/
Renzeil, for Portland.
Ar at Newcastle 10th, sch Fostina, Pliilbrook
ior
Boston,
Norfolk
leaky.
From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 16th, schs Flora
Fine street Wharf. Fliiladelphia, at 3 p. m.
iuNickerson, Anna W Barker, Cornelia Soule, and
New York Direct Line.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Puritan.
the
Kid Kith, sell Nfillip T
frnm inalinhl.
the
for
Fenn.
It.
It.
by
and
Freights
.West
LONG
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
cola for New York.
commission.
POUT BEADING—Sid 14th, sch Bobt Byron.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Round Trip $18.00.
Ilart. BockDort.
Fassage $10.00.
Steamships Manhattan ana John 'Kusrtis
Meals and room included.
SAVANNAH—Cld 15th, sch Gom, Foss, from
alternately leave franklin whan Tuesdays
For freight or passage apply to Jjj\ F. WING,
Gardiner.
ThursdaysandSaturday3at6p.nl., tor New Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
VINEYABD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, sells Damon, York
direct. Returning, Heave Pier 36, East
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
New Bedford far Calais; VVm Mason. Gardiner
and Saturdays at
for New York, with loss of foresail and stay; River. Tuesdays, Thursdays
Manager, bd State bt- Flake Building, Boston,
6
n. m.
oet22dtf
Mass.
Jordan L Mott, Bockiand for do.
These steamers are superbly fitted and fursid 16th, sch Bosa Mueller.
nished for passenger travel and afford the most
Passed by 16th, schs Chas A Campbell, from
convenient and comfortable route
betweou
Philadelphia <for Salem; Sarah Eaton. Amboy Portland and New York.
for Calais; Ella Pressey, New York tor BockFare, one way, $4.00; round trip, S6.00.
land.
Merchants’ and Buyers' round trip tickets
WASHINGTON—Ar 15th, sch Lydia M Deer- under
regulations of Merchants Association of
lng, Kennebee.
N.
Y.,onFy $5.00.
Ckl 15th, sch Hattie P Simpson, Cheney, for
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
Station root o£ Preble st.
Baltimore.
THQ3. M. BARTLETT. Agt
ocMdtf
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 16th, sch LongfelOn and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland;
low, Chase, New Haven.
THE HARVARD CREW SELECTED. Bor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua.
Foreisrn Port*.
Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a. in. and 12.30
P. UL
Cambridge, Mass., April 16.—At the
Sid fm Yokohama Mch 21, ship E B Sutton,
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
men
the
of
to
picked
train for
meeting
Carter, ltoyal Boads.
7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. in.
In port 25th. ship John K Kelley, Chapman, the Harvard varsity crew this
Springvale, Alfred, Waterafternoon, B'or Rochester. River
for New York via Hiogo.
at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
hoto and Saco
At Manila Feb 22, ship Wm H Smith, Brown,
Captain David M. Goodrich tendered his
5.33 p. m.
for United States.
as captain of the crow and J.
For Uorliam at 7.30 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30, 3.00,
resignation
Ski fm Azua about April 14th, sch Sebago,
5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
H. Perkins, ’98, was elected in his place.
Thompson, New York.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
At Barbados Apl 13, barque John Swan, Nash
Thore was no reason assigned for his
Junction and Wocdiords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
rom Cape Town, ordered to BruuswlcU.
12.30,3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. in.
At at Port au Prince Marcli 31, brig Mary C resignation.
The 12.30 p.m. train from Portland connects
Haskell, Winfried. Wilmington, NC; sch Ira B
The following men compose the crews at Ayer Junction with "iioosac Tunnel Route1’
! tor the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
Ellenis, Marston. Wilmington.
Sid Apl l, sch Bertha Louise, Crowell, United that will go into training next week and forTrovidence and New York, via “Providence
States.
from which will be selected the men to Lino" for Norwich and New York, via "NorAr at Havana Apl 15. steamer
wich line'' with Boston and Albany R. R. for
Seguranca, form the filial crew:
Higgtnson, 1900; tlie West, and with the New York all rail via
lamplco; 7th, Jas H Dudley, Pascagoula.
Ar at Bermuda Apl 14th, sell Gertrude L Biddle,
1900; Heath, 1900; J. H. Perkins, “Springfield.” in Portland
from
Worcester
Trains arrive
irundy, Dennison, Norfolk.
Perkins, ’99; Blake. ’99; at 1.30 p. in. j from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., 1.30
■0S; J. F.
from C.orliam at 0.10. 8.30 and
5.52
m.;
and
p.
Spoken.
Marvin, '09; Wordsworth, ’98; Kernan,
10.59 a. III., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. ill.
April 13. lat 13. lat. 35 54. Ion 73 12. sch Wil- 1900; Adams, '98; Bull, ’98; Thomson,
For tickets tor all points West and South aplie L Newton, from Brunswick for Philadelphia.
to T. F. MeCfi LLIOUDDY, Ticket Agent,
’99;
McDuffy, ”99; ply
April 14. lat 35 28, Ion 75 03, sch Scotia, from ’99; Coleman,
Pdrtioud.'Me.
New York for Pensacola.
J- W. PETERS Supt
Do by ns, ’98.
jeiiSdtf

salmon and trout
Steamer

Louise

PORTUliOud"SMALL

bostok

Steamer

PfllflT

“Percy ■^7’”

110w7““

PJRS

BAY STATE AND

PORTLAND,

: Maine

International

Cotton Markets.

.common.'.I"n6s-'s

Bates

Liverpool

.war

....

Bull ot Rhode Island has introduced a
resolution authorizing the Speaker to appoint seven members of the House to investigate charges of faulty construction
of the Brooklyn dry dock, No. 3, and,
among other things, ascertain probable
cost of completion.

MAIL

-■

Bucksport

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. fPoland Springs.!
Mechanic
Falls. Bumford
Lewi
Falls,
iston, Wluthrop, Oakland, Eeadfleld. Waterville, Livermore Falls. Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. in. for Gray. New Gloucester, Dauvilie .June., Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20 a.
m. Fxprecs tor
>
armoutb, Free-

rittsfielil.
Bangor.
y>lle.
Harbor. Greenville

Steamship

Coast

navigation Co,

Co.

BOSTON aid PHILADELPHIA.
Boston

MAINE STEAMSHIP €«.

Wednesday

Saturday.

Philadelphia
Wednesday
Saturday.

ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

PORTLAi-’i[_WORCESTER!
PORTUSO Ic ROCHESTER R. U.

Bar

Bucksport.

and Aroostook County,
via
A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
oL otephen. and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. .Mechanic Falls. Rumford Falls,
Benus, Danville Jc., Lewis tou, Livermore FaUs,
Farmington. Kiiigfield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and

Rangeley. winthrop, Oakland,

Bingham

Waterville and Hkowhegan.
L15 p. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Au
gusta.
Bath
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division. Waterville, 8kowhegan, Belfast.. Hartland,
Dover and
Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and MattawamKeag.
5.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
Jails, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and

Waterville.
5.15

p.

m.

For

New

Gloucester,

Dauvllie

Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,

Auburn and Lewiston,
il.oo p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick. Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, Watervilie. Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Haroor, Bucksport
8t Stephen, St.
John
and
Andrews, St.
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train doe*
not run to Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor.
Sleeping cars to St. John.
White Mountain Division.
8.45

a. m.

For

Bridgton. Fabyans.Burlington

Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and ail
3.30 p.

points

west.

m. For Sebago Lake,
Cornish.Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
LunenDurg, st. Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

__

(By Telegrapm
April 16. 1898.
CHICAGO—Wheat closed l 09 bid for May:
86% for July.
Corn dosed at 30% bid for May.
Oats dosed 26Vsc for May; 26% cash and for
April.
Pork dosed easy at 9 76 for cash and April;
9 77 for May.
Lard firm at 6 16 cash and April; 6 17 for

Baton.New York.

Bid.
106
100

Portland Gas Company.60
Portland Water Co.100
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
Maine Central

ALLAN LINE
_ROYAL

Liverpool Steamship
10 Mar.
Californian,
12
Mar.
Philadelphia,
Laureutian,
toSload<:foarSSt)n1c!'aPOr.t’o^?kham’
Co.
24 Mar.
Parisian,
wiTfr' 8 Winslow &New
York~ 26 Mar.
l Carthaginian.
ConsoMated lceCo"36’ Crocker7 April.
Numldian,
Ann' Band- Wlntor Harbor-J H 14 April. California.

J II

STEAMERS.
■■— ■—

STEAMBOAT CO.

Soring patents, 6 40®6 90.
Spring, ciearlaliu straight. 4 46S5 60.
Winter patents. 6 Z0<£5 76
Winter, clear and straight, « GO ^5 40
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Snpers —.

May

roRi-

Closing.....

are

42%.__

wssat.

April

BOSTON. April 16. 1898—The following
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:

106
g6s,1900,exten’sn.l04
ice
Oldtown, Me., April 1G.—John Camp- Portland & Ogd’g g6s,l900,1st mtgl04
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899....101
108
bell of Milford was drowned while workYOUR FAVORITE PLANT
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104Vs
ing on the gates of the dam of the Bodwon’t die if washed well Water Power
MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL
company at that place
Boston !ltoo» Harter.
with snds of
this morning. The body has not been
The following were a the elosiu; quota- Sun rises. 4 581 Hlgll water {
tions of stocks atRoaton:
recovered.
0 0—
Moon rises. 3 311 Height
Mexican Central 4s. 07

BROOKLYN DRY DOCK.

2
3

4

MILWAUKEE—Wheat firm at 1 03 foreash;
for July.

..

Opening..
Closing.

Coyle'"1’

25%

May. $1

...

Mch.

STEAMSHIPS.

I ivernnni—

LiverpoolTorrance
Co.
Steamslilp Loango, (Br) Owen Bristol Ef
8ust0l>
Eider, Dempster & Co.
J°‘m J£DgliSl
New
YorkBra8S.
J B
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Bath Unnthhav no.
**00tlll)ay Har‘
bor and Wiscasset-C R
Lewis’
ltace' Ea3t BootbSayD

.■

Missouri Pacific. 26%
Pacific Mail.
Union Pacific. 19%
Atchinson. HVs
Western Union. 86%
Manhattan.
.96%

..

••

JOHN CAMPBELL DROWNED.

...

14 A

New Tori*

The

untrimmed....

117'/s

Northwestern.II.117/4
Omaha.

Retell r.rocera' sccsr Jtat««,
Portland market—cut loaf 7: oonfetlon

Suierfine

106%

Q.
Rook Island.

Market,

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. April 16.
rMoney on call was steady 230 per cent;
ast loan 2: prime mercantile paper at 5Vigo
ur cent. Sterling 'Ixchange steady, with actual
Business In bankers bills 4 83Vi@4 83% tor
demand and 4 70%34 80 (or sixty days; poster
rates
Commercial bills
(0%&4S4%.
at 4 79®4 79%.;
Silver certificates 65% @66%.
Bar Silver 65%.
Mexican dollars 45%.
Government Bonds weak
State bonds dull.
Ra lroad bonds weak.

Portland

Closing

Delaware & Lackawanna.
Philadelphia & Reading.
Jersey Central.

OCEAN

Steampbip Labrador, Erskine
UL’
&

AlSfredKace.UtelPrlSe'
surlpauv.::.v.««*
91%
91%
C.. B. *

(By Telegraph.'

do

Cleared.

NEW YORK. April. 16.
The following are to-day’s opening and closing quotations of stocks:

Delaware;* Hudson.lUU^/a

107
Lewiston6s/1901, Municipal..105
of Thatcher Post and Bhepley Camp. S. Lowistou4e, 1913, Municipal.103
105
Saoo 4s, 1901. Muniolpal.10U
102
of V. G. A. R.
at
Brunswick
and
posts
Maine Central R R 7s, 1898. 1st mtgioi 101
Mr. Freeport have also been invited.
"
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl33
135

memorable by presenting
occasion
Smith, who is the Portland agent of the
road, with a number of valuable silver
souvenirs.

New

Opening.

Captain Oscar Charleson of 18 Atlantic
Btreet has recently returned from Sagua
la Grand on the north coast of Cuba.
Captain Charleson commands the handsome schooner Clara
Randall whioh re-

Wyer P. Ayer, an alderman of the city cently
brought
of Deering for 1897, testified that he was
of April 9th, Philadelphia.
at

On

FINANCIAL ANDC01HERCIAL

7.20

a. m.

Paper

train

for

Brunswick,

Au.

gusta, 'Waterville and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
il.oo p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for ail points.
ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.31)
a. m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a-m.;
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. m; Lewisiou and way stations 3.25 p. m.: St.
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 6.65 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
St. John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Nov. 14.1807.
novi2dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls

Wj.

In Effect NOV. 15, 1897.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P.M.
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckfleld. CanRumford
Falls.
ton, Dixfield,
1.10 and 5.15 d. m.
a. m.
From Union
Station for.Mechanio Falls and Intermediate

8.30

stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at
ford Falls for Bemis and all stations on
& R. L. It. K.

Through Tickets

on

RumR. F.

Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD. Tmfflc Manae-fip.
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent.
jel8 dtf
Falls. Maine.
___

_Rumford

Boston & SViaine

R.

R.

In el feet Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union
Station. lor Scarboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. in.. 5.15, 6.20 p.m.; Scarboro Beach. Pin© Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3
30,
6.15, 6.20 p. m,; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. ill.. 12.45, 3.30,
5.15, 0.20 p. in.; EennsbanL 7.0O. 8.40 a. m„
12.45.3.30. 6.15 ,6.20 p. ni.; Kennebunkpert,
8.40. a. in..
7.00.
12.45, 8.20, 5.1r> p. :ru;
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. in.. 3.30. 5.15 p. m.,*
North Berwick, Somerswo th, Dovor,^ 4.05,
7.00. 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 c. m.;
Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.30 p. m.;
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
22.45,
3.30 p. m.; Northern ihv.. Lakoport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a, m.. 12.45 p. in.;
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. in.;
Manchester, Concord, via
Rockingham
a.
7.00
Junction,
3.30
p.
m.;
Rockingham
Junction, Exeter, Haver,
hill. Lawrence. Lowell, Boston, 1ft4.05,

t8.40 a.
m..
t7.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m.. 12.50,
4.22, 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a- hi.. 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
p. ill.
10.13, 11.00 a!
111., 12.00, 12.20. 5.0U, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Bhirieford, Kennehunk. Weill
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. ni.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.3o p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45
land 7.10 a. in.
For

a.

m.,

arrive Port-

EASTERN DIVISIONWay Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,

Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston,
+2.00, T9.00 a. ir... §1.00, t6.10
P. m.
Arrive in Boston, 5.57 a. m., 12.50.
m.
4.15, 9.25 p.
Leave
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.SO,
7.00,
p. m.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Biddeford.
Portsmouth.
Newburyport. Salem, Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a.
1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.57 a. m.. 4.15 p, m.
Leave Benton for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
Arrive, in Portland, 12.26,
p.m.
10.30
p.

m.

^Connects with Rail Lines for
South and West.

UDaily

except Monday.
with Sound Lines for
Through tickets to ail points for

New York,

New York.
{Connects
sale at Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. V. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent. Fox*,
land.

THE

PRESS."

FIRST FREE BAPTIST CHURCH.
Rev.

NEW

Draws

a

Large Congregation

Very

to

<™~wT«REAT bijmosd

Chestnut St. Church.

Morning Service.
at the First Free Baptist
was marked
by the presence cf Rev. Charles Holden
Rich, of Stockbrldge, Mass., who is a
Portland boy. There was hardly a vacant
seat in the spacious auditorium, the conThe services

yesterday morning,

church

Messenger's Notice.
Drug store tor sale.
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
Frank 1’. Tibbetts & Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
Jefferson Theater.
Portland Theatre.
Mrs. John A. Bellows,

1

Charles Selden Rich Preaches at tho

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Haskell & Jones.
It. m. Lewsea & Co.

BISHOP EARL CRANSTON.

gregation including not only the regular

but many of the old friends
and schoolmates of Mr. Rich.
Rev. Lewis Malvern, the pastor, officiNew Wants, To Let, For fale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will he found under ated, but Mr. Rich preached the sermon.
their appropriate heads on page c.
In his prayer, Mr. Malvern prayed that
if it were possible the nation might be
spared the horrors of war, and thanked
God for tiie many blessings He had in
"Mrs. Winslow's Soothing fyi“P,
infinite
Has been used over Fifty Years oy millions of His
mercy seen fit to bestow
Teething
mothers for their children while
upon us.
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
Rich took for hiB text Psalms,
Mr.
softens tile gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
second and third verses: He
XXIII.,
the
best
is
and
Colic, regulates the bowels,
maketh mo to lie down in green pastures;
from
whether
arising
remedy for Diarrhoea
He leadeth
me beside the still waters;
teaming or other causes. For sale by DrugBe sure and He restoreth my soul; He leadeth me
world.
gists in every Dart of the
of righteousness for His
the paths
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts in
This psalm of David is exa bottle
name’s sake.

worshippers,

Bishop

Earl Cranston of

Portland,Ore.,

officiated yesterday at the Chestnut street
M. E. church, and his presence was the
occasion of a very large and interested

U. S. Engineers

TO
oonferences of the Maine and East Maine ANXIOUS
districts of the M. E. churches, which
TION TO
are to be held
respectively at Norway on

Bangor

on

CJ

STARTS.

COMPLETE PROTECHUSSEY’S SOUND.

the 27th Inst.

and

has cost

with the water
It has been shut down

power $250,000.
for tho
past 13 months^duringJIwhioh
time the affairs of tho Moosehead Pulp
company have been widely
and Paper
advertised as being in an almost inextricable tangle.'^Finally after going into

_

selections

from the works of Rud-

pass from childhood to old ago
grasp the breadth of the divine undereyes are gradually opened, our trust taking as expressed in
“Thy neighbor as
on
The city committee
public works, gives way to suspicion, our confidence to
thyself.”
The whole life of man is an
together with Commissioner Fernald distrust.
A third fails when he ignores the law
Without
and Secretary
Hunt, continued their effort to retain his equilibrum.
of fitness and proportions and seeks to
after- cares and trials a man cannot be a man,
of
streets
the
Saturday
inspection
build a pig sty on the most costly founnoon, taking in the central and eastern a spiritual man. Ho must experience all dations ever laid for
any superstructure.
that the spiritual life teaohes, not alone
parts.
A fourth neglects the inspection of mafnrwph f.ViA lAA+.nrA hv T?AV.
Dr.
the animal life of the ohild. There are
terial and the speaker here aptly illusThe
Butler at the Second Advent church this great duties for him to perform.
trated the relation of faith and works by
of
ladies
St. Stephen’s peaceful man must bear great responsi- L-i.U nw>] moW'ov tinnoacarw fw
The
evening.
church, under whose auspices the leoture bilities. An envious man cannot be a
“Every brick of duty,” said
wall.
is
given, hope for a large attendance, peaceful man. To be at rest with God
laid in grace.”
Cranston,“shallbe
Bishop
it.
to
have
and they ought
is peace.
Is
such a peace
possible? Failure
not procurconies from
again
of
an
The Bath Gun club is in receipt
“Peace I leave with jou;
Christ said:
relations between beginnings
the
ing
invitation from the Portland club to at- my peace 1 give unto you.
Remember
and endings, often times leading to distend the annual tournament in Portland His words:
“Not my will, but thine be
couiagement. It is only through a conOne
hundred
month.
of
this
on the 28th
After learning of His dootrines,
done.”
of weakness and ignorance at
fession
added
to
the
dollars in money has been
do you wonder that the world threw
that a man at last attains
outset
the
prizes and a prominent feature will be down the old philosophies and came to
mastery.
man team on condition that Christ.
a three
A sixth man fails by foolishly decidThe
three men belong to the same club.
These are but a few of the thoughts
to modify the plans when he is well
ing
be
represented scattered through a carefully prepared
Bath club will probably
with his building, for by such a
Percy, Thompson, Jones, and logical discourse which was extreme- along
by Messrs.
prooess many a noble structure has been
Lord.
ana
Merrill
well
delivered.
Bates,
ly
ruined.
The supper committee for May day carThe speaker here referred to the faot
THE NAVAL RESERVE.
the
in
parlors
nival will hold a meeting
that constructional lnw was unchangeat G. A. R. hall on Free street, Tuesday
How
Fort able
and that the taste of the builder
Things Are
Looking at
afternoon, April 19th, at 3 o’dock. All
must be subject to the fixed principle
Preble.
_j
members are requested to be present.
of architecture and passed on to cite a
Two hundred and seventy-five bunting
The enlistment committee was in ses- case of failure whioh came to a man
costumes will bo used to produce the living flag and Union shield at the May sion Saturday night at the City building, because ^he became over ^confident, cenDay Carnival at City hall.
fell from his
through the courtesy of Mayor Charles sorious and consequently
At tho Keeley Institute, 151 Congress
H. Randall, who is deeply in sympathy tower of vanity far below those whose
St. drunkenness and morphinism is cured.
with the organization and who hopes to humbler work he had despised.
convention of the
The first annual
Mistaking grace for indulgence and getsee it formed a part of the regular state
Unions
Endeavor
Portland Christian
place of
and
militia.
Wed- ting one’s self into focus in
Tuesday
Today
at tho Second Parish
will take place
were looked upon by the speaker
Christ,
from
7.30
o’clook
until
nesday
9,
nights
The programme has alchurch today.
the committee will be in session In Re- as fatal. He next dwelt upon the failure
ready been published in the PRESS.
come through too much
ception hall unless enough men are ob- which is sure to
Mr. Albert C. Orcutt and other memin spiritual
tained before that time to make further introspection, j resulting
bers of tho Old Homestead quartette renmorbidness.
sessions unnecessary.
dered an informal musical programme
The last type illustrated was a failure
The second division of the naval militia
to
the guests of the Congress Square
will be organized some time^thia week through excessive individuality whioh
hotel yesterday afternoon. The parlors
and drilling will begin as soon as possi- leads to a breaking away from the vanks
crowded and the music was much
were
and neglect of soldierly duty when the
ble.
enjoyed as the kindness of the singers was
The great guns at
Fort Preble are church is in line for advance.
appreciated.
The speakers’ concluding thought was
mounted, the battery at Fort Preble are
start for Portland Head and go directed to the disoouraged who might
to
ready
PERSONAL.
into camp,and it is understood the vacat- be tempted to say: “I will never undered
barracks will be occupied by an.in- take to build,” and in answer to such,
has
born
Burton
Mr. James E.
engaged
Bishop Cranston showed the greater cost
fantry
company.
as one of tho clerks at the Preble house,
The arms and equipments of the vari- of not building, the sacrifice of man’s suand he is to enter upon his new duties
ous Portland companies! are in first class preme opportunity, and exhorted all to
next month. For 17 years Mr. Burton
order and
have been thoroughly over- build like Christ as surety and to perhotel.
was at the Falmouth
hauled and put in condition for imme- sistently work by the plans furnished, for
Mr. Converse O. Leach Is seriously ill
A captain in- the acceptance of every man’s work at
diate
use if necessary.
with pneumonia.
formed a PRESS man Saturday night judgment day inspection is certain.
Mr.
W. Hastings Webling sailed for
after the oall
that within
three hours
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
England on the Dominion liner Labra- was received
in this city
company
every
dor yesterday. Mr. Webling sailed immeTho following transfers of real estate
would be filled to its full strength of 69
have been recorded::
diately after his return to Portland from
and
three officers, equipped and
Montreal. A number men,
a business trip to
Harmon of Deering to Rosilla
Hattie
movo
at
once.
armed, and ready to
D. Sawyer of Portland, land in Deering
of his Portland friends were on tho wharf
Gen. Charles P. Mattocks has offered on northwest corner of Alba and Best
to eeo him oil.
the President his services in case of war
streets, Deering.
Capt. Panet, aide do camp to the lieu- and agreeing to raise a regiment. SecreJohn O. A. Jordan of South Portland
him
for
the
Presithanked
the
sailed
on
of
tary
Algor
tenant governor
to Orissa O. Munson of South FramingQuebec,
Inn,!
in
Tlnni-l.,nJ
his services
and
said
it
dent,
required
this
While in
Labrador Saturday.
city would be
accepted.
Almira Burnham to Byron N. Bailey,
Capt. Panet was the guest of Mr. J. R.
both of Westbrook, land in Gorham.
Clancy of the Allan line.
CONGRESS STREET SUNDAY
Joseph Pitts of Harrison to Daniel C.
Dr. B. B. Foster has gone to New York
Ayer of Naples, land in Harrison.

yvrd Kipling.

But

as we

our

a

"-

to visit the hospitals.
Gapt. Pir.et; aid de camp to the lieutenant governor of Quebec, arrived in the
city Friday and was the guest of J. R.

Clancy of the

Allan line.

left Saturday for
on the Labrador.

a

short

Capt. Panet

European.trip

Robert Reford of Montreal, accompanied by his two daughters, is at the Conhotel.
Mr. Reford is the
gress Square
head of thejTomson steamship [line.

THE MUNICIPAL. COURT.

Saturday—Kerwin

Davis.

SCHOOL.

SCENES FROM DICKENS
The annual meeting of tho Congress
street Methodist Sunday school was held
The following programme will be given
Friday evening. The reports of the at the First Parish House next Thurssuperintendent, j secretary and treasurer day evening, April 21:
show the school to be in a very prosperous
condition. At the commencement of the
year, April 11, 1897., the school had an
enrollment of 426 members; it now has
473 members,^showing a net gain for.the
year of 47 members.
The largest attendance for the year was
300.
Average attendance for year, 228.
The school has raised $281.61 during the
The
following officers were reyear.

Intoxication;

elected for the coming year:
Superintendent—Mr. G. M. Donham.
Intoxication; fined $3
First Assistant
Superintendent—Mr.
ana costs.
B. Griffin.
Hugh Williams. Intoxication; fined $3 Lindsay
Second Assistant Superintendent—Mr.
and costs.
Alnheus Griffin.
James E.
Frlol. Larceny of a coat;
Third Assistant Superintendent—Miss
three months in county jail.
Gertrude Davis.
Secretary—GeorgelH. Ball.
Assistant Secretary—Edward Johnson.
N
Treasurer—Edward Johnson.
Treasurer—John H. Montgomery.
Librarian—William Watson.
Assistant
Librarians—Ervin
Baker,
Clifford Nansen.
Chorister—John H. Montgomery.
Pianist—Mrs. Howard McRonald.
Blackboard Artist—Charles A. Dyer.

fined $3 and oosts.
Eaward Parker.

Superintendent Primary Department—

E. E.

Jennings.

Organist Primary Department—Mrs. E.

Leslie Barker.

A REMARKABLE ESCAPE.
Frank W.

Nealiy,

young maD about
driving across the
a

18 years
old, was
Portland & Rochester railroad track at
: Morrill’s
Corner, yesterday, just as a
train came along. He jumped from
the
over

wagon,
although he had passed
the track all right, and, evidently

confused, ran back and fell on the track.
he fell between tho
rails.
Fortunately
The locomotive and two cars passed ovet
him and

bruised him

very

badly,

fortunately didn’t break any bones.

bul

Ht
was taken to his home at No.
14 Enter
son slreet, and Dr. Way was called.
Tht
young man will be out in a few

days.

(Scene Irom “Nicholas Niekleby:” The
Mad Gentleman’s Proposal.)
Mad
Mrs.
Kate

Gentleman,
Niekleby,
Niekleby,

(Scene

from

Mrs. Hannibal E Emery
Miss Mary Daveis
Mrs. John C. Perkins
Mr.
Twist:”
“Oliver

Bumble’s Courtship.)
Mr. Frederic F. Talbot
Miss Talbot

Mr. Bumble,
Mrs. Corney,

(Scene from “Old Curiosity Shop.)
Dick

Swiveller,

Sampson Brass,
Lodger,
Sally Brass,
The

Mr. Carl Warren
Mr. J. A. Bellows
Mr. Hobbs
Miss Besslie Allen
Miss Janet Webb

Marchioness,
(Scene from “Martin

two weeks ago or more. Those
sent in bids for this work were informed that the men who had the necessary spiling on hand and were prepared
to do the work
with the greatest speed
was some

who

would receive the

who

ones

miaa

uuuau

uu

quickly.

uuuu

After

vcij

onuug,

on

scows.

donkey engines

are

now

sot up at Great Diamond island,
one for the steam, drills, one for hoisting

being

purposes and the other to haul the cars
over the tram way which has been building from the wharf to the places where
the three batteries are to be located.
This week the contractors who are ex-

cavating

for the

emplacements

at these

their crews to
will increaso
three times the present number and the
of
work
excavating and drilling the
batteries

ledges

will

go on

night

and day until

it^is completed.
Great Diamond island
most inaccessible

place.

meantime is a
All boats are

prevented
landing and strangers
of the island are not allowed to approach
nearer
than half a milo the places where
the work is
going on with so much
from

its history has
much life and
Diamond seen
bustle as is to be seen there now. And
ail of this rushing it will be
even .with
weeks yet before the batteries at Great
Diamond will be in such a state as to be
haste.
Great

Never

before

in

so

relied upon to protect the lower bay.
j
Work will begin this week on the tern
which are to be
porary fortifications
erected at the mouth of the Kennebec
river. It is currently reported that the

government will build a wharf near the
the river, erect a tram way
mouth of
wharf

from the

to the site of the pro,
posed battery, and throw up a masonry
fortification covered by sand, and mount
live or six guns at this, point to afford

protection

What Hood’s Did

ney trouble. The prescriptions and medicines she took did not relieve her and she
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
began taking it and the very next day

to Westbrook, Everloads
green, Riverton and other places on the
Portland
company's line, and over the
Cape line to Willard and Pleasantdale.
Open cars ran on several of the lines.

took

heavy

The day was

coming

a

pleasant reminder

of

Vitality.

“

My mother was taken very sick. She
had congestion of the liver and a bad kid-

She is now
she commenced to improve.
well and she owes it all to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She praises the medicine very
highly and has recommended it to others,
I had a severe bilious attack and my
mother advised me to take Hood’s Pills,
I did so and never took any medicine that
I have taken
did me so much good.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla myself and it gives
me life and ambition.” Mbs. D. A. Stone

Winthrop,

Maine.

Remembei

the

season.

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s NorPleasant to take: perway Pine Syrup.
fectly harmless; positive cure for coughs,
colds, bronchitis, asthma.

the famous mills of John
S. Browns & Sons, in

hemstitched

hems,

x-4 inch

and

three

at

for 25c.

short

I

«

ALSO

Very Respectfully,

Frank P.Tietls
CO„

api-18d3t

messenger's Notice.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine
Cumberland. S3. April
3 6th, A. D. 189S.
muiS is to give notice that on the 14thday
JL of April, A. D. 1898, a warrant in insolvency was issued out ot tne Court ot Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of

CHARLES C. STUART, ofPortlaud,
to
be
adjudged
an
Insolvent
Debtor,
on
petition
of
said
Debtor.
which
was
petition
Men
ou
the 14th
A.
day or April,
D. 1898. to which
date interest onclaim*
is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor and the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor to prove their debts and in case there
are
sufficient
assets
to
the
authorize
same
to
choose
one
asor
more
of
his
signees
held
estate,
will
be
at a Court of
holden
Insolvency to be
Room, in said Portland, in
at.
^ rJ?kate
said County of Cumberland, ou the 2nd day of
May,. A. D.
1898, at 10 o’olock in the
written.

my hand the date first above

Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said. County of Cumberland.
apri8&apr25
_

THeESR?M

[descriptions on file; stock is clean, fixtures
first-class; no better location on the Kennebec
to leave

all

Ribbons,

yard,

quality

colors,

at

regular price

Striped

for

couch

of

marked

the

day half
prices.

One

One lot of

One lot

and

at 9c,

quali-

extra

lot

of

made

of

An assorted
Pillow

Tops,

Calcutta

Cloth, stamped

may be
broidered or left as

in colors,

em-

they
specially adapted for

and
hammocks, boats
to go
summer houses,
at

marked

37c,

down from 750.
In this section, a lot of
silk covered Bed Puffs,
lined

tufted and
silkolene in

with

delicate col-

53-63 today,
55-

mar-

ked down from

marked

trimmed, at 29c,
down from 50c.

brass

at

cases,

Also

a

Penwipers,

glass photographs
thereon,

at 15c.

ioc,

lot of
with
moun»

Hood’s sSa

pearl

black

skirting,

yard,

marked

Moreen,
a

ioc

lot

JNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin).

lot

One

of

cf

muslin

trimNightrobes,
med, high neck and Empire style, at 74c, marked

rattan

Beaters,

One

of

lot

at 10c.

blue

At same
down from $1.
counter a lot of Drawers,
of
made
Fruit-of-the-

and

white Oatmeal

Saucers,
dozen, regularly

Cotton,

Loom

trimmed

sold at 50c. One lot of
Garden Sets, hoe, rake
and trowel, at 14c.
One

with four rows of

lot

from 25c.

of

Bamboo

Racks,

at

Paper

at 27c, were 39c.

lot

of

tucking,

marked

19c,

down

iKIRTS COUNTER

UNDER WEAR COUNTER. (Men's).

1

cot-

for

down from 15c.

One lot of

natural

fast

satteen Skirts,

black

umbrella

m 1
—-

Shirts and

”—

Drawers,

corded,

36c, marked down from

ruffle,

with double

style,

at

at

marked

72c,

down from

$1.

50c.
1

HOSIERY COUNTER. (Men's.)

One

of

lot

“W. B.,”
finished,
long waist,
satteen
Corsets, gray
at
98c, been $1.50.
only,

Sweaters, dark
garnet, at $2,69, marked
down
from $3.50 and
Also a lot of
$3-75-

at

down from

Today

Jouvin

Four
a

lot
Kid

Glace

and

men

and

One

lot

riages,

$2—

Flannels,
marked

yard,

baby

$1.48,
$2.50.

car-

marked

lot

of

Jersey
ribbed, open front Shirts,
small
10c.
at
sizes,

Special

English

In
of

rod, fine natural
handle, silver trimmed,

a

value.

same

novelty

sizes two
at

Great value.

fancy

at

Also

steel

One lot of

silk

down from

Umbrellas,

cotton Gloria

78c

a

asol Covers for

women.

of

at

pat-

finest

down from $1.
In same
three
lots
of Parsection,

two

four

#1.65, $1.85

handsome
our

embroidered
1

clasp and
button,
slightly
soiled from being shown
in our Easter display, to
go at $1.25 today, been
Gloves,

36c, been 50c.

at

terns of

we’ll sell

haircloth

3 NFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

89c.

GLOVES COUNTER.

of

of

let

a

white,

marked

59c,

of

Bustles, black, gray and

Stock-

Golf

and

Also

Bi-

Wool

Scotch

lot

silk

worsted

fancy
cycle
ings,

30RSETS COUNTER.

One

heavy

section

lot

a

cloth Reefers,
five years,
marked down

to

$2.25,
$3.36.

from

NOTIONS COUNTER.

Calendars,

finbut-

Swiss

One

at 62c.

FANCY GOODS COUNTER.

been 25c.

at

line of

Furniture

a

sleeves,

with

One lot of
ton

complete

silk

new,

1 TNINGS COUNTER.

UMBRELLAS COUNTER.

One lot of black and
fancy leather Pocket
Books, plain and metal

of

been

BASEMENT.

for

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

One lot

yard,

sold at 25c.

36c

8 1-2.

school

tons, silk crochet neck
at
and front, silk tape,
25c. Great value.

COUNTER.

a

short

ished

Nets, for veils,
shades, at 17c, regu-

at

10c a

finished, Jersey ribbed
Undervests, high neck

LACES COUNTER.

larly

right

d,

spliced

sort for

One lot of

Waitress’

of

25c.

all

knees,

0

NDERWEAR COUNTER (K.nitted)

{Women's).

Collars, with cape,

18c

cotton

i b b

r

and, less.

5c, been 10c.
One lot of linen choker

at

good quali-

black

use.

at

-,

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

ted

shapes,
today. This

The

at

half price

(Children's.)

heels and toes, at
pair; sizes 7 to

Men’s

of

two for 25c

m

ty black morie Silks, 21
fit
for
inches
wide,
etc.,
at
skirts, costumes,
marked
69c a yar d,
down from 51.25.

Felt

lot

Neckties, all

One

SILKS COUNTER.

in

double

Maline

lot

at

ors, at

fy fast
Stockings,

box.

a

15c

One lot of

HABERDASHERY COUNTER.

One

fit

a

today

was

pair.

1 HOSIERY COUNTER

Powder,

broideries, assorted widths

today
JapanJute Floor Rugs,
assorted patterns and colors,-assorted sizes, have
been 49c,98c, $1.28,‘$1.98
and $3.50, to be sold to-

are,

Toilet

a

of

rem-

anese

4 & 6 Free Street.

forenoon.
Given under

and

best

sell

a

lot

One lot of : Swiss Em-

travelling rugs
and many other purposes,
at 79c.
In this section we will
#

at 20c,

One

Miner’s

covers,

If you will favor us with
call.

cfc

of

Blankets,

*

Brushes,

of

lot

black

fine

Hosiery, women’s,
high spliced heels, at 19c,
three pairs
for
50c—
brought out to sell at 25c

of horse hair

EMBROIDERIES

lengths

nants

One lot of

been 15c.

assorted

An

from 5c and 6c.

cotton

32c.

Caps,

of
at

L OSIERY COUNTER.

down

NECKWEAR COUNTER.

1-8

cov-

Wrisley’s Glycerine Tar
Soap, at 5c a cake, regular price Sc. One lot of

is

lot

assorted

Braids,
fancy
down
2c a yard, marked

gilt edge

morocco

One lot

at 9c,

wooden

cotton

Books, large size,

Whisk

Curl-

at 50.
1 HESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

from 25c.

were

ing Tongs,

An

at 17c, marked

ers

quality
with

5c.

red

with

women’s

ian Roman Silk

Wishing
the State, we offer
It Cured Mother and Made Her this store at a bargain. Inquire
or write
DEVINE & CHADROURNE, Druggists^AuEntirely Well
gusta, Me.
apiseodlw

THE WARMEST YET.
Yesterday was almost a summer’s day.

passengers, many of them going down to
look after
their cottages. The electric

special lot of fine
pure linen damask, Dinner
Napkins, made by

An assorted lot of Ital-

Portieres and Uphoistery Goods

river.

and

One

DRAPERIES ROOM.

BRUSSELLS.
•

Record

19c and 24c.

to the mouth of the river.

This Great Medicine Gives Vigor

the shade the mercury touched 68 degrees, and the wind during the hours
before sunset, was soft and warm from
the west. The Sunday boats to the islands
carried down
large numbers ol

CURTAINS,
MUSLINS,
ANTIQUES,
BOBINETS,
IRISH POINTS,

government agents

nine guns which have been assigned to
Great Diamond island will be loaded on
freight cars and brought here by special
trains. They will then be taken to Great

||

LACE

The wnarf is being built where'the old
Association
wharf stood,
and will be
used to land the heavy guns and carriages
they arrive here. These
upon when
guns have been purchased, abroad by the

Diamond island
Three large

LINENS CO UNI EB.

ioc

this wharf will be

and are expected to
arrive here from Europe any time now.
As soon as they reach JS'ew York the

BOSTON

-ox--

loaded in haste, brought
and taken to Great Diamond island a week ago last night, and
a week ago
today, Mr. Bennett’s crew,
doubled in
size, was pounding down
A
heavy spiling to complete the wharf,
and

WHITEBROl&CO*

Lowest Prices

was

more

necessary.

linen

in

lot of extra

handle,

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

goods; a personal
inspection then is quite

of

with the

Maine

One lot of

of the

handkerchiefs,

We shall be pleased to
quote you the very

into Portland

days
completed.

gives

very meagre idea of
the character and worth

a

lot

at

plated

STATIONERY COUNTER.

lowing list of specials for
today’s sale. What little
description goes with the
items enumerated

Spoons,

Battleship

fol-

RIBBONS COUNTER.

railroad, accompanied

Miss Anna Paine
Sairey Gamp,
Miss Talbot
Betsy Prig,
(Scene from ‘“Nicholas Niekleby: Fanny Squeer’s Tea Party.)
Nicholas Niekleby,
Mr. Walter E. Severance
Mr. Frederick S. Vaill
JohnIBrondie,
Miss Bessie Allen
Fanny Squeers,
Tilda Price,
Mrs. Frederic F. Talbot

In

||

Mr. Bennett. Many miles up the line
these gentlemen found the heavy timber
they were looking for for the spiling of
the wharf.
A speoial freight train was
obtained by Major Hoxie, the necessary

few

the

store

Coffee

bowl,

scattered

present

this

over

which

bargains

at

are

pure

by

spiling

won-

many
derful

One lot of silver

the

from

a

came

Rochester

E have chosen

One

engineer officers took the matter in hand
and for one or two days the work was
suspended.
Major Hoxie left Portland
on Saturday and went up on the
Portland He

JEWELRY COUNTER.

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

uuu

week’s work the
to the conclusion
that the heaviest kind of spiling would
bo required for this wharf and as Mr.
Bennett was unable to furnish.such heavy
timber as the government -wanted, put
in
place without a few days’ delay the
very

engineer officers

t

PORTLAND, April 18, 1838.

Ireland, to go on today
at $1.98 a dozen, actually worth $3.50.

contract.
W. P. Bennett of Portland was awarded
the contract.
Ho started at once to do
the work
and was informed
that the

Chuzzlewit:”

Quarrel of Sairey and Betsy.)

the

were

OWEN, MOORE& CO.

altogether

Before announcing his text Bishop
Cranston expressed his surprise at find- Some of the Guns Purchased
Abroad Will
ing himself in Maine, but was glad to
lie Placed Here-Three Shifts of Men
the property passed
insolvency court,
bo here and look into the. faces of a peoWorking on Emplacements—Work lie- into [the hands of the [bondholders of the
ple who had stood so nobly by an afflicted
glns on Kennebec Klver Works This concern where the title now rests.
pastor—one of the noblest of men.
Week.
He then proceeded to direct the attention of his listeners to the many failures
The United States engineers here ate
in Christian life, taking his text from manifesting feverish anxiety to
comthe
14th chapter of Luke, 80th
verse: plete the fortifications at Great Diamond
“This man began to build and was not island. Until a month ago the work at
able to finish.”
Great Diamond island, where nine guns
The speaker cited examples of failures are to be mounted to protect the entrance
pressive of David’s confidence in God’s in Christian life and brought vividly to the harbor by the way of Hussey’s
of the
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
grace. The words are those, not
before the
congregation the following sound and adjacent channels, was proyoung shepherd, but oi“ the king in his types:
ceeding leisurely. Suddenly the engineer
cares
and
Winslow A. Lombard met with a severe advanced age harraseed
by
First, one man fails because he rejects officers began to urge on the contractors
6
o’clock
accident about
Friday evening troubles who had been through much. God’s
plan of redemption, particularly who have the work in hand to still greatby falling through a hatchway* in a The psalm tells of David in a reminiscent the ideas of atonement
by blood. The er exertions and fully 275 men were put
is presented under two man
Peace
building owned by David Murdock in the mood.
was likened to a person
who would to work where half of this munber was
rear of Powers’s drug store.
aspects. There is the peace of childhood judge the plans and’specifications of a before considered sufficient. Then came
Second
at
the
Next Tuesday afternoon
chat has no conception of death, care,
advertisement for bids to erect a
great building by the basement drawing the
Advent church Mr. J. A. Bellows will sorrow, or remorse,that is purely animal.
alone. A second fails because he does not strong wharf at Great Diamond. This
read

I

about 65 men in
company will employ
whioh is one of tho
the
plant
operating
The
finest of its size In Now England.
50 tons dry pulp
mill has a capacity cf

Feverish Haste.

ludionco who listened to a most thoughtful and carefully prepared sermon.
Bishop Cranston will preside over the

the 20th and at

Working With

PULP MILL

North Anson, April 17.—The.large pulp
mill at Solon formerly owned and operated by the Mooseliead Pulp and Paper
tomorrow and
company will be started
will bo run for tho present at full capacity by tho lessee of the property. The

Bone

sum T WA TS TS CO UN TER.

Casing, black, white and
drab, at 3c a yard. Belt,
ing to match it at 8c a
yard. These are half the
Also a
regular prices.

A

lot

percale

of

laundered

Shirtwaists,

stripes and checks,
75c, marked down
$1.25.

at

from

Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier

uAnj »„

nOQU S

11-are tlie oniy pills to t*ke
1I1S withHood'sSarsaparilla,

d; i
tr

OWEN,

MOORE & CO.

OWEN, MOORE

& CO.
A

OWEN,

MOORE

&

CO,

